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At the foot of the mountain there was a small grotto with uneven stone 
walls, on which the shadows from the fire flowed into each other in 

endless motion. They repeated the dance of the flames, now growing lon-
ger, now shorter.

People in plain orange robes sat around the fire, listening intently. 
Their eyes were turned to the Keeper of the Knowledge reciting a prayer. 
His closest students had gathered here, and now their lips were slowly 
moving, pronouncing familiar words after the Teacher.

They had all heard this prayer many times and knew it by heart, be-
cause the Sage started every spiritual conversation with it.

The Teacher’s voice sounded hollow and expressive, bouncing off of 
the stone vault and the walls of the grotto. The prayer was short, but every 
word therein vibrated with amazing energy and Power.

I have surrendered to the Power that rules my destiny.
I am holding on to nothing and I have nothing left to protect.
I have no thoughts, therefore I will see.
I have no fear, therefore I will remember myself.
In detachment from the world, having found a Soul, I am free...
When the Sage finished and looked lovingly at his disciples, one of 

them raised his hand slightly.
“Is there something you want to ask, Brother Adam?” The Keeper of 

the Knowledge asked.
“Yes,” the man responded vividly, and an unquenchable thirst for 

knowledge lit up in his eyes. “Great Teacher,” he said, looking at the Sage 
with awe, “the prayer you recite gives the meaning of life! May I ask you 
to explain the meaning of each line? Perhaps I don’t quite understand 
them correctly...”

The Teacher looked at the student with warmth. “Every line here con-
ceals the Truth,” he replied and, after a short pause, repeated the first line 
of the prayer: “I have surrendered to the Power that rules my des
tiny.”

“What kind of power are you talking about?” another student 
asked—a slender, youthful man with short red and yellow hair and a 
freckled face.

“The first thing we need to realize,” the Keeper of the Knowledge be-
gan to explain in detail, “is what powers we serve. There are a lot of differ-
ent powers that influence us and pull us in different directions. They are 
connected with our ‘self,’ with our personalities. We must understand that 
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there is also a Divine Power and try to accept it, surrender to it, so that it 
begins to guide us. Its influence brings us good.”

“And the other powers of our ‘self?’” the same guy asked with excite-
ment. “Do they bring us evil?”

“They interfere in our lives and try to pull us in their direction,” the 
Teacher explained gently. “They are selfishness, negative emotions, bad 
thoughts, laziness, and the power of public opinion. They want to dis-
tance us from the Divine Power so that we cannot completely surrender to 
it. Therefore, we need to look at exactly what powers are influencing us 
and to where they are pulling us.”

At that moment, one of the students, a middle-aged woman with 
bright blue eyes, who was sitting in a circle almost opposite the Keeper of 
the Knowledge, raised her hand. “Teacher, can I tell you a story that illus-
trates one of these powers? I want to make sure that I understand your 
words correctly.”

The Sage nodded approvingly, and all those present turned their eyes 
to the woman.

“Thank you,” she smiled and began her story. “I have one friend—a 
very talented singer. When she sings, everything around her seems to 
freeze to enjoy the beauty of her voice. She could have become a star and 
was already on her way to achieving that; she gave successful performanc-
es, she was invited to concerts and festivals that opened up great pros-
pects, but... everyone around her told her one and the same thing: ‘You 
are already twenty-five—it’s time to think about marriage, about children, 
otherwise it will be too late.” She was told this at home, at work, on vaca-
tion. And so, this girl succumbed to the pressure of her mother, relatives, 
colleagues, and friends and found a husband,” the narrator paused and 
continued, a little saddened, “so her singing career came to an end before 
it began.”

“But why?” another student was genuinely surprised—a statuesque 
girl with two long braids. “Can’t you combine family and career?”

The narrator sighed. “Her husband was totally against her perfor-
mances,” she explained. “He thought it was too frivolous; he was afraid 
that other men would stare at his woman, he was jealous... probably out 
of a sense of possessiveness. And she obeyed her husband, settled down, 
gave birth to three children, and the only time that she ever sang was to 
sing lullabies for them... It turns out that she was influenced by the power 
of public opinion.” the woman turned to the Keeper of the Knowledge. “If 
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she hadn’t listened to others, hadn’t got married, would she not have 
turned away from her path?”

The student fell silent, looking questioningly at the Sage.
“Yes, Maria, you got the gist,” the Teacher responded, giving the 

woman a kind radiant look. “The power of public opinion often draws us 
in a completely different direction—not where the soul longs to be, but 
where the Divine Power calls us. A lot of people are influenced by the 
power of public opinion and do not live their own lives.”

At this moment, a thin man, whose head was covered with an orange 
hood, raised his hand.

“Teacher, can I ask about the choice of profession?” he asked, and 
after he received the approval of the Sage, he continued. “A friend of mine 
became a doctor only because everyone in his family was a doctor. How-
ever, he’d dreamed of becoming an actor all his life, and if he’d started 
studying in this field, he would certainly have revealed his talent. And so, 
in his medical work, he did not achieve much, and it was like working in a 
salt mine for him. And another friend studied engineering because his 
father had dreamed of it, although he himself had wanted to become a 
writer his whole life, but the public opinion... embodied in his father con-
vinced him that writing wasn’t a serious thing to do... that it wouldn’t earn 
him money...”

“Yes,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge, looking around at the stu-
dents. “Many people live for others—first for their parents, then for their 
husband, then for their children and grandchildren. They study at univer-
sity for five years to please their parents, then do an unloved job for a 
lifetime and get married just because they have to...”

“Does this mean that they have already surrendered to a power, as the 
prayer says?” asked the blue-eyed woman. “The power of public opinion, 
which rules their destiny?”

“Exactly,” nodded the Sage. “And this is just one of the negative pow-
ers. There are others, for example, the power of the ‘golden calf’.”

“And what kind of power is this?” the student asked with lively inter-
est, leaning forward so as not to miss a single word of the Teacher. “How 
does it work?”

“Since ancient times, this power has made people spend all their en-
ergy, all their time, health, and their entire lives to acquire material goods 
and earn as much money as possible. In pursuit of the golden calf, people 
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are ready to do what they do not like, they turn away from their path, and 
stop developing spiritually.”

At that moment, Brother Adam raised his hand again, and it was clear 
that he was simply bursting with the need to share his story. “I have always 
had such an example right in front of me—my own elder brother,” he said, 
and a note of sympathy flashed in his voice. “He’s been fond of graphics 
and painting since childhood, and everyone thought that he would be-
come a famous artist, since he was literally obsessed with it and was very 
talented. So, he studied to be a painter and began to paint in his studio, 
but with the money he earned, he could not afford what he wanted, which 
was to buy an apartment, an expensive car, and so on. A novice artist is 
always poor, so he gave up on everything and went into sales to build a 
career as a manager. At first, he still found time to paint as a hobby some-
times, but when he got married and had children, his wife started nagging 
him that they needed more money, and he found a second job. There was 
no time left for painting at all. He was constantly living in some kind of 
crazy race, under terrible pressure, and eventually lost his health and suf-
fered a heart attack. These days, he spends most of the money he earns on 
medicine.”

The audience listened attentively to Brother Adam, and when he 
reached this point, there was almost complete silence in the grotto, which 
was interrupted only by the measured crackling of the fire. Everyone was 
silent, digesting the narrative, which hid the story of missed opportunities 
for development, the story of a broken life.

“People waste their health earning money, and then spend the money 
to restore health. Nervously thinking about the future, they forget about 
the present, so they do not live in the present and they do not live for the 
sake of the future. They live as if they will never die, and when they die, 
they realize that they have never lived...”

“He delivered himself up to the power that rules his destiny,” Brother 
Adam quietly repeated, paraphrasing the first line of the prayer. “But this 
power took everything away.”

“Therefore, we should all try to prevent these negative forces from 
having power over us,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge.

“But can that be done?” the young disciple exclaimed, looking inquis-
itively into the Sage’s eyes.

“To do this, we must open ourselves more to the Divine Power and 
give ourselves to God,” he explained with majestic calmness, “then the 
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Divine Power will be able to guide us more. If we listen more to other 
powers that pull us in different directions, then we will not be able to be 
open to the Divine Power.”

“And what other negative powers are there, Teacher?” Maria asked. 
“You said something about laziness.”

“Laziness or the power of Tamas—inertia or, if you will, gravity.”
“Gravity?” the woman was surprised. “You mean that the force of 

gravity and laziness have a similar nature? So that is why when I’m lazy, 
it’s like I’m being attracted to the sofa—closer to the ground.”

“I have a friend who has lived like this all his life,” commented the 
red-haired freckled guy. “He just eats and sleeps. He forces himself to go 
to work, and there he does nothing but complain that he is not appreciat-
ed enough. He won’t even lift a finger unless ordered to do something. He 
doesn’t want anything, he’s not interested in anything—neither sports, 
nor art, nor work; you can’t persuade him to go out for a run, even getting 
him to go to the country requires a huge effort.

“When people completely surrender to this power, they live their lives 
like this,” said the Sage, “lying in front of the TV and doing nothing, just 
thinking about food, sex, and other pleasures.”

“But how can we resist it?”
“We must constantly keep in mind the hostile powers—the power of 

inertia, the power of the golden calf, and the power of public opinion. We 
must learn to be able to see them enter into us and begin to act. Only by 
realizing this will we be able to prevent them from influencing us. And 
seeing this, we will be able to open up more to the Divine Power and tune 
in to sublime emotions and thoughts. Then the Divine will act through us, 
enabling us to receive real goodness in our lives. We should try to open 
our hearts to God and cultivate sublime emotions to the highest degree. 
All evil should be blocked by the influence of the Divine Power, which 
cuts off negative influences from us.”

The Teacher finished and once again looked around at all of his stu-
dents with an attentive gaze—from his eyes flowed the all-pervading un-
conditional love that he gave to others. At this moment, the faces of the 
students lit up from within. It seemed that it was this light that gave ener-
gy for a deep understanding of all that had been said.

Students of different ages gathered around the Teacher: several young 
men and girls, people in their forties with traces of life experience on their 
faces, and even an elderly, thin old woman with gray hair that was pulled 
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into a bun—her face was wrinkled, but her gaze retained amazing clarity 
and insight.

They were all trying to grasp the Truth, and the Teacher saw that, 
rejoicing that his words awakened the most sublime emotions in his stu-
dents.

He was silent for a few seconds, glancing into the distance where the 
picturesque rocks and mountains spread out, their peaks frozen in myste-
rious silence, shrouded in a lilac twilight haze.

The students waited patiently for the Teacher to continue.
“I am holding on to nothing and I have nothing left to protect,” 

he finally said, reciting the second line of the prayer.
“How should this correctly be understood?”
“We should not cling to our identities. A person usually holds on to 

them tightly and begins to protect them. He protects his laziness, negative 
emotions, resentment, envy, and other negative qualities. The person al-
ways wants to justify them in every possible way, and, therefore, they be-
gin to control him and eventually devour him.” The Sage spoke smoothly 
and steadily, and his every word was surprisingly succinct and accurately 
described the Knowledge.

When the Teacher paused, his gaze fell on Maria—the student who 
had spoken about her friend who had followed public opinion and chose 
her husband instead of developing her talent as a singer.

“Maria, do you want to say something?”
“Yes, Teacher. Just now, when you were talking, I again remembered 

my friend. How she tried to protect her identities. I told her many times, 
‘All is not lost yet, you still have your voice, why don’t you start singing 
again?’ And to this she always answered me with a sigh, followed by, ‘I will 
never become a singer again, but I have a husband and children.’”

“But this is not the limit of one’s ambitions!” exclaimed a young 
blonde girl who had been closely following the conversation all this time.

“I told her the same thing,” Maria replied contritely. “But she would 
always argue that a husband and children were much more important 
than any such nonsense and fruitless dreams. And it was impossible to 
prove anything otherwise to her. It was as if she was blind, as if she didn’t 
see that her husband was a jealous tyrant, that he wouldn’t let her take a 
step without him knowing.”

“My brother never wanted to admit that he was wrong, too” Adam 
joined the conversation. “Even when he had already ruined his health, he 
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kept saying, ‘I’m doing everything right, I’m a realist. I need to provide for 
my family.’”

“Yes, and it is the same with my friend who is under the power of in-
ertia and laziness,” the red-haired guy added. “He’s never admitted that 
he doesn’t live right. All I heard from him was, ‘Leave me alone. It works 
for me, I don’t mind!’ He can’t even understand that his mind is clouded, 
that his life is passing while he is stuck in this swamp of laziness.”

“And a person also protects his negative emotions,” said the Teacher. 
“When he is angry with someone or offended, he will never admit his 
guilt. He only says, ‘It’s someone else’s fault, not mine.’”

“That’s right, just like my friend’s husband!” Maria exclaimed. “He...” 
she paused, as if considering whether to tell further and share unpleasant 
details, but after a short pause, she continued. “He eventually started 
drinking and beating her, justifying that by saying that it was ‘her own 
fault’ that it was ‘her behavior that made him do it!’ I’ve always resent-
ed it.”

“Yes, people who are under the influence of negative powers always 
protect their identities,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge. “Every terrible 
tyrant and hardened criminal. Each of them will have a thousand reasons 
and excuses for their own anger. And this destroys not only the lives of 
others, but also their own lives. To prevent this from happening, one 
needs to get rid of these influences, these negative qualities, for one 
should not hold on to them. Only then will they stop devouring a person 
from within and destroying his life. That’s why in the prayer we say, ‘I am 
holding on to nothing, and I have nothing left to protect.’ It means that we 
must stop making excuses, holding on to identification with negative 
powers, and we must stop protecting them.”

Understanding flashed in the eyes of the students. It was clear that 
right now, by coming into contact with the energy and Power of the 
Teacher, they got the opportunity to see a very clear picture of the uni-
verse and their place in it.

“I have no thoughts, therefore I will see,” the Keeper of the Know-
ledge continued, voicing the next line of the prayer. “As long as we have 
thoughts, we only see them and do not see reality. We only see what our 
mind tells us. And the mind says things that are far from reality. It can see, 
for example, a snake instead of a rope, imagine things, or something else 
like that. Or, for example, gloss things over seeing the world through 
rose-colored glasses, or, conversely, make everything dark. It all depends 
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on the emotion. If there is a negative emotion, everything is seen black-
ened, and if there is some positive emotion, then everything is rose-tinted.

Maria raised her hand again, saying, “When my friend got married, 
she saw her future family through rose-colored glasses. Although her 
partner had shown tyrannical habits even before marriage, she wouldn’t 
acknowledge it. And then it got worse and worse—he started drinking, 
but she would always wave it off, saying, ‘So what, everyone drinks now-
adays. It’s better to have a drinking husband than no husband at all. If I’m 
left alone with the children, what will I do?’”

“Of course,” another student said with bitter irony, “because public 
opinion tells us, ‘The main thing is to get married, then you’ll be endless-
ly happy.’”

“Exactly,” Maria smiled sadly. “ ‘And they lived happily ever after.’ We 
all grew up on these fairy tales, but nowhere has it ever been said what 
happens to a princess after marriage when a handsome prince suddenly 
turns into a terrible monster. So, this friend of mine still lives wearing her 
rose-colored glasses, and I am desperate to find a way to help her.”

“Sometimes it can be different,” Adam said. “When a person seems to 
be doing well, he has a house, food, and health, yet he sinks into a depres-
sion. Or he torments himself with envious thoughts, such as, ‘Ah, the 
grass on the neighbor’s lawn is greener, and his children are smarter, and 
his wife is more beautiful...’”

A young curly-haired woman, who was sitting on the left side of the 
Teacher and had been silent until now, suddenly decided to speak. “You 
know, to be honest... I myself have been depressed for a long time,” she 
confessed quietly, lowering her eyes, as if ashamed of her frankness. “I 
didn’t seem to have any reason for this, but... it seemed to me all the time 
that I was missing something, and it weighed on my mind. I couldn’t just 
enjoy life, I couldn’t relax and enjoy nature, a beautiful day, or communi-
cation with my loved ones. I constantly compared myself with others, en-
vying those who had something better than me. Now I understand that 
these are just negative thoughts that had nothing to do with reality. I saw 
everything blackened.”

“You know, when I broke up with my boyfriend, it seemed to me that 
this was the end,” another girl chimed in. “I even wanted to take an over-
dose. Then I was ruled by thoughts and emotions that prevented me from 
seeing reality, I mean, the fact that nothing terrible had actually hap-
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pened, you know. But at that time... it was so difficult to see and under-
stand it.”

“Our mind does not see things objectively, only through the prisms of 
its emotional reactions,” the Keeper of the Knowledge commented. 
“When we have no thoughts, when we discard them, we begin to see the 
reality—the way things truly are.”

“So, it means that by stopping our flow of thoughts and eternal inter-
nal dialog, we will be able to look at things objectively?” one of the stu-
dents asked.

“Yes, Martha, you got it right,” the Teacher nodded, confirming her 
words. “Therefore, we must try to come to a state of silence in which we 
will see things the way they are. This is why we meditate, work with 
breathing, and do conscious practices that help us stop the internal dia-
log.”

“Teacher, tell us, what is the easiest practice to stop it?” the thin man 
asked a question.

“Take a watch that has a second hand,” the Keeper of the Knowledge 
replied, “and focus on its movement without being distracted by anything 
else. How long will you be able to watch it so that no extraneous thoughts 
appear in your head? Fifteen seconds, thirty, a minute? Try doing this, 
and you will realize how hard it is to stop the mental flow. But by practic-
ing this way, you can learn to see everything as it truly is.”

“And if we get distracted by thoughts, what should we do?”
“You have to keep track of that and maintain your awareness. You 

must understand it in this way: ‘A thought has appeared, so now I see 
everything again in the old way, subjectively.’ We identify with the thought 
that has come and believe that this is the truth. And then another thought 
comes to our mind, we identify with it, and now we see and evaluate 
things in the opposite way. Therefore, it is necessary to be in a state of si-
lence, thoughtlessness as often as possible and look at the world remain-
ing in this state. Then we will see ourselves and everything around us in a 
more realistic light.”

“Thank you for the explanation, Teacher,” Martha said with sincere 
gratitude. Her face was very spiritual, shining with the joy of realizing the 
Truth. “I have heard and repeated this prayer many times, intuitively 
guessing its meaning, but now... your words seem to have lifted an invisi-
ble veil, and all the fragments of the Knowledge have combined into a 
complete picture.”
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The Teacher smiled in response to the woman’s words, sending her 
the energy of kindness and love. At this time, the other students nodded 
animatedly, showing their agreement with the words in every way.

“I have no fear, therefore I will remember myself,” the Sage 
spoke again, continuing to interpret the words of the prayer. “As long as 
we have fear, we cannot remember ourselves, for we are constantly fuss-
ing and worrying. We perceive ourselves as an intimidated person who 
can be threatened by something. Therefore, we do not really see ourselves 
and do not remember that we are the divine spark, which is in our physi-
cal shell, in the body.”

“Teacher, what does it mean?” Maria asked. “We do not remember 
ourselves—should this be understood in a literal or figurative sense?”

“For example, when a person experiences a strong fear for himself or 
his future, in this state he can harm another person or even commit mur-
der,” the Keeper of the Knowledge explained patiently and calmly, “be-
cause he does not remember himself, does not remember that we are all 
one with God.”

“Oh, I have an example that seems just right,” the girl with the blond 
braids perked up. “I have a friend who was so afraid that her boyfriend 
would leave her for her pretty neighbor that she started threatening to 
pour acid on her and demanded that the neighbor move out of her own 
apartment.”

“There are many such examples,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge. 
“For example, people are afraid for their reputation and start lying, play-
ing coy, or even framing others. Or, not remembering himself, a person is 
ready to throw himself out of the window, fearing that something bad will 
be found out about him. In fear of losing money, a person can commit 
murder. Fear always comes from the ‘ego’; we are always afraid of losing 
something: material values, the love of another person, a good attitude, or 
reputation. If we remembered that we are a part of God, then we would 
not be afraid of anything. Like Christ, who was not afraid to be crucified 
and lose his life.”

“Why is that?” Adam was surprised.
“Because it is impossible to take something away from God—and if 

you are a part of Him, then how can you lose something? If we remember 
ourselves, we will begin to develop. With the help of different situations, 
we have to wake up and overcome the influence of the body and false 
personality.”
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The Sage paused again for a moment, and a truly amazing atmo-
sphere was created around the fire, which was felt by all those present. 
This conversation was like a sacrament, during which the secrets of the 
universe were revealed. The fire crackled comfortably, preventing the 
darkness from completely capturing the mountain valley.

“In detachment from the world, having found a Soul, I am free,” 
The words of the final line of the prayer sounded from the lips of the 
Keeper of the Knowledge majestically and solemnly, literally sending 
shivers to all those whose ears listened. A dozen inspired eyes turned back 
to him.

“I will find my soul when I renounce the world,” he explained. “Now 
a person has not yet found a soul, because it is tormented by larvae, vari-
ous powers, and influences. We are always identified with the world—we 
chase the golden calf, we strive to meet the expectations of society in or-
der to be ‘like everyone else,’ we cannot stop playing by these rules.”

“Like my friend,” said Maria, “who keeps living with her tyrant hus-
band.”

“And like my brother, who has always been trying to make more mon-
ey,” Adam chimed in.

“Yes,” the Teacher nodded, confirming the Truth. “There are many 
such examples. They surround us throughout the history of mankind. For 
example, how many kings, in pursuit of material goods and power, started 
pointless wars, falling under the influence of demons?”

“There is even such a phrase that states, ‘Kill one person and you will 
become a murderer. Kill millions and you will become a conqueror. Kill 
everyone and you will become a God.’” said one of the students.

“That’s right. Each of the conquerors sought to exalt himself and his 
military exploits, and only a few of them by the end of their lives under-
stood the meaninglessness of this fuss and the race for gold and wealth. 
For example, Alexander the Great, having conquered half the world, 
asked on his deathbed to be buried on a shield with his empty hands 
spread out in different directions to show that he could not take anything 
with him to the next world. When we detach ourselves from the world and 
keep our distance from it, that is when we begin to feel that we have found 
our soul, that is owned by us and not by demons, devils, and other dark 
powers.”

“But how do we feel and understand this?” asked a pretty girl with 
long blond hair that cascaded down to her waist. “That we have already 
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been freed from the influence of the dark powers? How can we avoid mak-
ing a mistake?”

“To do this, we need to observe how the dark powers penetrate us in 
the form of various thoughts and emotions,” said the Keeper of the 
Knowledge, answering the student’s question. “How they begin to pull us 
in different directions, not allowing us to be ourselves, forcing us to carry 
out some dark plan. Therefore, when we are detached, we gain a soul—we 
own our soul. If we are identified with everything—with any thought, with 
any emotion that comes to us—then all this owns our soul, but we do not 
own our soul. We have to cut off all these influences, and when we make 
a gap between us and these negative powers, then there is freedom for our 
soul, and we begin to feel that we are our true selves. And as long as there 
is no such gap, as long as we are identified with everything that happens, 
we do not feel our soul, we only see identification—one thing, then anoth-
er, then yet another, but we do not see ourselves. It is as if we do not exist, 
but there is a momentary situation, momentary identification, momen-
tary thoughts and emotions. And we as a soul do not exist at this moment. 
If we let go and make a gap, if we see everything from the outside, then we 
find ourselves. These negative influences can no longer tear us apart in 
different directions, and we become whole. And then we find ourselves, 
our soul and true freedom.”

When the Sage finished his explanation, there were bright tears of 
realization in the eyes of some of the students. Such a reaction indicated 
that they had poured themselves through the Teacher’s words. These 
words were important to them, and they hit the very center of the soul.

They had recited this prayer so many times, but only now had they 
reached a level of deep understanding and extraordinary clarity.

Before moving on to another topic, the Sage recited the prayer once 
again, and he was echoed by a harmonious hum of voices:

 
I have surrendered to the Power that rules my destiny.
I am holding on to nothing and I have nothing left to protect.
I have no thoughts, therefore I will see.
I have no fear, therefore I will remember myself.
In detachment from the world, having found a Soul, I am free...



EPISODE 2

CONSCIENCE
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The huge hall with high ceilings was chock-full of people—the rows of 
seats had been specially removed to increase its capacity and give ev-

eryone the opportunity to meet with the Teacher.
Now thousands of students were looking at the stage with burning 

eyes and holding their breath, listening to every sound, every word, so as 
not to miss a single grain of Wisdom. There were people of different ages, 
genders, and social statuses. They were united by one thing—the desire 
for spiritual growth and development, the desire to feel the warmth and 
unconditional love coming from the Keeper of the Knowledge. Here and 
there flashed the bright orange clothes of the students of the inner circle—
those who once made their choice in favor of Light and confidently fol-
lowed this path.

One of these students, standing in the front rows, raised his hand. He 
was a tall, thin man with a small, neat beard, attentive brown eyes, and a 
spiritual face. The Teacher nodded to him, giving him a warm look in 
which wisdom, forgiveness, and kindness shone.

The conversation was about conscience, and this topic aroused great 
interest and a large number of questions.

“Teacher, how do we not confuse conscience and guilt?” the man 
asked, looking at the stage with the hope of finding the right answer, to 
understand, to get the right direction of his spiritual quest.

“The feeling of guilt can be different,” the Keeper of the Knowledge 
replied. “A sense of guilt can be associated with conventional morality. 
For example, when parents say, ‘You are a flunker, your results are poor, 
and you are always misbehaving.’ And there is a sense of guilt before God, 
before our Higher Self, when we feel guilty because we do not grow, do 
everything mechanically, do not strive for awareness, and forget about 
ourselves, about the path of spiritual development. This is because no one 
has ever told us how to do it correctly, neither adults nor teachers at 
school or university. This is a completely different level of guilt. And such 
guilt awakens conscience.”

“How do we awaken it?” someone’s ringing voice was heard in the 
audience. It belonged to a pretty, middle-aged brunette in an elegant 
business suit, who was standing in the crowd to the right of the stage. 
“What do we need to do in order to experience this... higher sense of 
guilt?”

The Sage turned his gaze to the woman and took a few steps in her 
direction. In his long black robe, he moved with a surprisingly smooth but 
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confident gait, as if he was not walking but hovering at a short distance 
above the floor.

“We need to repent more often, remember what we have done wrong, 
where and how we fell asleep,” he replied softly and without any edifying 
tone. In his intonation, there was only a desire to help, to give an answer 
to the question and the opportunity to understand the Truth. “We have to 
realize where we acted mechanically, where negative emotions took hold 
of us. If we begin to repent of all this, then our conscience slowly begins 
to awaken. Repentance is the basis for awakening the conscience.”

Satisfied with the answer she received, the brunette nodded—deep 
intense thought written all over her face. She was thinking, plunging into 
herself and analyzing her actions, and meanwhile, a young blonde girl 
asked another question.

“Beloved Master, is the voice of conscience the voice of God inside? 
Why do negative emotions have such an impact that they drown out this 
voice?”

The Sage listened attentively to the student and looked around the 
hall with a bright smile.

“What have we seen since childhood?” he asked, addressing every-
one. “Have we seen saints who pray, who are in repentance all the time, 
who do everything according to their conscience?” He paused and looked 
around the audience, giving them the opportunity to reflect on this.

There was silence in the hall for a few seconds, and then a slight wave 
of murmuring swept through it. Many started talking to each other to 
express their thoughts and guesses.

“No, we have not seen that,” the Sage continued, answering his own 
question. “We have seen an example of constant negative emotions com-
ing from our parents, relatives, and teachers at school. You remember 
teachers crying hysterically, shouting in class. That is how they raised 
you... A small child sees only negative emotions from childhood. Basical-
ly, children have much more positive emotions than the adults around 
them. A small child is suppressed in every possible way, and natural posi-
tive emotions are denied or considered bad. Laughing without reason is 
the sign of stupidity. What are you so happy about? What are you having 
fun for? I started writing poetry and I showed a poem, saying, ‘Mom, I 
wrote a spiritual and religious verse.’ But she only said, ‘There’s a mistake 
here, and a mistake there.” She saw only spelling in the verse, and the 
meaning was incomprehensible to her.”
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The Teacher paused again, carefully peering into the hall, trying to 
determine how clear his words were.

“Therefore, it is natural,” he began again, “if a person sees such neg-
ative emotions around, he begins to display his own negativity. This is 
considered the norm. I feel offended—good, you are doing the right thing. 
I am angry and afraid of something, for example, because I got an F—well 
done. We were encouraged to do this. Thus, the cult of negative emotions 
in society began to develop. Small children are so positive, active, cheer-
ful; they look at everything correctly and do not identify with anything. 
They are much more spiritual than any adult. But adults are trying in ev-
ery possible way to suppress them, break them, make them a fool so that 
children become the same as them.”

“But why is this happening?” the same girl who asked the question 
about negative emotions exclaimed with sincere surprise.

“Because the morality of society aims to make everyone the same. The 
Procrustean bed of public opinion... And society cuts off or stretches ev-
erything. The child is brought up according to the form of society, accord-
ing to the form of morality that is accepted. When he grows up, he be-
comes like everyone else—devoid of a large number of sublime emotions 
and endowed with a large load of negativity. And some people can even 
go crazy—they have to be placed in psychiatric clinics because of negative 
emotions. It is necessary to understand this as early as possible and begin 
to change. There was a reason Christ said, ‘Unless you become like little 
children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven.’ That is, children 
are much more spiritual than any adult.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge finished speaking and slowly returned 
to the center of the stage, his figure in a cylindrical headdress and a 
high-collared robe fascinated and attracted glances. A surprisingly bright 
energy emanated from the Teacher. It filled everything around, creating 
an atmosphere of all-encompassing love, kindness, and joy of knowledge.

“Tell us, Teacher, how do we awaken the conscience?” one of the stu-
dents asked, a middle-aged man with a strong-willed face that had already 
been touched by the first wrinkles. “How do we understand that it is con-
science? How do you feel it?”

Having asked the questions that concerned him, the man began to 
listen with rapt attention, without taking his eyes off the Sage.

“There is fear, shame, and conscience,” the Keeper of the Knowledge 
spoke again. “Fear is when we do something because we are afraid of neg-
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ative consequences. For example, if we are told, ‘If you don’t do it, you 
won’t have dinner,’ then we act out of fear. There is shame—this is what 
we were instilled during childhood. For example, it is impossible to walk 
naked in the street. We were taught what is shameful and what is not. It is 
related to morality. And there is conscience—it is related to spiritual de-
velopment. Conscience awakens when we are guided not by fear that 
something will not be given to us and not by conventional morality, but 
by shame. We begin to feel our conscience when we act spiritually, that is, 
spirituality toward God, toward our spiritual development and awakens 
in us. ‘I have sinned, I have done something wrong.’ That is conscience. 
And we should be guided by this feeling. Conscience is a very sublime 
feeling. A sublime emotion. Although it has a certain negative moment, 
love and joy, however, are positive. And conscience seems to be negative, 
but it is this negative aspect that we really need. Conscience pulls us back 
all the time, stops us, and directs us. It is like our inner Guru. Like a God 
who awakens inside us and begins to guide us. That is what conscience is. 
This is an amazing inner feeling that allows you to realize what is right 
and what is not. A person may not even understand the situation, but his 
conscience tells him. In our emotional center, we already have a deep 
knowledge and feeling of this world. If we awaken our conscience, we 
immediately begin to understand whether this is the truth or that is a lie. 
Even if we have not read any special books, if our conscience has awak-
ened, we can simply be guided by it and reach the level of saints. But 
conscience is inconvenient for our false personalities, our false selves. It 
prevents the manifestation of everything that is nasty and filthy. There-
fore, people are trying to bury it in every possible way so that it does not 
manifest itself, justifying themselves in every possible way. These excuses 
bury the conscience. And then the voice of God in us becomes weaker and 
weaker. And one day we stop hearing it at all. We disconnect from God. It 
is like we are saying, ‘God, you’re bothering me. I am feeling negative, and 
you’re preventing me from feeling it!’ Then we begin to bury God, deviate 
from him. And as soon as we have heard the voice of God, we must imme-
diately listen to him, try to follow him, and only then does this voice start 
speaking more and more strongly in us.”

The Sage stopped and once again carefully looked into the hall, wait-
ing for new questions.

“Do I understand correctly that when conscience awakens, there is a 
kind of fight, of internal discomfort?” a woman in the front row asked. “At 
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first it was very difficult and uncomfortable for me to be in this. I began to 
focus on the fact that I would improve. And it became easier. Did I do 
right?”

“Of course,” the Sage replied. “Do not be afraid of this discomfort. 
Yes, it is unpleasant and painful to realize your own wretchedness. You 
can be horrified by this. Therefore, the person does not want to see it. He 
makes excuses or is distracted by something else, switches to some other 
activities just to avoid looking at himself realistically. But we need to face 
that, then the illusion will disappear. If we can see ourselves realistically, 
it means that the change has already begun. And if we do not see and do 
not want to see ourselves for real, if we want to fashion some kind of mask 
and show it to others, then we will never change. Only the mask will 
change, and we will remain the same. And if we want to see ourselves for 
real, then this is the first step.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge paused, casting a loving glance around 
the hall, and finally spoke again. The people quieted down, and poems 
began to sound in the silence. The words fell from the Teacher’s lips and 
swirled in the air like a beautiful magic melody. They combined into an 
amazing harmony of rhymes and meanings, completely filling the space 
and opening the way to the realization of important principles.

 
FROM CHILDHOOD THE WORLDLY TIES
ENLACED MY SOUL WITH DARK DELUSION,
THAT HAD NO SENSE, I REALIZE,
THERE IS NO FEAR BUT EVOLUTION.
 
I WON’T RETREAT BEFORE THE WALL
OF A FICTITIOUS PRECONCEPTION,
I WON’T TURN CRAVEN IN THE BRAWL.
LIFE IN A CROWD IS SELF-DECEPTION.
 
THE FLESH AND BLOOD RAGE LIKE A STORM,
AND STRESSES TEAR THE HEART ASUNDER
HUSH. THE BODY IS YOUR HOME,
IN IT, BEAT TRANQUILLY FOREVER.
 
MY THOUGHT WILL BREAK THE CHAINS OF SIN,
INVISIBLE AND OVERWHELMING,
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AND DEATH WILL LOSE, AND I WILL WIN.
THE BLISS OF LIFE WILL BE UNENDING…
 
When the Sage finished speaking, the students silently pondered his 

words for some time. It was evident from many faces that they were think-
ing, projecting the Teacher’s words on themselves, trying to understand 
their own feelings and states. The faces of many listeners were illuminated 
by an inner light, feeling an incredible joy of knowledge.

Such conversations with the Teacher did not leave anyone indifferent. 
After them, the students’ heads cleared up; the blinders fell off, which for 
many years had closed their eyes, preventing them from looking at things 
realistically and seeing the Truth.



EPISODE 3

DEVELOPMENT  
AND THE TEACHERíS  

ASSISTANCE
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A light wind blew through the wide-open windows, bringing in the hot 
breath of the midday glow. Here, under the roof of the temple hidden 

from prying eyes, it was pleasantly cool. The sun’s golden flecks played on 
the translucent curtains and silk wall draperies, filling the space with soft 
diffused light.

The Keeper of the Knowledge sat on a small stage built in the front of 
the spacious room and concentrated on answering the students’ ques-
tions, interpreting the complex laws of the universe in simple, accessible 
language. Several dozen eyes were turned toward the Sage.

“Beloved Teacher,” said one of the students, a woman of middle age 
with an ideal Greek profile, “should we seek happiness here on Earth? 
You see, my grandmother is almost a hundred years old. And one day I 
asked her, ‘You’ve lived for so long, but tell me, have you found happiness 
in life?’ And she answered, ‘I have lived for a hundred years, but I haven’t 
found happiness. Maybe people are lying, and there is no happiness at 
all?’ ”

The Sage listened to the question and, after taking a careful look at all 
present, spoke confidently. “We are sent here to Earth to refine ourselves 
and to learn difficult lessons. We will find happiness in the next world. 
There will be the finest emotions, the most sublime states, and we will feel 
God by our side. Here we are given difficult lessons, which is why here on 
Earth we are in a state of ignorance. If we were omniscient, then there 
would be no lessons to be learned.

When the Teacher paused, a young elegant girl raised her hand. Un-
like many other students, she was not wearing the usual orange attire, but 
plain jeans and a blouse, and her shoulders were covered with a multicol-
ored scarf.

“I want to tell you about what’s happening to me right now,” she be-
gan, and the Keeper of the Knowledge nodded approvingly, encouraging 
her willingness to speak out. “When I started helping people, I really liked 
it, because it made people happy,” said the girl, carefully choosing her 
words and trying to express her thoughts as accurately as possible. “And 
recently, a blogger girl offered me an interview about it. I agreed, but 
during the broadcast she started throwing mud at me in every possible 
way and just disgraced me before thousands of subscribers. Now I think 
I’m not capable of helping people at all.” The girl paused and looked at 
the Keeper of the Knowledge quizzically, “And... maybe I shouldn’t be at 
school at all...” She spoke the last words so softly that it was hard to hear 
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her. “I don’t like this whole situation, and I... to be honest, I’m ready to 
give up…”

The Sage stared at the student, but there was not even a hint of con-
demnation in his eyes. Unconditional love, acceptance, and compassion 
flowed through his gaze to the girl.

“A person often gives up at the first obstacle,” he said in a calm, even 
voice, “but why did we come to Earth in the first place?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge asked the question and fell quiet, pa-
tiently waiting for the girl to answer. She thought about it, turning over 
the options in her head, and silence hung in the room. The other students 
were also thinking, which could be seen on their concentrating faces.

“To... gain experience for the development of the soul?” the girl final-
ly said with a hint of a question.

The Sage nodded approvingly.
“That is right, Agatha,” he smiled. “We came to gain experience and 

learn. And a person thinks that he will immediately, being still illiterate, 
begin to get As. This cannot be happening. A person should learn to be-
come smart. And only after that can he achieve something. The first time 
we do something, we cannot immediately expect others to applaud us. An 
aspect forms, a situation arises, and God gives us lessons. And when 
someone condemns us, when someone says something bad about us, we 
must realize that this is another lesson of God. And the most important 
thing here is to draw the right conclusions, to learn from your own expe-
rience.”

“Keeper, but what happens if we give up what didn’t work out and 
start doing something else?” The girl asked again. “This lesson of God... 
will we have to go through it anyway?”

“Yes, that is right,” the Sage replied with authority. “It does not 
matter what a person does. In any case, sooner or later there will be 
some mistakes, some errors, and something will go wrong, because 
that is what we are here for, to experience such things. A good trine 
comes and there is a positive influence of the planets, and it helps us 
gain strength and get some rest. A smart person uses the trine in order 
to tune in to the upcoming difficulties, prays with all his might, and 
develops spiritually. Then comes a square, opposition, negative as-
pects, and a difficult situation arises that must be perceived and over-
come correctly.”
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“Teacher, and if we may go back to my situation,” Agatha took the 
floor again. “Did I understand you right that even if I leave school, the bad 
situations will not stop?”

“Exactly,” the Sage replied, looking at the student with unshakable 
love. “No matter where you go next, no matter what you do, the same 
aspects and difficult situations will repeat. Because you have not gone 
through these lessons and have not drawn the necessary conclusions. 
“The Teacher spoke without an edifying tone and did not try to accuse. 
He simply stated a fact, revealing the deep essence of human existence on 
Earth.

“And these... situations, are they different for all people?” asked a 
stumpy guy with squinty eyes. “Is this for a reason too? So, each person 
has to pay off his own karma?”

“That is right, Eldar. The soul comes to Earth to learn lessons that it 
did not receive in past lives. And that is why we were sent here now so that 
our souls would realize something necessary—for example, so that we 
would stop feeling offended, angry, taking off the rose-tinted glasses, and 
so on. And if a person thinks that everything will be different in some 
other place, that if he starts doing something, he will be given As and 
people will applaud him, but this is not going to happen. He will go to 
another place, and the same things will happen there, and he will make 
the same mistakes, because they are connected with the structure of his 
psyche.”

“And what should be done to put an end to these situations?” the guy 
asked, voicing the question that concerned everyone.

“This person must change himself,” said the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge. “He must change his thought, his approach to life. If he does not 
change, does not take off his rose-tinted glasses, then he will go down this 
road again, and everything will repeat. The main thing is to have a Teach-
er nearby who can explain everything, promptly and directly. All his mis-
takes will be repeated in any place, no matter where he is and no matter 
what he does. But there may be no Teacher already, and that is the worst 
thing. Then the person will just sulk, take offense, cry, and worry but not 
change. He will remain a fool who only complains about how bad life is. 
He will justify himself and think, ‘Fate is hard, people are bad.’ He blames 
everyone but himself. He will find a thousand excuses for himself instead 
of thinking, ‘I am a fool!’ And that is what he should have started from. ‘I 
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am a fool! And I need to learn and become smart.’ This is the Greatest 
Sitha, a superpower that needs to be developed.”

The Teacher paused again and looked around at all the students to 
see what state they were in, whether they were ready to move on and com-
prehend the Truth contained in his words.

“Keeper, and how do we become smart?” asked one of the students, a 
bright brunette in a light orange robe. “How do we come to the necessary 
realizations so that the bad situation does not happen again?”

The Sage smoothed down his short beard, as if deliberately taking his 
time with the answer, letting the students think about it themselves.

“You cannot just become smart,” he said after a pause and smiled 
mysteriously. “A person becomes smart only by going through difficult 
situations. In them, he gets the opportunity to grow and develop, if he 
starts working on himself. That is where we need to start. Do not justify 
yourself, do not look for the guilty, because it does not help you to change, 
on the contrary, it keeps you at the same level. You need to start with an 
awareness of the need to learn, with moral preparation for difficult situa-
tions, with getting in tune to gaining experience. This is how a person 
should think: ‘Now situations will happen, to which I will tune in, pre-
pare, and go through them correctly.’”

“And how do we understand whether we are drawing the right con-
clusions from the situation or not?” asked another student, a brown-eyed, 
clean-shaven man. “Let’s assume I think that I understand, but what if it’s 
just my subjective vision? Maybe I think I’m aware of everything, but in 
fact I’m still wearing the rose-tinted glasses?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge listened attentively to the question and 
sent rays of warmth and grace to the student.”

“That is what a Teacher is for,” he explained. “He is the one who ex-
plains everything and helps to wake up, rid them of illusions, and take off 
the rose or black-colored glasses. In life, all people experience difficult 
situations, but there is no one to explain their true meaning and signifi-
cance. Therefore, many people often do not understand why something 
has happened. A person thinks, ‘I’m as wise as Solomon, but why was I 
robbed again? Why was I deceived? How did it happen?’ Such a person 
often does not understand that he is still stupid, and he needs to study for 
a long time. Because what he was taught at university was... absolutely 
lifeless knowledge that had nothing to do with life. Tangents, cotangents, 
logarithms... but in real life there is nothing of what he crammed to pass 
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his exams. And now he is left with a load of this lifeless knowledge and 
with his mother’s delusions in his head. And nothing works out for him in 
life, and little is he able to do.”

“But what is the way out? What should we do?”
“To be glad that these situations arose when a Teacher appeared, 

whom you can ask for explanations: what is the lesson about and how to 
use this lesson correctly for development, for growth, how to understand 
it correctly, and how to turn it into a spiritual practice. Cramming will not 
help here, nor will tangents and cotangents. To develop, you need to re-
fine yourself, change your reactions, emotions, and thoughts.”

“Is it possible to realize this independently, without a Teacher?” Ag-
atha asked.

“It is very difficult to do. A person can be stuck in a situation for a 
long time and never understand.”

“So, it meant that any difficulty is, in fact, a blessing, and if you prop-
erly deal with this experience, analyze your behavior, find mistakes, un-
derstand the true meanings...” said the brown-eyed man, summing up 
everything that the Keeper of the Knowledge had said. “Then why do 
people often reject help? Why are they offended when a Teacher or some-
one else points out mistakes to them?”

“If a person rejects the hand of the Teacher, he rejects the hand of 
God,” said the Sage. “Offense is more important to him than spiritual 
practice, more important than development. Therefore, we must boldly 
face different situations. Yes, there will be mistakes, they are inevitable. 
But difficulties on the path of life are the real spiritual practice.”

“Teacher, what about meditations and prayers?” a quiet voice sud-
denly arose from somewhere in the back of the room. “Are these not real 
spiritual practices?”

The voice belonged to an inconspicuous thin woman, whose head was 
covered with a black and white kerchief. This student was standing be-
hind everyone, next to the wall. It was obvious that the question asked 
concerned and bugged her so much that, despite her inner shyness, she 
wanted to reach a deep understanding of the essence, to the very core of 
the Truth.

“This is a very good question, Vera,” the Teacher encouraged the 
woman. “Let us say that if we do spiritual practices somewhere in a cor-
ner, we sit and pray—that is one thing. This is easy enough to do. And if a 
situation arises that deeply affects us, then negative emotions and bad 
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thoughts appear. At this moment, our ego is wounded, and our false per-
sonality suffers. Only then does the real spiritual practice begin. The spir-
itual practice of prayer was only a preparation to perceive the real spiritu-
al practice correctly. Therefore, in prayer, it is necessary to say, ‘I know 
that there will be some bad aspect, and a bad situation will arise, and in-
stead of resenting life and other people and experiencing negative emo-
tions, instead of ruminating about bad things again, I will work on myself, 
I will begin to exaggerate my state, I will begin to disidentify myself, and I 
will begin to ask the Teacher how to understand all this correctly, how to 
change to benefit from this situation.’ That is what you need to think 
about!”

The Keeper finished, and silence hung in the room for a few moments 
again. Now the students were trying on what they had heard, processing 
the information they had received. The Sage did not just share the Knowl-
edge, he transferred part of the energy, warmed everyone with his uncon-
ditional love, and this helped the students to receive sublime vibrations of 
the soul... to achieve clarity and understanding. The lights of insight spar-
kled in the eyes of many of them, but as they became aware, other ques-
tions naturally arose.

“Dear Teacher,” Agatha said suddenly, “I need your advice, what 
should I do next? Any remark about me causes internal resistance, a 
strong protest. Intellectually, I understand that this is not right, but I can’t 
do anything about my emotions. Tell me, how can I quickly learn to ac-
cept criticism with gratitude and humbleness?”

“You need to pray in advance when everything is calm, and tune in,” 
the Sage replied. “And when a person is strongly attuned, then all these 
situations will turn beneficial and become steps of growth,” he paused for 
a few seconds and looked expressively at the girl, then shifted his gaze to 
the other students. “Being well attuned is very important...”

“Beloved Teacher, and how should we pray properly?” Eldar asked 
with a sincere desire to understand. “How are we to tune in to turn obsta-
cles into steps of growth?”

“You need to ask the Lord to help and make you strong in a difficult 
situation, to make you understand, so that through this situation, you 
could elaborate all the things for which he came to Earth as soon as pos-
sible. If we tune in like this, if we pray like this, then everything will be 
different for us. And if we walk and only dream ‘I am so great, everyone 
should recognize me, everyone should clap their hands all the time,’ then 
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with such a mood it will be difficult to survive even trifles. Some simple 
nuisance can become very painful, because we swelled up like a soap bub-
ble, and suddenly this soap bubble will burst. And why?” The Keeper of 
the Knowledge got up from his seat and with a smooth floating gait moved 
to the edge of the stage, peering into the faces of the audience, as if scan-
ning their thoughts.

“Because we prayed incorrectly...” suggested Eldar, answering the 
question.”

The Sage nodded.
“And our mood was wrong. We wanted to amuse our pleasure cen-

ters in a false way, exalting and praising ourselves. This false way is very 
dangerous. The more we exalt ourselves, the more severe depression we 
will face later, when we see that everything is really not as we imagined. 
And true pleasure is sublime emotions. Love people more, have more 
compassion, be kind, be in the grace of God, pray more. This is true 
happiness, which leads to development and destroys egoism in us. The 
more we love people and God, the more we feel compassion and become 
kinder, the more egoism is destroyed in us. And then we start feeling 
happy.”

When the Keeper of the Knowledge uttered these words, something 
amazing happened. The sounds of his voice began to vibrate, and the 
space suddenly exploded with bright ringing energy. Everyone next to the 
Teacher felt a surge of strength and incredible spiritual uplift, extreme 
clarity, and lightness. They looked at each other in surprise, smiling.

And then the elegant girl with the colorful scarf on her shoulders sep-
arated from the group of students. Agatha took a step toward the Teacher, 
unable to contain the state that had seized her. There were tears of happi-
ness in her eyes.

“Thank you for the Knowledge,” she said fervently. “Now I under-
stand...” She tried to concentrate in order to express her overwhelming 
emotions, to put them into appropriate words. “If any difficulties arise 
again, if something doesn’t go the way I want it, if people throw mud at 
me or tell me something wrong, I will use it as a practice... I will stop being 
offended and stay in negative thoughts about being misunderstood, rumi-
nating about that, in fact, it’s all wrong, that people are unfair, that the 
whole world is bad. I will begin to use these situations for development, 
for growth, and I will begin to work on myself, my shortcomings, and my 
qualities.”
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The rest of the students quieted down, listening to the girl’s words of 
gratitude, and when Agatha finished, the hall burst into applause.

“It is difficult to climb the stairs up the mountain,” said the Keeper of 
the Knowledge, when relative silence was established in the temple, “but 
if there were no stairs, it would be impossible to reach the summit at all. 
We need these stairs,” he looked around at the students and smiled a 
transparent bright smile. “Blessed are the obstacles, for they help us grow. 
That is how you should understand and explain it all to other people to 
make them understand it too. So that they will rejoice when a difficult 
situation arises, and the Teacher will help with the spiritual practice, he 
will explain everything. That is what you have to think about, what to 
tune in to, what to pray for…”

The Sage paused before the lines of a laconic and simple verse sound-
ed in the hall, accurately reflecting the essence of today’s spiritual conver-
sation:

The stones beneath your feet do not condemn.
Rejoice on this high peak, for you have done it.
The truth is if it had not been for them,
Would you have ever climbed this very summit?



Episode 4

EMOTIONS  
AND AWARENESS
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The sky was covered with weightless silver-blue clouds, and the sun’s 
rays peeked through their airy clothes. Around, as far as the eye could 

see, stretched a majestic plain covered with young green grass. A harmo-
nious composition of ancient megaliths towered in in the east, their stone 
arms pointing upward. One could feel the Power emanating from them 
even a few yards away. It was everywhere—in the faintly sparkling air, in 
every blade of grass in the vast expanse, and in the silvery clouds lining 
the firmament to the very horizon.

The Keeper of the Knowledge gathered his students and followers 
here. Twenty men and women who once made their choice in favor of 
spiritual development and knowledge. However, every step along this 
path raised new questions.

The people settled down on the grass, forming a circle, and the Sage 
sat in the center. He had just answered another question and, after look-
ing at the audience with his penetrating, pacifying look, was waiting for a 
new one, ready to satisfy their spiritual thirst.

“Beloved Teacher, what should be done when intellectual laziness has 
taken root in our heads?” asked a round-faced woman, her attentive gray-
ish eyes shone through a pair of glasses. “For example, I’m given a task to 
write an article, but my head is empty. How do we start the thought pro-
cess? I can understand physical laziness. I get up, become active, and the 
process starts. But how do I overcome intellectual laziness?”

“That is a good question, Dana,” said the Keeper, “but to answer it, we 
need to figure out the reasons. Intellectual laziness most often occurs 
when the emotional center does not participate.”

“So, intellectual work should evoke emotions in us, then it will be 
easy, and there will be no need to force yourself?” the student clarified.

The Sage clasped his hands in a lock and intertwined his beautiful fin-
gers. There was a short pause, during which he looked at the woman ap-
praisingly, choosing the words that would allow her and the others to grasp 
the very essence, to get closer to a deep understanding of the principle.

“You see,” the Teacher finally said, untwining his fingers, “let us use 
an analogy: a person’s organization can be compared to a cart, three hors-
es, and a coachman who drives this cart. All the three horses must partic-
ipate, get involved in the process, so that the cart moves. Do you know 
what these horses represent?” he gazed questioningly at Dana, then 
looked at the other students in the circle to see how well and correctly 
they understood his words.
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“Probably the emotional parts of all the centers?” Dana suggested un-
certainly.

“Think. What drives us?” the Keeper of the Knowledge asked a count-
er-question. “Generally, these are three different centers: instinctive, 
emotional, and sexual. The instinctive center is the physical needs of our 
body—for warmth, food, and water. We want to eat, so we take actions to 
satisfy this need—we go to the store, buy food, cook, and before that, we 
get a job to earn money and enable us to buy the food... It is more or less 
the same with the emotional and sexual centers—they move us, make us 
commit certain actions, encourage us to fight laziness and inertia. Be-
cause of the sex drive, a person is ready to go to the ends of the Earth for 
the object of his lust. And emotions give us a lot of energy to do what we 
like.”

The students, who were listening attentively to the Keeper of the 
Knowledge, nodded eagerly, and sparks of understanding lit up in their 
eyes.

“And now imagine that the cart is traveling on a bumpy road,” the 
Teacher continued, “and a drunken coachman is driving it. The cart is our 
body, and the coachman is our mind. And in order not to overturn the 
cart, you need to use one of these horses, one of these centers. To over-
come intellectual laziness, the most important thing is to use the emotion-
al center.”

The Sage finished his sentence and fell silent, allowing the students to 
digest the next portion of information.

“Teacher, but how do we turn it on?” Dana looked into his eyes in-
quisitively. “We cannot order ourselves to experience emotions.”

“Yes, the Keeper of the Knowledge nodded, “it is not easy to turn on 
the emotional center. For example, in monasteries monks engage another 
horse, the instinctive center. Let us say an acolyte makes a vow: ‘I will not 
eat until I do this and this.’ And then this horse starts to wake up slowly 
and move the cart. But the emotional center can also be turned on with 
the help of different images. What kind of emotion you need, such should 
be the images. For example, what do you think you need to imagine to 
awaken compassion?” The Keeper asked the question, encouraging the 
students to think actively.

After a short pause, several hands flew up, and the Teacher nodded in 
the direction of a middle-aged woman with a neat hairstyle.
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“For example, you can imagine that a poor old woman is starving, and 
she doesn’t have the money to buy bread, or that animals were burned in 
a forest fire. Then we start feeling compassion.”

“That is right, Christine,” the Keeper of the Knowledge confirmed. “It 
means that we should choose images that will evoke the emotions we 
need. And when these emotions appear, there will also be the power to 
perform an action. And you can write an article or do what you need. This 
is an emotional force, and it is very important for us to master this force, 
to learn how to wield it. Because the most important thing is hidden in the 
emotional center—the soul of a person, his contact with God.”

“Teacher, I have a question. Why is this happening?” one of the stu-
dents spoke up—a long-haired girl with thick eyelashes and a sharp chin. 
“I have an aunt. She’s not much older than me, and we used to talk a lot. 
I know that she reads a lot of Divine literature, but one day we talked and 
she said that she did not feel God, although she tried to reach him through 
books.”

“Irina, you can already guess why, can you not?” the Keeper of the 
Knowledge smiled. “You asked me this question for a reason. Yes, your 
aunt is trying to know God through the intellectual center, but contact 
with Him takes place in the emotional center. So, she has learned every-
thing about God, what He consists of, but there is no contact.”

“What should I do? How can I help her to awaken emotions?”
“She should pray, listen to religious chants, and dance. Then the emo-

tions will arise, which means that contact with the Supreme Being will 
immediately appear.”

The girl gratefully bowed her head before the Teacher, and mean-
while a light-eyed guy raised his hand. “Can I clarify this issue? Did I 
understand correctly that a goal can also help? Because it is the goal that 
gives some kind of image, and then emotions awaken in a person?”

“That is right, “the Teacher replied, “yes, there must be a goal, since 
the image is connected with the goal. That is, if we imagine an old woman 
who is starving, then we have already formed a goal—to help her. There 
are different goals. For example, there may be a big goal—to achieve nir-
vana. How do we strive for it?” The Keeper of the Knowledge again ad-
dressed the question to all the students who listened to him with bated 
breath.

“We have to imagine,” the light-eyed guy answered with a shade of 
question in his voice.
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“Yes. The simplest is the image of a Bodhisattva—an enlightened one 
who almost reached nirvana but gave it up to help people. That is clearer. 
A Bodhisattva reaches a high level to help people who are suffering on 
Earth. Compassion arises, emotions arise, there is an image, and it is al-
ready clear why we should strive for nirvana,” the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge looked at the young man who had asked him the question about the 
goal, giving him a look full of unconditional love.

“Yes, I understand!” the guy exclaimed, not hiding the joy of realizing 
the Truth that gripped him. “We... imagine a Bodhisattva, thus shifting 
the abstract concept of ‘nirvana’ into the language of emotions and expe-
riencing this image emotionally.

“That is right,” the Teacher said. “And after that we can strive for 
nirvana. Abstractions, such as merging with God, must be experienced 
emotionally. And then they will become goals for us—something con-
crete, not abstract.

 
For a while, a peaceful silence reigned in the circle of the speakers; 

their active mental work was reflected on the faces of the students sur-
rounding the Sage. Each of them received their own experience of cogni-
tion, experienced certain insights and moved on to new horizons of spir-
itual search and development. Each student knew that the Keeper of the 
Knowledge accepted them, gave them love and helped them to come to 
important realizations, so no one was afraid to ask questions, talk about 
their problems, and difficulties on their spiritual path.

And then… the Teacher’s gaze fell on the upraised hand of a woman 
whose head was covered with a light-yellow turban. Throughout the en-
tire spiritual conversation, she had not uttered a word, but now she final-
ly decided to ask the question that concerned her.

“Teacher, we talked about intellectual laziness and its causes, and I 
want to ask about my problem,” she paused, gathering her thoughts. “I 
am very inattentive and often forget everything. How can we understand 
what the root of my inattention and forgetfulness is?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked at the woman, penetrating with 
his gaze into the very depths of her soul, touching her with the bright 
sparkling Power.

“What do you think?” he asked with a warm smile.
Feeling the touch of energy, the woman also smiled, but immediately 

looked away, fell silent, lost in thought for a while.
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“Most of the time it seems to me that I am inattentive when I identify 
myself with fear or some kind of problem,” she said at last. “And I don’t have 
the energy to accept information; I can repeat it, but then I won’t remember.”

After listening to the student, the Sage nodded. “So, there is also a 
lack of connection to the emotional center. If a person does something 
without emotions, thinks about something else, then he will forget every-
thing and will be distracted. And if our emotions are turned on, then they 
lead us in the right direction. Therefore, we need to tune in emotionally, 
and then there will be a good concentration of attention.”

“And how do we do it, also through images?”
“Yes, that is right. We need to imagine that we are doing something, 

what it will give us, why it is necessary, how it will help other people, and 
how it will help us develop ourselves. If we see all this, and at least some 
small emotion awakens in us, then we will be attentive, and it is easier for 
us to stay concentrated. And if we do something without emotion, reluc-
tantly, just because someone told us to do it, then naturally everything will 
be forgotten. The mind will be distracted by something else; it will con-
stantly be led in the opposite direction. Therefore, if you feel that there is 
no attention, tune in. Do what you need with little, yet positive, emotions.”

The woman’s face brightened and filled with inspiration—now she 
clearly saw how to cope with the problem that was troubling her, and the 
light in her soul shone with renewed vigor.

Meanwhile, the hand of a tall, muscular man went up. “Teacher, I 
understand that emotional involvement is associated with awareness,” he 
began in a low, deep voice. “When there are positive emotions, we re-
member everything, perform actions better, and overcome laziness, that 
is, we become aware of ourselves. And what about negative emotions? I 
noticed that when they are raging, I seem to be more unconscious, and it’s 
difficult for me to keep control of myself.”

“Yes, indeed, it is,” confirmed the Keeper of the Knowledge. “Nega-
tive emotions lead to a loss of awareness. Spite, resentment, aggression, 
anger. When we succumb to them and forget about everything else, then 
real hell begins. Complete identification with a lie is an unconscious me-
chanical state. Complete destruction. If we talk about the level of society, 
then when negative emotions prevail in it, wars, conflicts, persecution, 
jihad, and witch hunts begin. This is very dangerous, and we need to keep 
an eye on it. But if our positive emotions win, then it is much easier for us 
to be aware.”
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“Doesn’t awareness come primarily from the mind?” Dana asked in 
surprise, adjusting the thin metal frame of the round glasses on her nose.

“If we are conscious only from the mind, but there are no normal sub-
lime emotions, we will not have enough energy, and we will constantly 
forget ourselves,” the Sage explained, “and if we have a lot of sublime 
emotions when we contemplate beauty, listen to spiritual music, and pray, 
then we accumulate positive impressions that help us to be aware.”

Dana nodded gratefully, satisfied with the Keeper’s explanation.
The conversation about emotions tuned everyone into a certain fre-

quency of vibrations. The students’ inspired faces expressed that it was 
“in the here and now” that they experienced the highest joy from the 
proximity of the Teacher, from the opportunity to absorb the Truth.

The Sage embraced all of them with his gaze and spoke again.
His words formed into poetic stanzas:

MAGNIFICENT MOUNTAINS, MAJESTIC EXPANSE,
TOWARD THE VAGUE FIRMAMENT EXPANDS MY BOLD GLANCE,
MY LIFE UNDULATES LIKE THE WAVES OF THE SEA,
AND RADIANT THOUGHTS FLY AWAY PURE AND FREE.
 
BENEATH THE VAST HEAVENS REIGN FREEDOM AND LIGHT,
AND NEBULOUS CLOUDS CONTINUE THEIR FLIGHT.
AND WINDS WILL DISPEL THEM ONCE AND FOR ALL,
THE DAY WILL BE OVER, AND DARKNESS WILL FALL.
 
ABOVE, IN THE HEAVENS THE MOON STARTS TO SHINE,
ITS MIRACULOUS GLOW IS CALM AND DIVINE,
THIS TACITURN STAR WILL PROTECT ME AND BLESS
AND DRIFT LIKE A BOAT IN THE WORLD’S TIMELESSNESS.

The voice of the Keeper intertwined with the barely perceptible noise 
of the wind and flew with it over the majestic expanse of the plain in a 
vibrating elastic wave.

It seemed that he wanted to embrace the whole world, reach out to the 
farthest corners of the globe to bring the Knowledge to people and give 
them the energy of creation, acceptance, and love…



EPISODE 5

ILLUSIONS  
AND THE TRUTH OF LIFE
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The Keeper of the Knowledge and his students settled down on a 
slightly sloping platform of a mountain ledge created by nature itself. 

Below, a majestic stream carried the river waters, a winding ribbon glis-
tening in the rays of the dawn sun. Its course smoothly skirted the green 
hills and was lost in the thick syrup of morning fog. Ahead stretched an 
immense expanse, breathtaking to look at.

The cool, invigorating air smelled fresh. A new day was beginning, 
and the souls of the students were opened for new Knowledge. All their 
thoughts were focused on finding answers to difficult questions—about 
the truth of life and illusions, about suffering and joy, about mistakes and 
reactions to them.

“Beloved Teacher, how do we correctly understand the phrase that 
the truth of life cannot be evil?” asked the fair-haired middle-aged woman 
with expressive transparent green eyes.

The Sage looked into them with kindness and love, and the woman’s 
face smoothed, filled with an inspirational light.

“Truth itself is good,” the Keeper replied, “because truth is the Knowl-
edge.”

“Even if this Knowledge brings pain?” the student asked the question 
again, to which the Sage calmly nodded.

“Yes. Even if it is the Knowledge that there are negative emotions, 
degradation, wars, destructive forces, selfishness. The truth itself, that 
is, knowing about that, is a blessing. When we uncover the truth, we 
receive the information which will inform us of the identity of our ene-
my whom we need to fight,” the Teacher paused and, glancing at the 
students around him, continued. “And a lie is the worst thing, when peo-
ple try to disguise something. For example, when we are taught that war 
is something good. When we are told to go to war to defend the mother-
land.”

“But... shouldn’t we defend our motherland?” a deep male voice rang 
out—it belonged to another student—an athletic, swarthy guy. He seemed 
genuinely surprised.

“And what is a motherland?” the Teacher asked a counter-question, 
looking shrewdly at the questioner, and immediately nodded in the direc-
tion of the river below. “Our homeland is a river, a forest, a meadow, hills. 
What should we protect it from?”

The guy thought about it and fell silent, trying to figure out what the 
Keeper of the Knowledge meant.
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“In fact, the expression ‘to defend the motherland’ has a completely 
different meaning,” the Teacher continued. “It means ‘to protect the in-
terests of the ruling elite.’ This has been the case throughout the history 
of mankind, going all the way back to ancient empires and even earlier. 
Only the state system changes over time and then one or another govern-
ment forces people to defend it. And the essence does not change, though. 
And there are a lot of such lies in society when concepts get distorted, 
and the initial meaning of words often are altered to mean the opposite. 
A person is taught that this opposite meaning is the truth. Everything is 
turned upside down, and a person lives like this without understanding 
what is really happening. He cannot distinguish the truth from lies, and 
this is very bad.”

“Keeper, but the truth of life is not only the truth about wars, not only 
the distortion of facts by the authorities, but also some everyday issues 
and also the truth about the person himself, isn’t it? About his vices, about 
his shortcomings?” the dark-skinned guy clarified. “Do I understand cor-
rectly?”

“That is right, Konstantin,” the Sage confirmed. “And it is good if a 
person first learns the bitter truth about himself and begins to develop 
spiritually in order to become better. Because if he first learns about high-
er matters yet does not realize his spiritual ignorance and vices, then what 
good is it for him?”

Konstantin nodded, making it clear that he had understood the Sage’s 
answer. Then the Keeper again looked around at the students—their con-
centrating faces showed that they were trying to wrap their heads around 
the information they had received, that this conversation was not just fun 
talk for them, but a reverential act of transferring the Knowledge, which 
was accompanied by serious internal work. The Keeper was anticipating 
more questions.

A young girl with mischievous golden curls raised her hand. “Beloved 
Teacher, I feel that I need to speak,” she began uncertainly. “May I?”

The Sage smiled, sending rays of warmth and support to the stu-
dent. The girl smiled back at him, exhaled, and spoke again. “When I 
started studying yoga and reading thematic books, a friend of mine 
once asked me, ‘Why are you studying all that nonsense?’ I replied 
that it was not nonsense and offered her a book to read. To this she 
replied that she already knew everything about life, and she had no-
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thing more to learn, although... she had never been engaged in spiri-
tual practices and had no idea about them,” the girl sighed regretfully 
and, after a little silence, raised her inquiring eyes at the Teacher. “I 
mean, she did not know anything, she lived in complete ignorance, 
but inside she thought she knew all things: how to live, what was go-
ing on…”

“Many people have such a false understanding; it seems to them 
that they know everything, and because of this they do not want to 
study, learn the Truth, and develop spiritually,” the Teacher ex-
plained, not trying to blame anyone, but rather simply stating a fact. 
“A person does not understand that he is asleep, that he is mechani-
cal, that he is selfish and needs to develop, change, that he is now in 
a state of ignorance and is degrading. Yes, when he learns the truth 
about himself, this truth will be unpleasant and painful, but if he ac-
cepts it, it will help him develop, help him see himself for real. There-
fore, the Truth and the Knowledge are always good, and Ignorance is 
always evil. False self-confidence prevents one from truly knowing 
the Truth, and a person quickly falls under the influence of dark neg-
ative forces that will pull him in different directions and force him to 
serve their goals.”

When the Keeper of the Knowledge finished, the hand of another stu-
dent, a woman of about thirty in a sky-blue bandana, rose up.

“Teacher, I want to speak, too,” the woman began in a deep ringing 
voice. “There are people who think that they are developing spiritually 
because they spend time in some community or attend courses. There are 
a lot of different ones now. There people meet, unite, do something inter-
esting, and it seems to them that they are developing spiritually. Astrolo-
gers, reiki followers, and many other pseudo-spiritual personalities come 
to our classes... and they believe that they know everything. But... that 
isn’t really the case, is it?”

The woman in the bandana finished and looked at the Keeper of the 
Knowledge with a sincere desire to understand. It was evident from the 
faces of the other students that they were no less interested in this ques-
tion. Everyone froze and turned to listen, looking at the Teacher.

“First there is an accumulation of information,” he said, answering 
the question. “And it is not bad if people read books, discuss spiritual 
topics, and communicate. But if there is endless accumulation only, then 
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this will not lead to development. There must be spiritual practices, not 
just theory, because a person must first develop. If he just accumulates 
information, but does not develop himself in any way, then he cannot 
control himself and is running around in circles.

“You mean, for example, a person attends some courses for a long 
time and thinks that he is following a spiritual path but is mistaken in 
this?”

“If he does not do spiritual practices,” the Keeper explained. “They 
lead to internal changes. And anything, any work can become a spiritual 
practice if we begin to consciously do it, if we begin to develop in every 
action.”

“And if a person does not accumulate information but starts practic-
ing immediately?” The green-eyed student asked with interest. “Can it be 
done this way?”

“There are two phases of spiritual development,” the Keeper of the 
Knowledge explained. “The first is the accumulation of information. This 
phase is important and necessary, but it cannot last very long. And the 
second phase is about doing spiritual practices in order to learn how to 
manage ourselves.”

“And how quickly, ideally, do we need to move from one stage to an-
other?” Konstantin asked.

“As soon as possible,” the Teacher answered confidently, making it 
clear that the answer to this question is unambiguous. “We must move 
from accumulating information to action in order to become spiritual, 
cultivate sublime emotions, be conscious, develop willpower, try to be ho-
listic, total in every action, and awaken our conscience. And if we contin-
ue to go from club to club, continue to accumulate information and read 
spiritual literature without practice, then this will not help us in our de-
velopment, because a simple accumulation of information cannot lead us 
to change.”

The Sage finished speaking, adjusted the high collar of his long black 
robe, and looked thoughtfully to the east, where the shining disk of the 
rising sun had just appeared over the horizon. In its gleaming rays, the 
Keeper’s figure sparkled, as if woven from thousands of tiny golden crys-
tals. The eyes of the students turned to him, expressing admiration, awe, 
and inexpressible gratitude to the Sage who brought them the Know-
ledge, just as the sun brings light and warmth.
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“Teacher, may I?” The silence was interrupted by the voice of one of 
the students—a young man with a short ponytail on top of his head. He 
raised his hand, not taking his eyes off the Sage and intending to ask a 
question that concerned him.

“I’m worried about this,” the man began after a short pause, during 
which he collected his thoughts. “The soul comes to Earth to develop and 
gain experience. You said that the negative experience, the experience of 
suffering, is very important. Is it necessary for a person to experience suf-
fering himself and learn from it? Can a person learn from the suffering of 
other people?”

“That is a good question, Yegor,” the Keeper of the Knowledge com-
plimented the student. “Of course, a person can learn from the mistakes of 
other people. But we have to undergo intentional suffering. We really 
should. Because without suffering, it is impossible to get rid of illusions 
and find out the truth about ourselves and the world, which means that 
development is impossible.”

“But, Teacher, how is that?” the man raised his eyebrows in surprise. 
“Suffering brings us negative emotions, which we must get rid of. I don’t 
fully understand.”

“The first step is the rejection of silly suffering, when we torment our-
selves with negative emotions, sick imagination, negative thoughts, fears, 
bad memories, or resentment. These sufferings need to be severed. But we 
should not be afraid of conscious suffering.”

“Beloved Teacher, could you give an example?” another student 
asked, a girl with neat, thin-rimmed glasses. “What kind of conscious suf-
fering is this?”

“For example, when an athlete trains, it is hard for him, but he over-
comes himself and continues training every day,” the Sage replied. “This 
is conscious suffering. This kind of suffering is necessary; it helps us de-
velop.”

“But when we awaken our conscience and stop justifying our faults, 
it hurts. Is this also conscious suffering?” The girl with glasses asked 
again.

“Yes, Yana, you understood everything correctly,” the Sage smiled. 
“When we awaken your conscience, we feel uncomfortable, but we have 
to do it consciously. Because if we constantly feel comfortable and remain 
lazy, then we will never be able to develop. We will never be able to see the 
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real state of affairs. And negative emotions, yes, we need to get rid of 
them, because they prevent us from being aware.”

“Teacher, can I share about what key to myself I’ve found?” asked 
Yana. “To remember who I am, and not to give myself up to the pow-
er of negative emotions and see everything for real, to monitor my 
states.”

“Please share it with everyone,” the Teacher smiled approvingly.
“A key to myself is that I am a void,” Yana began enthusiastically. 

“Can a void be hurt by anything? When I start experiencing negative 
emotions, I ask myself, ‘Why are some things influencing me like this?’ 
And I say to myself, ‘If I were a void, then I would just watch what is hap-
pening.’ And then I tune in this way: ‘I am a void. I am a bystander. I am 
not my reactions and thoughts.’ And then I feel relieved, and it’s easier to 
realize myself and calmly react to the situation.”

“Yana, this is a very correct way,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge. 
“Because if we imagine ourselves to be someone important and signifi-
cant, a false personality turns on. And this false personality can be offend-
ed, and as a result you can become envious and angry.”

“And why is this happening?”
“Our attitude toward ourselves generates people’s attitude toward us. 

If we come up with an idea about ourselves, then people begin to react 
precisely to this attitude toward ourselves. When this happens, we be-
come offended or envious, we can get scared or angry, and a variety of 
negative reactions can occur.

Therefore, we must start with what image we came up with for our-
selves, whom we imagined ourselves to be. Most often we imagine our-
selves to be what we were taught in childhood—by parents, teachers, or 
mentors. Since childhood, we have been told who we are, what we are, 
and what we live for. All this is deposited in our heads, and two or three 
images are formed. One is for friends, another is for parents, the third, for 
example, is for teachers and classmates. Other people interact not with the 
real us, but with these customary images, and we just begin to react to 
their attitude to us.”

“So, these images are illusory, since they are initially imposed on us 
from the outside and have nothing to do with who we really are or with 
our soul?” Konstantin enquired.
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“Exactly. These are false personalities, but they generate negative re-
actions and interfere with awareness. Therefore, if we feel that we are a 
void, then there will be no image and there will be nothing to react to. This 
is a very good practice—to separate from all images, stop imagining our-
selves as something, and just become a pure consciousness, a pure by-
stander—then we will not experience negative reactions.”

The Teacher held his gaze on Yana, who had decided to share her 
spiritual experience. Her face was exalted now and shining from the in-
side.

The intense conversation was coming to an end. The Keeper’s expla-
nation, coupled with his energy of unconditional love and acceptance, 
gave the students strength, cleared their heads, and made it possible to fill 
in the gaps in the Knowledge. Each of the students wanted to make the 
most of this unique opportunity—to be close to the Sage, to talk to him, to 
be charged with his energy.

The sun rose even higher, scattering the syrup of fog over the river, 
and a clear blue sky appeared between the clouds.

The silence was broken only by the quiet noise of the affluent river 
and a light breeze. And in this silence, the Teacher’s strong vibrant voice 
sounded over the mountain ledge, like a majestic solemn song:

 
MY FRIENDS, SEEK FIRST THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN,
AND THEN THE REST WILL BE GIVEN AS WELL.
FOR PROVIDENCE WILL ALWAYS BRING YOU ABUNDANCE
IF YOU SIMPLY FOLLOW THE WAY OF THE LORD.
THEN YOU WILL BE FREE OF DEPLORABLE BLUNDERS
AND BREAK THE OLD CHAINS OF SIN AND DISCORD.
 
TO MUTUAL LOVE AND LIFE-GIVING UNION
THE TIME-HONORED LAWS WILL UNDOUBTEDLY LEAD.
THEY WILL EDIFY YOU LIKE HOLY COMMUNION,
AND THEIR BALM MAKES US IMMORTAL INDEED.
 
DO NOT CRAVE FOR CARNAL, MATERIAL PLEASURES,
THAT DEATHLY TEMPTATION, SEDUCTIVE ABYSS!
THOSE WHO RENOUNCE THE WORLD’S PROFANE TREASURES
WILL FIND ENDLESS GLORY, POWER, AND BLISS.

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/Seek
https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/kingdom
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CELESTIAL KINGDOM IMBUED WITH ENCHANTMENT— 
A MAN WILL DELIGHT IN ITS HEAVENLY GLEAM
IF HE GLADLY OBEYS THE SACRED COMMANDMENT
THAT THE VIRTUOUS SAGE ONCE SHARED WITH HIM.
 
SO TURN HEAVENWARD YOUR FONDEST AMBITIONS,
ASPIRE TO THIS SPLENDID, MIRACULOUS PLACE
BE FAITHFUL AND FIRM IN THIS HOLY DECISION,
YOUR DAYS WILL BE FILLED WITH CONTENTMENT AND GRACE.



EPISODE 6

PROGRAMS  
FROM CHILDHOOD
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People of different ages in long loose robes stretched for dozens of 
meters. The procession walked along a narrow bridge made of 

tightly fitted planks, sometimes holding on to the wooden railing and 
looking around with obvious pleasure. The water under the bridge 
built along the very center of the mountain lake was crystal clear and 
emerald. At a distance of several meters, flowing threads of waterfalls 
ran down from the hills, filling the air with an iridescent murmur. 
The bridge creaked rhythmically. Sometimes the people quietly ex-
changed words and admiring glances with each other—they enjoyed 
the harmony of nature and were in an exciting anticipation of the 
meeting.

The Keeper of the Knowledge was waiting for them in a small temple, 
which stood on snow-white stilts at the very lake, its large windows wide 
open. The room smelled of incense, and the sweet-and-tart aroma mixed 
with the smells of young greenery and delicate mountain flowers. The 
students were seated on long benches that occupied almost the entire spa-
cious hall. Many people had come here from afar to meet with the Tea-
cher, ask him their questions, and again feel the gaze of loving eyes, which 
awakened all the best that was in their souls…

They had an important spiritual conversation about programs from 
childhood. This topic had always raised a large number of questions and 
required a careful analysis of the answers.

The first question was asked by a short brunette of about thirty-five 
with a serious, austere face.

“Teacher, I saw in myself the program of a good girl,” she began to 
speak decisively, but a subtle note of guilt slipped into her voice, as 
though she were talking about something that was unpleasant to her and 
regretted speaking up. “If I can’t do something perfectly, I don’t even 
start doing it.”

The Sage looked at the student encouragingly, waiting for her to con-
tinue.

And the woman spoke again. “And I started to have an internal dia-
logue in which I was praising myself,” she lowered her eyes and then 
quickly raised them at the Teacher. “Why is this happening? I want to 
figure it out. This self-praise... it came from the role of a good girl? Or did 
it appear earlier, creating and strengthening this role?”

“Thank you for the question, Natalia,” the Sage replied with a soft 
smile. “All because we were taught to be good boys and girls—parents, 
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teachers, mentors. Remember, we all received encouragement; we were 
given a candy or a stroke on the head. And we liked it, right?”

Natalia nodded, listening to the Keeper with close attention.
“And what does a person do next when he grows up and becomes an 

adult?”
“When are we no longer patted on the head?” the woman asked again 

and thought. “But... it turns out that the childhood program is already in 
the head.”

“Yes,” the Teacher confirmed. “We want encouragement, and there-
fore we begin to praise ourselves. And we get pleasure impulses into the 
brain. This is a very dangerous path.”

“Dangerous?” Natalia was surprised. “Why?”
“Scientists conducted an experiment,” the Sage began his example. 

“They implanted an electrode in the brains of rats and taught them to 
press a pedal which activated their pleasure centers. The animals pressed 
it constantly and enjoyed it until they died. And the same thing can hap-
pen to people. We praise ourselves and activate our pleasure centers. Or 
we justify ourselves, or condemn someone, and at the same time we think, 
‘I’m not like him, I’m much better.’ We feel pleasure in our head, and 
pride grows.”

“But what should we do?” Natalia asked, looking at the Keeper with 
hope.

Noticing her gaze, the Sage touched the student with a ray of pure 
radiant energy.

“You should quickly notice it and realize what is happening,” he ex-
plained. Catching his gaze, Natalia felt how light and joyful her soul was 
becoming. “The first step has already been taken, and it will eventually 
stop this pernicious process.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge intertwined his fingers and looked at 
the people sitting on the benches. He knew they all wanted to ask their 
questions. Several hands flew up at once, and he nodded in the direction 
of a thin woman in a blue kerchief who was sitting in the front row.

“I instill in myself that I’ll have bad luck, that I won’t succeed,” the 
woman said quickly, as if she was afraid that someone would interrupt 
her. But no one was going to interrupt—everyone was listening attentive-
ly. Then the woman paused a little, exhaled, and hurriedly added, “I can 
set up another person for success, but not myself. False ego. I even for-
bade myself to rejoice at the thought of meeting you,” she suddenly low-
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ered her voice, as if she was telling her innermost secret. “I can be happy 
for others...” she did not take her eyes off the Sage, waiting for his reac-
tion. “Such a... habit of suffering.”

“It all comes from childhood,” the Keeper of the Knowledge explained 
after the woman finished. “Maimed by parents and other adults. It usual-
ly happens that a small child is sincerely happy, and they say to him, 
‘What are you happy about? You got an F.’ And then they begin to belittle 
him. And so they wean him from normal reactions, effectively acclimating 
him to ugly manifestations.”

“I didn’t look for the reason so deeply,” the woman said, adjusting the 
collar of her strict shirt with a habitual movement. “But, beloved Teacher, 
how should I use this Knowledge?”

“It is necessary to remember how it happened in childhood, what sit-
uations led to the fact that you feel guilty when you are happy. It is neces-
sary to realize them and try to mentally play the opposite. If you take that 
example with the F, let it sound in your head, ‘You have to stop being 
happy, you got an F.’ Imagine how you respond to this: ‘On the contrary, 
we should rejoice even more! I won’t listen to you! I’ll get better.’ And 
start changing this internal state in order to change these programs, these 
patterns of behavior that were instilled in childhood. And when you real-
ize all this and process it, you will be able to step over these attitudes and 
allow yourself to experience joy, allow yourself to be confident in your 
abilities.”

The woman’s face lit up with sincere enthusiasm, and the gaze of the 
Keeper of the Knowledge had already turned into the direction of a 
clean-shaven man with penetrating light gray eyes, who also wanted to 
get an answer to his question.

“My mother often told me, ‘The weak have fewer problems,’ or ‘No 
one hits a man when he’s down,’ the man said in a deep, slightly hoarse 
voice, in which a subtle irony could be heard. “Because of these attitudes, 
I almost never can react strongly—even when I need to... although I want 
to. How can I overcome this? How can I get out of being a wimp?”

“It is necessary to do it in the imagination first,” the Sage replied. 
“You should imagine it, as if the situation has repeated again, and you 
need to fight back. You should think, ‘What will I do in this situation? 
What will I do? How will I behave?’ You need to imagine your reactions 
very vividly and in detail, remember this image of yourself and charge it 
with emotions—by way of an energy practice. Only then will you be able 
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to fill this image with emotions and manifest yourself in it when such a 
situation actually happens.”

“Thank you, Teacher,” the man said warmly. “I will definitely do that!”
“And what if we imagine but we don’t charge ourselves with emo-

tions?” Another student sitting behind the man suddenly asked. “Then we 
won’t be able to manifest ourselves in a new way, right?”

“Then it will be difficult,” the Sage admitted and, noticing the misun-
derstanding on the student’s face, explained in more detail. “The mind 
thinks one way, but the emotions and the body go completely in the other 
direction. And we have to go together. When we do practice, we get into 
the right mood. And then the mind, emotions, and body act in unity and 
do not contradict each other. And only then can we do something. We 
have to create the desired image in our head, play over situations, in order 
to tune our mind in and to perform practices to tune in our body and 
emotions.”

“Teacher, what if we play over these situations in the sans theater?” a 
man from the first row suddenly asked. “We could say everything out loud 
and tell everyone that this is how I will react.”

“Yes, Victor, this is very useful, because words have a very strong en-
ergy message. And by replaying the situation in the sans theater, we get an 
experience in which we react in a new way.”

Victor nodded with satisfaction, and it was evident from his face that 
he wanted to follow the advice of the Keeper as soon as possible and put 
the Knowledge he had gained into practice.

Meanwhile, a young slender girl with long hair gathered in a ponytail 
raised her hand. “Teacher, but I’ve noticed in myself that if I see a flaw in 
someone that I have or used to have, then it’s difficult for me to shame 
others. After all, I did something wrong myself. How can I blame others 
for this?”

“So what? You should think that you are helping them to get rid of this 
flaw,” the Keeper explained with calm confidence. “No one is perfect. If we 
think, ‘When I become perfect, then I will begin to develop,’ then, of 
course, this day will never come. It is necessary to develop in the here and 
now. If you see that something is being done badly, then you need to make 
a remark to the person, help him, and not wait for him to realize the wrong.”

“Beloved Teacher, but... I always thought that you need to start with 
yourself,” the girl looked at the Sage uncomprehendingly, and he got up 
from his chair and took a few steps toward her.
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“Sometimes it is hard to start with yourself,” he said, looking into the 
student’s eyes. “You should at least start helping someone else. Some-
times it makes it easier. If you help someone else, then you also become 
more perfect. In what you help, you yourself begin to develop. Therefore, 
it is very important to help others, to awaken them, to point out their im-
perfections.”

“And why do I have such thoughts that I... should not tell others about 
their flaws if I have the same one? Does this…” the girl paused, “also come 
from childhood programs?”

“If such thoughts arise, then it is necessary to remember where they 
came from. Try to return mentally to childhood. Where did they start 
from? Teachers and relatives humiliated us, crippled our psyche. It is nec-
essary to get rid of this negative influence—first use the mind and imagi-
nation, create an image, and then with the help of practices fill it with 
emotions.”

The Teacher stopped in the middle of his improvised stage and then 
slowly glided to a wide-open window, behind which a part of the emerald 
lake could be seen, breathed in the fresh air with pleasure, and looked 
thoughtfully into the distance. So, he gave the students the opportunity to 
think about the Knowledge, put it in their heads, and only after that go 
further.

Turning back to the audience, the Sage nodded to a short-haired guy 
who, judging by the insistently raised hand, wanted to ask an important 
question.

“Teacher, if we are talking about programs from childhood that are 
instilled in us by our families, then... is there anything like this, only at the 
physical level, at the level of genetics? For example, do the illnesses of our 
relatives affect us? In general, do they somehow affect our health?”

“Good question, Evgeny,” the Sage said approvingly. “Yes, illnesses of 
our relatives are genetically transmitted to us, and they affect us this way. 
But even if some relatives are sick and at the same time are somewhere 
not far from us, then their painful energy can affect us. In general, any of 
their energy is reflected on us. This also applies to any other people that 
are by our side. Their good energy and bad energy are transmitted to us. 
The more we come into contact with a person, the stronger the energy 
flow.”

“But if in any communication we risk picking up bad energy,” said 
Evgeny, “then it’s better not to contact anyone at all, right?”
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The Teacher looked at the guy with such warmth and love, with which 
parents look at their young children.

“In order to prevent any unwanted energy from affecting us, we need 
to tune into the higher worlds,” he explained gently, “and then the energy 
will come to us from there. We pray and then sublime states come to us 
from God and angels. We receive energy from above and spread it through 
love and compassion.”

The student’s gaze lit up with understanding, and the Keeper of the 
Knowledge raised his hands up and spread them apart. Right now, at this 
very moment, he was sharing the Highest Divine Energy with all his stu-
dents.

The hall froze for a moment, but the next second a buzz of joyful 
voices swept through it—everyone felt the wave of love, acceptance, and 
compassion of the Sage.

It seemed that at that moment the students were all connected by 
weightless threads of energy—with each other, with the Teacher, with the 
whole Universe.

When the Keeper of the Knowledge spoke again, his powerful voice 
sounded like enchanting music:

 
THE SACRED TRUTH I SHALL REMEMBER
WITH IT, I WILL FORGET THE PAINS
I WILL REJOICE IN ITS BRIGHT SPLENDOR,
WITH IT, I WILL NOT BURN IN FLAMES.
 
AND WHEN THOSE HOLY WORDS I HEAR,
MY LOVE FOR GOD WILL BE REVIVED.
THE SUFFERINGS WILL DISAPPEAR,
MY SOUL WILL HEAL, AND I SHALL THRIVE.



EPISODE 7

WORKING WITH NEGATIVITY
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The summer house was flooded with sunlight; it penetrated the 
space from panoramic windows that were located on every wall 

and stretched from floor to ceiling. The glass tent roof seemed weight-
less, through it one could see the ultramarine sky with undisturbed 
clouds.

The spacious hall gradually filled with the hum of students’ voices, 
and when the Keeper of the Knowledge appeared at the door, the crowd 
parted, with respect and awe, making a path to his chair. He stopped, sur-
veying the audience and raised his hands in a welcoming gesture. The 
faces of everyone, past whom the majestic figure of the Teacher floated, 
were illuminated by an inner light—they were so happy to be near, to be 
included in the field of pure energy.

The Keeper sat down on the chair prepared for him, and the assis-
tant—a tall, short-haired young man in an orange robe—put a micro-
phone next to him and adjusted it so that even people from the back rows 
could hear the Teacher’s words.

The upcoming spiritual conversation was dedicated to working with 
negativity. Those gathered here were united by one thing: they wanted to 
ask questions and get answers from the Sage. Answers that will help them 
continue to move along the path of knowledge, develop spiritually, and 
maintain awareness.

A slender young woman leaned forward, marked by an unusually 
bright oriental beauty; shiny black hair cascaded down to her waist, ex-
pressive brown eyes sparkled under thick eyebrows.

“Great Teacher,” she said loudly, and the audience froze to hear her 
question, “how can we learn to properly maintain the right mood? When 
I do practices, I often fail to tune in to the higher planes, especially when 
something distracts me. Negative emotions appear, and I don’t even un-
derstand it right away, but I realize myself later, having succumbed to 
negativity…”

The woman fell silent and looked at the Keeper of the Knowledge 
with a sincere desire to understand. He answered her with an understand-
ing look full of unconditional love.

“Every negative emotion should serve as a wake-up bell,” he ex-
plained. “If we feel a negative emotion inside us, we should think, ‘Some-
thing is wrong.’ Our biological machine thus gives us a signal that it has 
crashed into some obstacle... so that we can change and correct some-
thing. Negativity is a signal for the return of awareness. A sign for us to 
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rethink the situation and understand what thoughts have led us to such 
states.”

“Beloved Teacher, but how do we not forget about this bell?” The 
black-haired woman asked without taking her eyes off the Sage. “When 
you are in the midst of a situation or doing practice, and then you get 
distracted, it can be very difficult to remember about it, and negativity 
begins to... destroy us from the inside.”

“We must be vigilant and watch ourselves,” replied the Keeper of the 
Knowledge, “to create an anchor in our consciousness. You should always 
think, ‘If I am feeling unpleasant emotions, then something is going 
wrong. I need to stop, realize my feelings, see the reason and try to fix 
everything.’ The more conscious we are, the more attention we direct to 
ourselves, to how we are arranged, to how everything inside us works, and 
the better our biological machine begins to function. And then we begin 
to develop. If we do not control ourselves, and any little thing can cause 
irritation, anger, depression, anger inside us... this means that our ma-
chine is breaking down and collapsing more and more. That is why we see 
so many old people who are constantly experiencing negative emotions, 
and they dislike everything, they often talk to themselves, lose the ability 
to realize and control themselves... and are no longer able to see things for 
real and develop. That is how it happens if you do not watch your nega-
tive reactions.”

Satisfied with the answer, the black-haired student gratefully stepped 
back, and immediately several hands flew up.

The Keeper gestured towards a short, stocky man in a light bandana.
“Teacher, please tell me how to work with condemnation,” he re-

quested and immediately, hurriedly, before the Sage began to answer, ex-
plained. “I often catch myself thinking that I judge other people, but... not 
in order to help them see their shortcomings...” he paused, and it could be 
seen that he was worried.

It was obvious that he was uncomfortable and ashamed to expose his 
true motives for his behavior. But when he looked at the Teacher, he saw 
that he was still looking at him without the slightest condemnation, with 
love and warmth. Realizing this, the man made an effort and continued. 
“When I judge other people, I... take attention away from myself and 
switch it to others. And I usually see it later, and even that is not always 
possible… So that means... I want to elevate myself in the eyes of others 
and myself, right?”

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/and+even+that+is+not+always
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There was silence in the hall—the students listened with respect to 
that man, who was not afraid to admit his own shortcomings in front of 
such a large audience.

“Alexey, to admit and realize your mistakes and see problems is a very 
big step forward,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge, touching the student 
with a benevolent look of full acceptance. “To eradicate this condemna-
tion in yourself, you need to understand where it came from. Remember 
your childhood. Was there someone from whom you could adopt this pat-
tern of behavior?”

The man mused, but after a couple of seconds, he exclaimed with sin-
cere surprise, “Yes, yes! My parents… They were constantly judging each 
other. But somehow I didn’t even think that it affected my behavior.”

“All our illusions about ourselves come from childhood,” the Teacher 
reminded. “Such condemnation of others supports the false ‘ego’; it feeds 
our egoism. That is, if someone is bad, then I am good, automatically. We 
need to see it all in ourselves. You can see it now, and this is a sign that you 
are on the right path.”

“But, Teacher, what should I do? How do I resist it if I notice it retro-
spectively?”

“Laugh at yourself,” the Keeper replied with a smile. “When this hap-
pens, you need to exaggerate the situation, and find twice as many flaws 
in yourself as in others.”

“Thank you, Teacher, I’ll try to do this,” said Alexey and bowed his 
head in appreciation and sincere gratitude for the clarification.

Meanwhile, a new question was already being asked. The attention of 
all those present turned to another man—tall, with prominent biceps and 
a dark, thick beard on a young face, which gave him a more mature, solid 
look.

“Beloved Guru,” he spoke confidently in a low voice, “when I begin to 
be more active, more Yang energy awakens in me. And I see that this is 
beginning to feed the selfish part in me. Tell me, how can I separate myself 
from egoism at such moments?”

“You need to watch yourself and make sure that this Yang state does 
not lead to the condemnation of other people, to bragging, to the expo-
sure of your ego,” the Sage explained calmly. Again, there was not even an 
ounce of condemnation in his voice.

“And here, too, it is necessary to exaggerate, right?” the student asked. 
“If I notice this happening again?”
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“That is right,” the Teacher nodded. “We need to laugh at ourselves 
right away, so that the negativity does not start coming out of us with the 
increased Yang energy. It so happens that while a person has little energy, 
his demons are not visible. But as soon as the energy level rises, all the 
negativity comes out—envy, anger, resentment—because the inner de-
mons have been fed. And then a person can show everything that he is 
capable of, that has been put into him by the sick society. Therefore, when 
our energy rises, self-control must also rise so that we do not let these 
devils get out.”

The Keeper fell silent, and a slight hum swept across the hall—the 
students were talking among themselves, discussing the Knowledge they 
had just received. The Sage did not hurry, giving the opportunity to think, 
to understand and accept it.

When several hands flew up again, he gave the floor to a woman in a 
tight gray suit, who elbowed her way to the front from the far rows.

“Master, tell me, how can I work with the fear of evaluation?” she 
asked and looked at the Sage with the hope of getting not just the Knowl-
edge, but a solution to her long-standing problem. “At the moments of 
some important events, a part of me that is very much afraid turns on. I’m 
afraid that I will be criticized, evaluated, scolded...” she paused, remem-
bering her feelings in order to describe them as accurately as possible. 
“This is... not only at the level of negative emotions, but also at the level 
of the body. I start to tremble, I get hot, and I can’t do anything about it. I 
want to close my eyes and run away. Sometimes I can only register it, but 
I can’t get out of this state. What should I do?”

The Keeper listened attentively to the student’s story and spoke. 
“Unfortunately, we have been taught since childhood to be afraid of 
evaluating people. Adults told us, ‘Oh, what are you doing? This is not 
what good children do. What will that missus or that mister think?’ And 
so, we got used to the fact that if we do something wrong, they will look 
at us askance, condemn us... Often we speculated that no one thought 
anything about us. But it seemed to us that someone really thought 
something about us, they began to worry even more because of this, 
they were afraid to act boldly, show themselves, do what comes from the 
heart. It is necessary to see, realize, and try to discard this dependence 
on the evaluation of people, on their sidelong looks. To do this, it is 
good to practice ‘The Drunk Dance’ often. Why do you think people 
say, ‘To summon up Dutch courage?’” the Sage asked, looking around 
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the hall and pausing his gaze at the woman in the gray suit who had 
asked the question.

She looked around in confusion, but when she realized that the 
Teacher was waiting for her answer, she hesitantly assumed, “Maybe they 
really feel... bolder?”

“Yes, but why, has anyone wondered?” the Sage turned to the audi-
ence and, after waiting a few seconds, began to explain. “This is because 
at the moment of intoxication, all our restraints go away, the false person-
ality vanishes, the fear of evaluation disappears. We are no longer afraid 
to do something wrong, we are not afraid of condemnation. So, the prac-
tice of ‘The Drunk Dance’ allows us to enter into such a state consciously, 
without vodka or other stimulants. We need to imagine that the body is 
free from mind control, as if we drank a little alcohol. Let the arms and 
legs hang loose, make your body as relaxed as possible, and lightness will 
appear. In this state, complexes and fear of evaluation go away, the false 
personality disappears, and we disidentify with it.”

“Thank you, Master, I will definitely do this practice,” the woman 
said, and in her voice, there was a sincere desire to start as soon as pos-
sible.

The Sage nodded, accepting the gratitude and looked at the student 
as if he knew that she would succeed, he believed in it.

Meanwhile, hands were raised again in the room—there were no few-
er people willing to ask their questions.

“Great Teacher, how do you get rid of self-interest in your motives?” 
Another student asked, a red-haired lady in a long blue dress. “I notice for 
myself that even when I ask God to help in some good cause, in charity, in 
volunteering, there is always a personal motive. I understand that I will be 
positively evaluated for this case, and I will show myself well. It turns out 
that this is some kind of constant trade with God. And so I want to learn 
selfless service!”

“Rita, it is very good that you understand this and keep track of that 
in yourself,” the Keeper of the Knowledge praised the woman. “Yes, it is 
necessary to notice this part of the personality, which was formed under 
the influence of society in childhood. Mom gave you candy, stroked 
your head, praised you when you did something good. Therefore, there 
was such a need for someone to constantly give a kind of ‘candy’, or 
approval. We need to remember how the mechanism was instilled and 
built into us. And exaggerate. To see it all from the outside, to laugh at 
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ourselves. We have to separate ourselves from this part of the personal-
ity. If it works out, we will be independent of it, and then selfish thoughts 
will go away, then we will not wait for constant approval of our actions. 
Here, too, the practice I mentioned will help, ‘The Drunk Dance’ or 
“The Dance of a Madman’. Try to act; imagine yourself as a madman 
whose movements do not obey his mind. Try to move in this state. This 
will help to disentangle yourself from a false personality, and then it will 
be easier to separate from it and help people without waiting for ap-
proval.

“Beloved Teacher, thank you very much,” Rita said. “I will definitely 
continue to work on myself! May I ask you another question?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge nodded his head affirmatively, and then 
the woman spoke again. “Tell me, how can I learn not to compare myself 
with others in a team of women? I see in myself that I am constantly look-
ing for patterns and frameworks that I want to adapt to. Does this also 
come from childhood?”

“Yes, it does,” the Sage confirmed. “A person has been taught to com-
pare himself with others. ‘Look, the neighbor’s child is studying well, and 
you get Fs, so you are bad, and that child is good. And parents made sim-
ilar comparisons all the time, wanting us to behave the way they needed. 
And now we still have this template, and we start to compare ourselves 
with everyone. But we must strive to benefit from it. If we compare our-
selves and see that someone is better, then we just need to imitate them. If 
you are jealous, imitate and become better too.”

“That is, can it be used for good, for our own improvement?” The 
woman was amazed.

“Exactly. Our comparison of ourselves with others can generate posi-
tive emotions and act as a driving force. We see that someone is better 
than us, and we want to become the same. We need to be happy for the 
person, not jealous. And be happy for ourselves, for having the opportu-
nity to learn from them. You have an example to follow, there is someone 
to look up to. We need to use this. It would be bad if everyone were worse 
than us—there would be no one to take an example from, no one to look 
up to, no one to imitate.”

Rita’s face lit up with understanding. It was clear that the conversa-
tion with the Teacher had given her a lot—now everything that had caused 
negative feelings was gone, that now she knew how to continue working 
on herself. Many of the students received equally strong impressions, es-
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pecially those who had already faced similar problems. They listened, ab-
sorbed the Knowledge, and thought it over.

Meanwhile, the Keeper of the Knowledge pointed in the direction of 
a tall man who had been raising his hand for a long time, wanting to ask 
his question.

“Great Teacher, since we are talking about working with negativity,” 
he began, “please help us to respond correctly to people who are faced 
with the condemnation of the School. They hear something bad about the 
School and begin to doubt their personal experience. It seems to them 
that they were under some kind of influence, hypnosis, indoctrination. 
How can I direct them to their own experience?”

The Sage looked at the man with a sad transparent smile. “These 
questions are eternal,” he seemed to say without words, “and there will 
always be those who try to blacken those who bear the Truth. And so, 
there will always be those who believe them.”

“People should have their ‘I’, their thoughts, believe their own expe-
rience, track feelings,” the Keeper said aloud. “After the seminar, they 
have to take away something for themselves, to come to the realization 
that, ‘I was at the seminar, I felt good, I received such and such impres-
sions, such and such revelations, it helped me in this, in this, and in that.’ 
And if someone says, ‘The seminars are bad,’ and he has not even been 
there, then it turns out that the person is not relying on his personal expe-
rience, nor on his opinion, nor on his ‘I’.”

“But what is the right way to respond to those who still believe those 
who are trying to blacken the School on purpose?”

“Everyone has their own opinion. Many men, many minds. If we lis-
ten to everyone, then we will depend on external influences. One will say 
one thing, another will say another, the third will say the opposite. We 
must listen to our ‘I’, try to evaluate for ourselves whether it is right or 
wrong, good or bad. Each person must comprehend, understand. That is 
when it will really be our experience, and it will be the right conclusion. It 
will be right… for us. That is the kind of attitude you need to share with 
people.”

“Thank you, Teacher,” the man thanked, but immediately asked 
again. “But shouldn’t people listen to authoritative opinions? Can’t one’s 
own thoughts and feelings be mistaken?”

“To authoritative ones, yes, they should,” the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge readily explained. “If Christ or Buddha said something... another 
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Great Teacher or at least a person who had achieved something, under-
stood something, reached important realizations himself... of course, you 
need to listen to that. But negative things about the School are said by 
ignorant people who do not understand anything themselves, do not 
know anything and degrade. They have lived this life in mediocrity and 
they transmit only some gossip and rumors.”

Having finished answering the question, the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge unexpectedly began to read a poem for everyone. He got up from his 
chair but did not take the microphone from the stand, instead raising his 
voice so that his sounds reached the farthest corners of the room.

The hall quieted down, enjoying the depth of meanings.
 
I tore away the former thread and lever
That had a force to keep the life of yours.
Don’t call me acting bad for good and ever,
You who keep going the familiar course.
 
As darkness cannot keep from mere shining
Whatever hid in shadows up to now,
So hardly will it do a piece of lining
Along the wise on foolish what and how.
 
As death will rid your way of sinful being,
 So life is all as that of freedom shines.
We’ll come to have a new rebirth at seeing
The fading route of years in bitter wine.



EPISODE 8

SUBLIME STATES
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The southern night was rapidly descending on the coastal village, 
bringing with it the long-anticipated coolness. The orange sunset 

painted the sky with bright spots and mixed with the mysterious blue twi-
light, but soon the sun went below the horizon, pulling dark shimmering 
matter over the sky.

You need only lift your head up and peer into the universe shimmer-
ing with cold light for it to immediately take your breath away. Eve, a 
short student with soft features and an upturned nose, involuntarily froze 
in a daze, admiring the bottomless depth of space. Distant points of stars 
formed into constellations and again broke up into hundreds, thousands 
of lights. The girl suddenly felt like a small but integral part of an infinite 
space permeated with vibrating waves of energy.

There was an amazing beauty and harmony in all this. Eve suddenly 
felt a fresh wind from the sea on her skin, heard the lapping of surf waves, 
even though the beach was at least two hundred meters away from her. 
But distances were not important right now. For a moment, the girl be-
came that very sea wave, and at the same time, a grain of sand on the 
shore, lifted by the invisible force of the tide, dragging her along on the 
crest of the wave and forcefully throwing her back to the shore.

She was the light of the distant stars and at the same time, the reflec-
tions of the fire and the shadow dancing on the wall… She felt like a part 
of God, felt the unconditional Love that permeated everything, and she 
was overwhelmed by a wave of emotions so strong that tears came to her 
eyes.

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked at the student and, instantly 
sensing her state, smiled paternally. He was standing near a gazebo cov-
ered with vines and looked thoughtfully at the fire. The other students sat 
side by side, forming a circle.

“Beloved Teacher, why do we cry when we experience sublime emo-
tions?” Eve asked, hastily dabbing her eyes with the back of her hand as if 
she was ashamed of her tears.

“If emotions affect our soul, then tears often appear along with them. 
But it is good. Do not forbid yourself to cry.”

“Really?” the girl asked with sincere surprise. “But I thought that... 
tears reflect our grief, despondency, negative feelings, that if you cry, it 
means you show your weakness…”

“Society has accustomed us to the fact that it is bad and shameful to 
cry,” the Sage calmly explained, “but in fact it is not so. If a sublime emo-
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tion touches our soul, then it is possible and even necessary to cry. This is 
good, because when we cry, it means that there is purification, and the 
soul, on the contrary, is freed from negativity.”

“So when any emotion overwhelms you, it can’t stay inside you and 
pours out in tears?” Eve asked.

“Yes, that is right...” the Teacher confirmed. “There is a connection 
between tears and strong emotions, and it does not matter whether they 
are positive or negative.”

After looking at the students standing next to him, he paused his gaze 
at another student, who leaned forward slightly, demonstrating a desire 
to ask her a question. She was the complete opposite of Eve—a tall, aus-
tere blonde with high cheekbones and an aristocratic profile.

“At one of the seminars I heard that the reverse side of resentment is 
grace,” she began, “so in order to get rid of resentment, one must strive 
for grace?”

“Yes, Tatiana, all negative emotions have a reverse side,” the Keeper 
of the Knowledge nodded. “And it often happens that they transform. For 
example, fear can turn into awareness.”

“But it doesn’t happen just like that, does it?” the student asked. 
“What needs to be done to make this transformation happen?”

“Yes, indeed, something should be done,” the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge nodded. “We have to work on this, that is, observe this negative 
emotion. We need to be aware of what is happening to us. For example, if 
we are offended, we should say to ourselves, ‘Now I feel offended.’ And 
then we have to monitor our feelings, understand how they change. When 
we observe our emotional state for a very long time, we begin to distance 
ourselves from this very offense. At the same time, we stop identifying 
ourselves and our feelings, and the energy of the negative emotion chang-
es its quality. This is how grace comes.”

“And does this happen with any negative emotion?” a brown-eyed 
skinny guy clarified, throwing another portion of dry twigs into the fire.

“That is right. If we observe it, if we do not identify with it, it begins 
to change its quality and turns into its opposite—into a sublime emotion.”

Having received the Sage’s answer, the guy nodded with satisfaction 
and, taking a large stick, touched up the burning twigs with it. Bright 
streaks of sparks immediately shot up.

“Beloved Teacher,” he began again, concentrating on his question, 
addressing the Sage with respect and awe, “I saw that repentance is best 
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obtained after meditation, since there are no fussy thoughts that usually 
distract. Then I remember who I really am, but... I wonder why? Sublime 
emotions are just emotions after all. Why does meditation have such an 
effect on repentance?”

“When a person is fussing, how can he experience sublime emo-
tions?” the Teacher asked a counter-question and, after being silent for a 
few seconds, he himself began to answer it. “First you need to come to 
rest. And when a person does this, then only he can evoke some emotions 
in himself. And if he fusses, starts doing one thing, then another, it is dif-
ficult for him to tune in. Any tuning starts with calming down.”

“Teacher, and you talked about a state of pure selflessness,” said an-
other student—a middle-aged woman with a stern face and short brown 
hair gathered in a low ponytail. “How can we learn this state? How can we 
awaken it in ourselves in relation to people?”

“We must think what this selflessness is needed for,” the Keeper of the 
Knowledge replied and looked at the student carefully—as if he wanted to 
look deep into the soul through her eyes, touch it with the warmth of his 
gaze, kindling the Divine light of all-encompassing Love inside. “Irina, do 
you understand why you need this?”

Under the Teacher’s gaze, the woman’s face transformed and began 
to shine from within. “Without selflessness, I will remain in the same 
state, I will degrade,” Irina said, without taking her eyes off the Keeper. “I 
need selflessness. I know that I should be stricter about myself and show 
more diligence.”

The Teacher smiled and nodded. “Yes, but to make it easier, we need 
to imagine how it will help people. What can your selflessness give them? 
This image is very useful. It awakens the right emotion in us, then we can 
act. A lot depends on our state of mind. The most important thing to un-
derstand is the right state of mind,” the Sage stressed these words with 
intonation and paused to make sure that the student correctly understood 
them. “If there is the right state of mind, then there is the right action.”

The lights of understanding flashed in Irina’s eyes. “That is, if we just 
mechanically start acting without any tuning, then will we remain in the 
same state?” she asked.

“Yes,” the Sage answered unequivocally. “Therefore, you need to tune 
in in the morning. Every day. Imagine how selfless and active we will be 
today, that we will manage everything, we will cope with everything. That 
is when everything will work out.”
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Irina looked at the Sage with gratitude, and it was clear that she was 
already charged with the right energy for doing good deeds, for activity 
and creation. Meanwhile, another question was already being asked. 
“Teacher, and how can we constantly develop?” a very young black-haired 
girl asked. “With each seminar, I feel that I am learning new Knowledge, 
that I am getting better, more aware of myself... but after two weeks ev-
erything begins to slide back to the old self-image.”

“Good question, Alina,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge. “The fact 
that you feel this is already a big step forward. It is natural for a person to 
be lazy, to indulge himself. And when he allows himself to relax, he re-
turns to the same old road. To prevent this from happening, we must con-
stantly make efforts. Every little effort makes us more perfect, helps us 
develop,” the Teacher’s voice sounded smooth and friendly, and there was 
a calm confidence in it, a strength that was so necessary for the students. 
They listened to him with bated breath, afraid to miss a word. “This is a 
small step that we climb to go up. If we do not make efforts and tune in 
properly, then we will not develop, but instead we will begin to degrade. It 
is our conscious efforts that begin to develop the will.”

“Teacher, and what helps not to lose the connection with the teach-
ing on our spiritual path?” asked an intelligent-looking man with neat 
glasses. “You see... the process of waking up, dying, and being born is 
painful. Not everyone is able to withstand it. It’s scary to lose this con-
nection.”

He spoke abruptly, pausing every now and then, trying to convey the 
essence of his question as accurately as possible.

“Yes, Maxim, you are right. It is very difficult. A person is afraid to 
make efforts,” the Keeper of the Knowledge replied, “he does not want to 
develop. The old parts of the ‘I’ tend to live in the old way. But there are 
different ways to help yourself. Make a promise that, ‘I will not eat until I 
do, for example, a meditation or practice.’ That will help. Then the lazy 
part of our ‘I’ will start tossing and turning. It will be uncomfortable for it 
to refuse food, and so we will have the energy to do something.

“What other ways are there?” asked the student, “Do I understand 
correctly that we can make different vows to ourselves? Which ones will 
work better?”

“We need to find the right keys to ourselves. Ask yourself, ‘What will 
turn me on? What will help me enter the right sublime state?’ You can 
make various vows to yourself, you can say, ‘Until I do this, I will not eat 
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and drink, I will deprive myself of something very pleasant.’ And then we 
will get the power to do it, the power to defeat ourselves. Our instinctive 
center is inert, it does not want to give us energy. On the contrary, it wants 
to save it, but if it has not eaten, it starts to move immediately, and there is 
energy and activity at once.”

“Thank you, Teacher,” Maxim said with sincere gratitude. “Now a lot 
has become clearer.”

He stepped back a little, giving others the opportunity to speak out 
and ask new questions.

“And how else can you experience sublime states?” Eve asked sud-
denly.

“In various ways,” the Keeper of the Knowledge answered and, after a 
pause, began to list. “For example, to sing Divine chants, to pray, to listen 
to the right music, to do practices, to do good deeds, to contemplate na-
ture, to go to Places of Power. Then we will have the power to defeat the 
negative parts of our ‘I’.”

The Teacher was silent for a while, giving the students time to per-
ceive the Knowledge, to realize it, to pass it through themselves.

“And you can also recite Divine poems,” said the Keeper, and all the 
students were all ears again, anticipating another spiritual experience.

And then the Teacher spoke again, expressively and succinctly. With 
each new line, his voice sounded louder, the pure energy of light, love, 
and Divine Grace vibrated in it:

 
Days are streaming past, life expires on.
Should you here stand in the woe-begone?
What is trembling for, much away from God?
Shivery of fate and with terror sod.
                                   
Bluish of the sea, by the end of day
Water me athrill, waving all the way.
Mount tops around thereat in snow,
Direct your sight at where my friend belongs.
 
Desert is the world, all I am and one,
Standing in the calm, vanishing in it.
All I used to love will a-smoking run
To suppressing flame and the burning pit.
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Everything will burn by the flaming dawn,
With the day again less a gloomy mist.
Soon am I to say, feeling cause to mourn, 
Something to the dad at a praying feast.
 
Silvering aloft was a fall of snow.
Such is all your life on the common go.
Do it or undo, shall you be depressed
Through the dusk as if mentally at rest.
 
If again in talk, do explain, for what?
Further I am in “what is it, my lot?”
Tell me who will give me a saving chance?



EPISODE 9

REPENTANCE  
AND APPEAL TO GOD
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The snow-white beach swept for many kilometers along the embayed 
coast. It seemed boundless, like the blue expanse of the sea on the 

right side. When looking into the distance, a wave of peace, a sense of 
harmony, and a bright quiet joy began to rise in the soul. It was impossi-
ble to embrace this beauty—only to merge with it, to become one.

The students’ figures slowly moved across the sand in the direction of 
the mountain range, which stretched along the horizon in a long, jagged 
ridge. Their clothes fluttered in the wind in mottled flashes. The stone 
grotto in which the Keeper of the Knowledge was waiting for them had 
been carved by the ocean’s waves and wind in a white layered rock. Per-
fection created by nature itself.

The Sage greeted the disciples with a warm look and readiness to start 
a spiritual conversation. The students settled around him under the stone 
arches—collected and concentrated—tuning in to receive the Knowledge.

The first question was asked by a short man with faded light green 
eyes, at the bottom of which was a barely perceptible longing.

“Great Teacher, tell me, can I pray for myself so that God will help 
me get out of a meaningless state?” he asked, looking at the Sage with 
hope.

He took a step toward the student and put his hands on his shoulders. 
An energy bond appeared between them, along which the light energy of 
unconditional acceptance immediately flowed. Just one touch of Love and 
something changed in the student’s face. It came to life, lighting up with 
joy.

“Yes, Alexey, you can pray for yourself,” the Teacher said with calm 
confidence, “but always add ‘We’. If we have some kind of problem—ego-
ism, for example—then we need to pray that it also disappears, weakens, 
and decreases in other people. The biggest problem is when a person wor-
ries about himself only.”

“But Teacher, shouldn’t we think about ourselves, about how we de-
velop, how we can make ourselves better?” Alexey asked with a sincere 
desire to understand, to look at the question from different sides.

“’Worries’ in the bad sense of the word,” the Keeper explained. “When 
a person thinks not that he is not developing enough, but that something 
has not been given to him, that he has not been praised enough, that peo-
ple have not fed his ego. When a person is jealous that someone has more 
money and other benefits yet he has less, this causes a lot of negative 
emotions, resentment, worries, fears. And we must first of all eradicate all 
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this. Self-worry, which causes negative emotions, is the most destructive 
thing we have.”

The student thought, looking into the distance at the wild deserted 
beach and again raised his eyes to the Teacher. “But... if we can pray for 
ourselves, then what should we ask for? How am I… How are we to do it 
properly?”

The Keeper was waiting for this question. “We must pray to God in 
order to timely notice the states in which we exhibit egoism,” he explained 
patiently. “We must ask God for strength in order not to succumb to envy 
and resentment, in order to stop feeling sorry for ourselves. We should 
think more about what good we can bring others, whom we can help, and 
what responsibility we can take on. And when we start thinking like that, 
it becomes easier. Immediately comes sublime emotions that awaken us 
and lead to development.”

“Thank you for the clarifications, Teacher,” Alexey said with grati-
tude and awe.

Now he looked inspired—the longing and anxiety had gone out of his 
eyes, and it was as if he had received the necessary guidance that encour-
aged him to move on.

At that moment, a girl stepped forward—slender and flexible, with 
an open look. Her long brown hair fell just below her waist, envelop-
ing her figure and giving her appearance even more softness and fe-
mininity.

“Teacher,” she began loudly, “is it right to dismiss the mind in prayer?” 
the girl tilted her head to one side, paused, and immediately continued, 
wanting to explain her words in as much detail as possible. “To tune in to 
the Teacher’s heart, to his love and compassion? And then the soul will be 
filled with the boundless love of the Teacher, and the prayer will be com-
plete, real, and alive.”

“Olesya, you have got the gist of it,” the Sage praised the girl. “It is 
very important to tune in to the Teacher, to the Higher Powers, to God. 
Do you remember what Christ said about faith in the Gospels?”

He looked questioningly at all the students and fixed his gaze on the 
girl. With a smooth movement, pushing back her hair, she thought and 
then spoke.

“Your faith will save you?” she quoted with reserve.
The Teacher smiled, encouraging her and letting her know that she 

was not mistaken.
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“Faith works wonders, even if it is the size of a small mustard seed,” he 
explained. “Faith is understood as a connection with the Higher Powers, 
with the Teacher, with angels, with God. That is what faith is. And the 
stronger this connection is in us, the more we will be able to receive spir-
itual sublime energy.

“Beloved Teacher, do I understand correctly that faith is based on 
emotions, and when you are tuned in to the Higher Powers, you should be 
guided not by the mind but by emotions?”

“That is right. This connection must be established through the emo-
tional center.”

“And if it is done through the mind?” another student intervened in 
the conversation—a dark-haired, swarthy guy with a neat beard. “Is it re-
ally impossible to maintain contact with God through it at all?”

“It is possible, but usually such a connection does not work well,” the 
Teacher replied. “The mind is weak, it cannot catch the sublime vibra-
tions, but our heart was created to communicate with the Divine. There-
fore, when you tune in to the Higher Powers, it is important to use the 
emotional center. And when the sublime emotions reach a certain inten-
sity, then the connection with God, with angels, with the Teacher, and 
with all the Higher Powers becomes stronger.”

The Sage paused and again looked attentively at the students who 
were sitting around, completely immersed in the process of comprehend-
ing the Truth. Spiritual conversation gave rise to new questions in them. 
They clung to one another, creating a bizarre ornament. The answers giv-
en by the Keeper gradually filled in the gaps, and so the canvas of the 
Knowledge became integral.

“Keeper, can you tell us, please, how to awaken the conscience?” 
asked a woman in a long dress made of light beige fabric, which descend-
ed to the ground and began to flutter even at the faintest breeze.

“You need to constantly repent,” the Sage replied. “Even if you did 
nothing wrong, but in your thoughts, for example, if you mentally con-
demned someone, got angry, began to be jealous, or felt offended.”

“Do we have to repent even for actions that we did not commit?” an-
other student—a young red-haired girl—looked amazed. “Just for think-
ing about that?”

“Yes, Julia, even if we smile outwardly, and everything seems to be 
fine, but mentally we wish others evil, we are angry at someone or feel 
offended, we need to notice this in ourselves and begin to repent of these 
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thoughts and emotions. And so gradually, if we constantly watch our-
selves and constantly repent of small thoughts and emotions, the con-
science will begin to awaken,” the Keeper paused and, making sure that 
understanding matured in the eyes of the students, continued. “Often a 
person thinks like this: ‘I felt offended yet I did the right thing, because 
the offender who treated me unfairly was wrong.’ Instead of repenting, a 
person begins to justify himself and his negative emotion in every possi-
ble way, but only gets even more angry and offended. He maintains his 
bad state instead of repenting instead of awakening the conscience and 
exalted emotions.”

When the Sage finished speaking, the woman in the long dress caught 
his eye to ask another question. “Beloved Teacher, what is the right emo-
tional state for repentance?” she asked. “Sometimes I feel like crying 
during repentance, and sometimes, on the contrary, I feel angry.”

“First you have to get angry at yourself,” the Keeper of the Knowledge 
began to explain with alacrity, “because often a person is in such a sense-
less state that he does not even see what he needs to repent for. Anger at 
yourself will help you come to a more active state, in which it is easier to 
see your mistakes and shortcomings. And then to repent of them to God 
with tears.”

“So it means that anger at ourselves helps us realize the very need for 
repentance, am I right?” the student asked again. “And in order to sin-
cerely repent, we need to stop looking for excuses for our bad thoughts 
and negativity toward others?”

“Yes, that is right. In order to repent, we must try to separate our-
selves from negative thoughts and emotions and understand that we are 
not them. They, like larvae, drink our blood, draw out energy, and live at 
our expense. If we do not feed them with our excuses, they will soon lose 
their power and fall off. Therefore, it is necessary to observe yourself 
more carefully in order not to lose awareness.”

When the Sage finished answering the question, silence hung for a 
few seconds in the space of the stone grotto, which was interrupted only 
by the muffled rustle of the gentle waves. In that atmosphere, everything 
that was happening seemed to be a Great mystical sacrament that allowed 
the students to touch the absolute Knowledge.

Suddenly, in the enchanting silence, a quiet but confident voice rang 
out. It belonged to a thin, middle-aged woman in a blue and white ban-
dana and a canvas pantsuit. Throughout the entire spiritual conversation, 
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she had been standing in the last row—the furthest from the Teacher, and 
now she carefully squeezed forward.

“Keeper, and how do we become more lively, sincere, and honest in 
prayer?”

“By experiencing strong emotions. If we say a prayer only with our 
mind, then this is a weak prayer. Especially if we do not even think about 
its meaning.”

“It turns out that the mind has to be used after all, not only the emo-
tional center?” the student clarified.

“That is right, Anastasia,” the Sage replied. “The first thing we have to 
do is to understand the essence of prayer, so that it is clear what we are 
asking from the Almighty. The second thing is to start experiencing it 
emotionally, to make prayer evoke the strongest sublime emotions. And 
at the peak of these emotions, the answer to our prayer will come from 
God.”

“And what form should this answer be in?” the red-haired student, 
whom the Sage called Julia, questioned. “How do we know that He has 
responded?”

“We will feel it,” said the Sage, accompanying his words with a penetrat-
ing look and a mysterious smile of a man who possessed the secret Knowl-
edge that was hidden from others. “We will understand that a new vision 
has come from God, a new unusual perception, new thoughts that we have 
never had. People usually talk a lot, but God does not hear their words. He 
perceives only the strong emotions that have arisen in their heart. This is 
what God sees and responds in the same way—with emotions.”

The girl nodded, considering the Teacher’s explanation. It was evi-
dent from her face that she was recalling her own experiences and feelings 
that arise in moments of prayer.

Meanwhile, the following question was already being asked.
“Teacher, I wonder if there is a difference between repentance to God 

and to people?” A tall disciple in a traditional orange robe asked. “Which 
of the repentances is stronger? And how do we determine that God has 
accepted our sacrifice?”

“That is a good question, Victor,” the Sage said and thought for a 
moment, choosing the right words. “The more the conscience has been 
awakened, the stronger it is,” he paused and looked expressively at the 
student. “Sometimes it happens that it wakes up more in repentance to 
God, and sometimes, on the contrary, when we repent to people.”
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“So, if our conscience awakens, it means that our repentance has been 
performed correctly?” the man asked again.

“Yes, because true repentance is not just some formal words that we 
say. These are real experiences, real understanding that we are doing 
something wrong, that we want to get rid of this evil in ourselves. If this 
happens, it means that repentance is real.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked at Victor to see if he had grasped 
the meaning of this Knowledge, and, meeting the burning gaze of the stu-
dent, spoke again. The Teacher’s voice had an amazing magnetism. It tri-
pled and vibrated and, reflecting off the high walls, returned to the stu-
dents in pure subtle energy. They wanted to hear and always follow it, 
waking up and being filled with the Power, gaining clarity and awareness.

 
The deity’s on-high narration
Bestowed on me a route to live,
Along the verge of devil station
To love and struggle and believe.
 
A piece of heavenly protection,
The vital triumph as to worth
Are there via the perfection
And fly the spirit to rebirth.



EPISODE 10

FREEDOM
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The spacious hall of the temple was bright and calm. Orange curtains 
on the windows almost did not refract the sun’s rays; they passed 

through the light matter, filled the space with a magical golden shimmer, 
and illuminated the paintings that hung on the walls. A group of students 
gathered around one of the paintings; they looked at it with interest and 
talked animatedly, and some even argued, pointing to individual details of 
the canvas.

The painting that had caused such a reaction was unlike any of the 
famous works of art that are usually exhibited in galleries. The central 
place was occupied by a huge... skull. Its mouth was wide open, and be-
tween the upper and lower teeth were strong bars, behind which prisoners 
languished. The same bars were in the empty eye sockets, and prisoners 
were also standing behind them. They were stretching their hands out, 
screaming for help, and their faces were frozen with suffering, horror, and 
a desire to get out as soon as possible.

Below were guards with spears—all of them were noticeably different 
from each other, and each held a mask in his hand. A snow-covered 
mountain towered over the skull, on top of which stood a Teacher. He was 
holding a rope in his hands, pulling one of the prisoners out of the skull 
prison. The figure of the Sage shone in a halo of bright light that broke 
through the sky covered with gray clouds.

The canvas attracted the eye and gave rise to contradictory feelings. 
One wanted to look at the many details, finding in each of them a deep 
hidden meaning. The longer the students looked at the picture, the more 
little things they found, wondering and trying to explain their meaning to 
each other. They were so carried away by this process that they did not 
immediately hear the steps of the Keeper behind them, but when he ap-
proached closer, they all turned around at once, feeling the touch of light 
warm energy.

The arguments stopped instantly, and the students parted in awe, let-
ting the Teacher pass.

A young, fair-haired woman leaned forward.
“Dear Teacher,” she turned to the Sage, “we were just looking at a new 

painting... it’s so unusual… It seems that every detail here means some-
thing… Is that right?”

“Yes, that is right. This painting shows us what objective creativity 
should be like, where every detail is not accidental. It shows the spiri-
tual path, the state of a person in which he is. If there are more such 
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objective pictures, objective creativity, we will be able to enlighten 
sooner. The trouble is that such pictures were not shown to us in the 
kindergarten and at school, which is why it is so difficult to decipher 
this symbolism.”

“Will you help us?” Ksenia looked hopefully into the Keeper’s eyes. 
“Can you explain what it’s all about? Why the skull, why the prison, and 
the masks? Who are these people with spears down there?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge took a few more steps toward the paint-
ing, and a mysterious smile touched his lips.

“This picture is about inner freedom, “he answered succinctly and, 
looking at the students with a meaningful look, continued. “All people are 
in prison, but not in some terrible dungeons, not in concentration camps 
behind barbed wire. The prison is in our head. People are trapped in the 
captivity of their desires, beliefs, and false personalities. This prison re-
stricts us and does not allow us to develop spiritually or to feel free and 
happy.”

“So the skull symbolizes the head, where all our false programs are 
stored?” said a tall man with attentive brown eyes. “But why the skull and 
not the brain, for example?”

“Here it shows that it is something dead and not alive. We are in this 
dead state,” the Teacher turned his gaze to the canvas and pointed with his 
hand in the direction of the skull depicted in it. “Do you see what is there 
instead of teeth?”

“Yes, we have already noticed, these are masks,” the brown-eyed man 
replied. “But what does that mean?”

“Our prison consists of the masks of our roles and of false personali-
ties,” the Sage explained. “A person has become so stuck with his roles in 
which he plays that he began to identify himself with these roles. Imagine 
what would happen if actors in the theater began to identify themselves 
with their roles. Someone playing Napoleon would leave the theater and 
continue to shout that he was a great commander and demand that he be 
honored. What would happen then?”

“He would immediately be put in a mental hospital,” said the fair-
haired girl and giggled, imagining this picture.

The Keeper of the Knowledge nodded. “That is where these roles 
lead. If a person identifies with a role, becomes this role, then he loses 
himself. He no longer remembers who he is. Only in deep childhood a 
person is himself, and then he knits together with his masks.”
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The students listened attentively to the Teacher’s explanations, un-
able to take their eyes off the picture. Gradually, the image gained its true 
meaning. It appeared in detail, gained volume, and encouraged people to 
feel subtly and fathom the True Knowledge.

“Beloved Teacher, what do these people with spears represent?” A pe-
tite blonde with mischievous dimples asked, pointing to the bottom of the 
image.

“These are the same guards who put masks on people and forced 
them to play roles,” the Sage explained. “They began to influence us from 
early childhood, encouraging us with all their might to match the made-
up images. We constantly play roles, adapting to others. Masks are our 
disguises, our false personalities that limit our strength and capabilities, 
and do not allow them to open up and manifest. Look, each guard also 
has masks in his hands, see? This means that they also play their roles. For 
example, this woman in hair curlers and with a rolling pin in her hand. 
She plays the role of a mother in our lives and keeps us in the prison of 
false personalities throughout our lives.”

“But, Teacher, our mom is our dearest and closest loved one,” the 
blonde girl was surprised. “How can she be an evil jailer?”

“Of course, every mother wishes her children happiness, but every 
person has their own ideas about this happiness, and very often our 
mother wants to embody her desires, her dreams, and her hopes in us. 
Remember how often we wanted to be good for our mom when we were 
children, to please her, to do something that would grant her approval 
even if we did not like that at all. And then we grew up, and now we are 
twenty, thirty, forty years old, and we all continue to hear her voice in our 
head, which tells us what to do, what we should be... It often happens that 
we do not meet the idealized requirements of our mothers. And we suffer 
a lot from this. We do not unlock the potential that we have; we do not use 
our development opportunities, because all our lives we have been trying 
to adapt to the role of a ‘good girl’ or ‘good boy’ that our mothers instilled 
in us.”

“For example, what about when a mother wants her daughter to be-
come a lawyer yet she dreams of being a dancer?” another student asked 
in a ringing voice—a well-groomed, attractive woman with regular facial 
features and penetrating eyes. “Do I understand right?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge nodded. “Yes, Ksenia, you got the gist 
of it,” he praised the girl. “But this is one of the possible options, but in 
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fact, there can be a lot of restrictions, up to the point that a girl marries 
and gives birth to children only because her mother wants her to do so in 
order to play the role of an obedient girl as best as possible.”

“And the other jailers. Who are they?” asked a tall, muscular guy, 
pointing with his hand at a respectable lady depicted next to the mother. 
“This woman near the blackboard looks like a schoolteacher. So it means 
that teachers also impose roles and create false personalities?”

“Of course, these are very strong guards,” the Sage explained. “From 
early childhood, they explain to us what we should be and what to do: 
study well, be diligent, be liked by everyone…”

“But what’s wrong with that?” the guy was amazed and turned his 
gaze to the Keeper of the Knowledge.

“Being influenced by teachers, a person often begins to strive to please 
everyone, to conform to far-fetched ideals instead of going his own way, 
developing his individuality and unique potential. Unfortunately, in our 
world, teachers very often broadcast false values, forcing students to wear 
masks instead of giving them the opportunity to be themselves. In child-
hood, our psyche is very flexible, and just at this very time they form a 
false personality in us.”

“But I still remember how in the first grade the teacher would force us 
to sit motionless for half an hour after lessons simply because one of the 
boys had behaved badly,” said a woman with a deep look of light blue 
eyes, whose shoulders were covered with a beautiful thin scarf.

There was irony and a slight bitterness in her words. Looking at the 
student, the Teacher sent her invisible, but tangible, rays of energy of 
love, kindness, and acceptance.

“That is right, Ada, teachers often make us sit and not move, not talk, 
not fidget in the most active years of our life when we want to run, jump, 
play, and explore the world around us. And then we come home from 
school, and there, Mom also tries to feed us till we’re full. And so we get 
used to sitting, being lazy, and eating a lot. All this destroys our natural 
Power and our instinctive center; it contradicts nature itself.

The Keeper of the Knowledge shifted his gaze from one student to 
another, tracking the reaction to his words. Their faces lit up with under-
standing, and it was clear that every word of his resonated in their souls, 
encouraging them to pass everything through themselves—to immerse 
themselves in their own childhood and look for the influence of the guards 
of their inner prison there.
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“And what kind of guard is this?” Ksenia pointed to a rectangle in the 
left part of the picture, in which was a man in a suit that looked like a news 
anchor. He also had a spear in his hands.

“Television,” the Sage replied, “is one of the strongest guards of our 
prison. Talk shows, TV series, news... people get a lot of behavioral pat-
terns from TV that everyone strives to follow. Love stories have taught us 
to be jealous, to feel offended, to make scenes, and have tantrums. And it 
became our prison. In relationships with the opposite sex, we simply do 
not know how to behave differently. Various talk shows give people 
ready-made patterns of behavior, they tell how to react and act in differ-
ent circumstances.”

The Teacher paused, and at that moment his gaze was caught by one 
of the students—a short, heavily built young brunette with a neat short 
haircut. “You know, my mother still believes that if something is said on 
TV, then it means it’s the ultimate truth,” skeptical notes slipped into her 
voice.

“Unfortunately, there are many such people—those who uncondi-
tionally believe TV and various media,” the Keeper of the Knowledge sad-
ly stated. “In fact, television is a real home hypnotist. It puts us in prison 
and forces us to play a lot of unnecessary roles that prevent us from devel-
oping spiritually.”

“It’s quite clear with the TV, but what are these characters?” The same 
student asked, pointing to other figures with spears—young men with a 
syringe and a bottle. “The personification of bad habits?”

“Bad habits do not just appear by themselves,” the Teacher replied. 
“They are often associated with a destructive social circle that has a de-
structive effect on our lives, prompting us to drink alcohol or do drugs. 
But people think that this is their real freedom—to do something forbid-
den, to challenge society. In fact, this is not so. We just adapt to the people 
we communicate with and who are important to us for one reason or an-
other, but at the same time we are moving further away from our True 
selves.”

“And this young man with a computer?” asked Ada, pointing to the 
figure of another guard and not hiding her surprise. “He’s playing. Is it 
really that bad too? After all, it’s not alcohol or drugs.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge listened to the question and began to 
explain patiently. “Virtual reality is dangerous because people escape 
from the here and now. Players spend all their time and energy in an arti-
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ficial, illusory world. Yes, they can be anyone there: kings, magicians with 
superpowers, elves, Amazonians. But they do not develop, do not realize 
the potential inherent in them. People are so immersed in the game that 
they lose touch with reality.”

Hearing the words of the Sage, one of the students—an austere, thin 
girl—raised her hand, asking to speak. When the Teacher nodded in her 
direction, she leaned forward and, adjusting the glasses on her nose, be-
gan to speak. “You know, I had a living example before me,” she uttered, 
overcoming the awkwardness that could be clearly seen in her gaze. “My 
older brother was fifteen then, and he practically lived in the world of 
online games. He abandoned his studies, it was impossible to force him to 
leave the house… and when mom tried to reason with him somehow, he 
just snapped at her. You know, in a very angry manner... and one day,” she 
paused, and her voice trembled, “when she just came up and turned off 
the computer, he punched her with his fists. I saw it all, but I was still too 
young then…”

The girl finished her story and fell silent. It was obvious that these 
memories were unpleasant and that she felt guilty about not being able to 
reason with her brother and help her mother.

“Marina, it is good that you have found the strength to tell us about 
it,” the Teacher said, accompanying the words with a warm loving look 
that came from the very depths of his soul. “You should not blame 
yourself, you were just a child. Alas, people who have become addicted 
to virtual reality react very aggressively to those who try to help them... 
get them out of this world of illusions. On this basis, quarrels and scan-
dals often arise between husbands and wives, between parents and 
children…”

Catching the Teacher’s gaze, Marina smiled and even visibly relaxed, 
as if she had thrown an old unnecessary burden off her shoulders.

“Beloved Teacher, may I ask you one more question about this im-
age?” she said and pointed with her eyes at the painting. “All the guards 
you talked about—mother, teachers, bad company, virtual reality—it is all 
clear now, but why is a priest depicted here? Does he also force us to put 
on a mask and play a role?”

The Sage followed the student’s gaze and, intertwining his long fin-
gers, spoke. “Often, under the pretext of righteousness, religious repre-
sentatives imprison us, too. They impose a lot of restrictions on us. They 
say, ‘This is sinful, and this is pleasing to God.’ They cover their goals with 
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good intentions, religion, kindness, and holiness, and even start wars in 
the name of Christ.”

“Just like it was with the Crusades?” A short-haired, blue-eyed young 
man asked.

“Yes,” the Sage answered laconically. “And not only… But if Jesus 
Christ had found out about them, he would never have approved of that 
and would have been very surprised that the religion of love could lead to 
such bloodshed. And the medieval Inquisition? In the name of faith, hun-
dreds of beautiful young bright girls were called witches and burned alive. 
Modern ministers of the church are as far from the idea of holiness—they 
wear expensive watches, drive luxury cars. All this is quite far from the 
ideas of True holiness. But let us see who else we see as guards of our 
prison,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge, pointing to the figure of a gen-
eral with orders and medals on his chest. “What do you think it means?”

He addressed all the students, encouraging them to find the answer 
on their own.

“Probably, it is about the army,” said the blue-eyed young man. “But 
the army is created for good purposes—to protect the motherland? Is that 
bad, too?”

“War is in any case a mass murder by people of their own kind,” the 
Teacher said weightily, “and it does not matter what their faith, religion, 
or nationality is. Murder is always a sin. And we often see how religion 
and the church blesses wars. If we look at everything realistically, then 
people are simply forced to put on a mask and play the role of defenders 
of the motherland.”

“But shouldn’t people protect their homeland if it is attacked by an 
enemy?” the guy was surprised.

“Our homeland is a river, a forest, a field, mountains... all this does 
not need people to shed their blood. In fact, we are forced to fight not for 
our homeland, but for the throne of another ruler who seeks to gain even 
more power.”

“And if... a person goes to war as a volunteer?” the guy asked again; 
the topic turned out to be very close to his heart.

“And has anyone wondered why he volunteers?” The Teacher looked 
inquiringly at the guy and at the rest of the students, encouraging them to 
look for an answer on their own. “In fact, we are just trying to conform to 
the ideas about ourselves that have been instilled in us,” the Sage said af-
ter a pause. “For example, to be a good soldier, a communist, or a fascist, 
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a defender of the motherland... And when we voluntarily go to war, we do 
not understand that we are striving to do our best to play the role given 
to us.”

“And Lenin in an armored car? Is this a symbol of power?” Ksenia 
suggested.

The Sage nodded. “That is right. This is a symbol of the rulers who 
put masks on us. They hide behind various noble pretexts, loud slogans, 
and encourage others to follow them, but in fact they pursue only their 
own interests. Remember the history. What, for example, did the Bolshe-
vik ideas of equality and fraternity lead to?”

“To the greater poverty of the people,” the disciples replied.
“And take Hitler,” the Keeper continued, “after all, he justified his 

monstrous war with good ideas. He called for purifying the Aryan nation 
and reviving the strength of his people. And there are many such rulers: 
Mao Zedong, Stalin, Kim Jong-un, and many others. With their inspiring 
speeches, they restrain us, encouraging us to follow their goals. And as a 
result, we cannot manifest ourselves the way we want, we do not follow 
the path that will help our soul develop.”

“Who’s that blond guy in the red hoodie?” asked Angelina, pointing 
to the man with the spear on the right side of the painting.

“And this is the personification of advertising—another powerful 
guard of our prison. It forces us to eat certain foods, wear fashionable 
clothes, buy a new phone simply because a new model has been released. 
We are encouraged to spend our energy and time to earn money to buy a 
huge number of unnecessary things, and this is our prison. We have been 
working all our lives to match the images of successful people from adver-
tising, but this does not make us happy…”

The Keeper of the Knowledge finished speaking, and silence settled 
in the hall. Everyone continued to look at the painting and ponder his 
words.

“Beloved Teacher,” Ksenia turned to the Keeper with trepidation and 
gratitude, “thank you so much for explaining everything to us. Now the 
true sense and symbolic meaning of this painting has become clear. But 
tell us, what should we do to get out of this prison? I mean, we live in a 
society and cannot completely get rid of the roles that it imposes.”

The Sage listened attentively to the student’s question, sending her a 
friendly warm look. “We need to learn all our roles, learn all our masks, 
and then we can begin to get out of the inner prison of our mind,” he re-
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plied in an expressive sonorous voice. “The main thing is to realize that at 
every moment of time we are playing a role. We need to disentangle our-
selves from it, to understand that we are separate from the mask. That we 
are not it. We have to realize the entire repertoire of our roles, see it from 
the outside, and start to abandon it all.”

“And then we will be able to gain inner freedom?”
“Yes. Look, this picture already shows the path that we need to fol-

low.”
The Teacher pointed to a figure in a dark long robe at the top of the 

mountain. This man was surprisingly similar to the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge himself. Or maybe it was him as the personification of a Sage, an 
assistant along the path of liberation.

“See?” he drew the students’ attention to the fact that the Teacher in 
the picture was throwing a strong rope to the people in the skull prison. 
“It is shown here that through Sahasrara—the chakra which is responsi-
ble for communication with the Higher Powers—the Teacher pulls those 
who want to be saved out of prison.”

“So it is impossible to get out by ourselves without help?” Marina 
asked.

“Maybe, but it is much more difficult than with a Teacher. Therefore, 
we must look for a Sage who knows everything, who can pull a person out 
of this prison and save him. And we also need a team of like-minded peo-
ple. Alone, it is difficult to awaken in people the desire to escape and 
awareness... it is necessary for all students to wake each other up, to pre-
vent them from sleeping, to allow them to identify with roles, they should 
indicate who is identifying with which role. Only then will it be possible to 
get out of our inner prison, which exists only in our head…”

The Teacher finished speaking, and silence settled in the hall. The 
students were very impressed. They looked with awe at the Sage, at the 
painting, and it was clear that this conversation had changed their percep-
tion of the world and themselves.

And then the resonant voice of the Keeper of the Knowledge, filled 
with pure energy of Love, rang out again:

 
Who wisdom or stupidity achieved
Will tell me this, unhidden and believed,
Give me the key to those amazing wonders,
For I myself am knowledge and unawareness.
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Who came to good or suffering in esse,
Do give me words of blissfulness and unmessy.
Is their source a noble holy stem?
Nay, good and none of it is what I am.
 
Now have I their cold of prickly pressing,
Now sweet are tender girlies of caressing.
Nay, hardly am I one to hark to them,
The giver to myself is what I am.
 
Rejoicing up to prayers every day
Within a hope to run the weak away,
Whatever grief and joy as well as damn,
It’s all I ever caused and what I am.
 
The all I see and all to which I harken,
To be my hate and my mentation darken,
Along the far or in the near line –
Acquires every place across inside of mine.



EPISODE 11

TIERS OF LIFE
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A colorful canvas depicting an inverted triangle was located in the very 
center of the temple and seemed to shine from within. This was at-

tributed to the bright sunlight that penetrated through the panoramic 
windows on the right and left, or maybe it was due to the special colors... 
It felt like God himself had been leading the artist’s hand, directing the 
subtlest flickering energy into the brush.

The students gathered around the painting, staring at it in fascina-
tion. It was evident from their faces that it made a strong impression and 
aroused emotions, but along with emotions—it aroused a lot of questions.

The students knew that this canvas was an example of objective art, 
where every detail was important, where there was nothing accidental. 
Here, even the smallest fragments of the image had their own symbolic 
meaning, and together they combined into a deep meaning.

Almost the entire central part of the picture was occupied by a trian-
gle, the top of which pointed down. It was divided into four tiers. The 
lowest of them—the pointed top—rested on the ground. Inside this part of 
the triangle was a man, naked, defenseless, emaciated, and suffering. He 
was painfully thin and lay on the damp ground, protecting himself from 
an invisible threat with his hand. There were shabby walls in the dungeon, 
chains hung in the corner, and rats scurried at the feet of the unfortunate 
man. On the second tier, a much more beautiful room of an ancient castle 
was depicted, on the third, a hall in a luxurious palace, and on the fourth, 
a magnificent heavenly garden under the open sky. Above this garden, 
with his arms outstretched to the sides, was the Lord God himself. He 
looked at the Earth with absolute love, giving the inhabitants of the Gar-
den of Eden his Grace, and his white clothes sparkled with light.

When the Keeper of the Knowledge approached the group of stu-
dents, he looked at them with the same kindness and unconditional ac-
ceptance. Everyone turned to the Sage, the eyes of men and women shone 
with joy, as if at that moment God himself touched their souls.

The students were looking forward to an interesting conversation and 
hoped to receive detailed explanations.

“Beloved Teacher, we have seen a new painting,” said a tall blonde girl, 
taking a step toward the Sage and pointing at the canvas with her eyes. 
“Please explain what this image means. There are four tiers here, with a 
suffering person at the bottom. How should we understand this correctly?”

The Keeper looked at the canvas and smoothly stretched out his palm 
in its direction.
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“It shows a place where a person lives,” he began to explain. “And it 
also shows where he can live. Look, we can live in such a beautiful pal-
ace,” he pointed to the third tier of the triangle, “or we can even live in the 
Garden of Eden, where God is very close to us.”

“But then why is a man depicted in a terrible basement next to these 
disgusting rats?” the student asked, examining the lower tier of the painting.

“Our upbringing put us there,” the Keeper replied. “Do you see how a 
man lies and writhes in pain? He is in prison, suffering. He feels bad, 
scared, uncomfortable there. And he does not even suspect that there are 
three more floors above, in which he could live. Many people will never 
know about it. They suffer like this all their lives in this basement, and 
then they go down into the tomb. But if a person knows the secret that 
there are three more floors above, then he should look for the keys to 
them.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge shifted his gaze from the painting to 
the students in order to better understand their reaction to the explana-
tions. There was a thirst for the Knowledge in the eyes of each of them, 
which spoke of intense inner work. People tried to delve into the very es-
sence—to understand as deeply and fully as possible what the Sage was 
talking about.

“Beloved Teacher, what are these floors?” A middle-aged man with 
deep brown eyes and pronounced cheekbones asked. “I understand cor-
rectly that there are no random details in objective art, so each floor is...” 
he paused, carefully choosing his words, “a certain level of spiritual devel-
opment of a person?”

The Teacher nodded, confirming the man’s guess. “You understand 
correctly, Ruslan,” he said, giving the student a look of support and ap-
proval, “and each floor has its own meaning. The second floor of the tri-
angle, which is located right above our basement, is awareness. If a per-
son can reach it, he is already moving into a better world, a better life, a 
better being. Look at the image,” the Teacher pointed to the picture. “On 
the second tier, a person is moving into a beautiful room of an ancient 
castle and can live here in a completely different way.”

“Thank you for the explanations,” Ruslan thanked the Sage and again 
fixed his gaze on the canvas, “now it becomes clearer to me what was 
meant here. But if the first tier is awareness, then what is higher?”

This question interested all the students, which was clear from how 
attentively they listened to the Teacher, afraid to miss even one word.
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“The next floor is sublime emotions,” the Sage explained, pointing to 
the third tier. “A real palace is depicted here. If a person experiences high 
emotions, he lives much better—life becomes happier, more complete, 
and meaningful.”

“It turns out that we first have to go through awareness, and only then 
can we awaken sublime emotions in ourselves?” the blonde girl decided to 
clarify, addressing the Sage.

“That is right, Angelina,” he confirmed. “While a person is not aware, 
it is difficult to rise further, and sublime emotions can be awakened only 
in fragments, in snatches. The person experienced sublime emotions and 
then fell asleep again and fell into the same state—again ‘fell into the base-
ment’,” the Teacher pointed to the lower tier in the picture, “into his own 
negative emotions, and there he began to suffer terribly.”

Angelina nodded, indicating that she understood the explanation.
“So our main enemy is unawareness?”
“Many of the students have already been on the fourth floor for some 

time,” the Sage replied. “It is very good there, but it is very difficult to stay 
there for a long time without awareness. They emerge a little bit, then 
back, emerge again, and then go back. But if awareness was stable, then 
they would have already stayed on the second floor.”

At that moment, another student stepped forward—a bright green-
eyed brunette.

“Great Sage,” she began, “you said that our upbringing placed us on the 
lower tier. What did you mean?” The woman looked expectantly at the Sage.

“We were taught to live in the basement from childhood,” he began to 
explain, “by relatives, parents, teachers, friends, and TV. And we are used 
to living like this: acting according to patterns, playing roles that we do 
not like, following false attitudes. We do not even understand that it is 
possible to live in any other way. We are not thinking about the fact that 
there is something else besides this basement, but about how to get set-
tled here, where to lay hay, where to put stone on stone, where to make a 
table, and so on. We are trying to somehow settle down in the basement 
instead of moving to higher floors, where we can live well and develop.”

The Sage looked around at the students and with an eloquent gesture 
pointed to the picture, to where the three upper tiers of life were.

“But how can we see it?” Angelina asked. “How should a person un-
derstand that he is in the basement? If there was no Teacher, how would 
we know?”
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“Yes, no one would have known without a Teacher,” the Keeper of the 
Knowledge answered and, meeting the student’s gaze, read the poetic lines:

“Convince with faith, bright and refreshing,” The Teacher preaches affably.
To life so gray and so depressing, He will give meaning manfully.
His words sounded solemn, yet at the same time with amazing warmth 

and care for his students, for everyone who heard him and was actively 
trying to move to higher levels.

“And when we have already seen that there are more floors above, 
how can we get out?” One of the students asked, a tall man with an atten-
tive look.

“It is necessary to strive for this and intend,” the Sage explained, “to 
want it very much. If a person does not strive, if he does not want much, 
then he will live in the basement all his life,” he paused, and an elusive 
sadness flashed in his gaze. “The way, for example, one of my students 
Sergey lives his life. I have repeatedly explained everything to him, tried 
to get him out of this basement, but he did not heed nor believe me. He 
listened to his relatives, because they know how to live in this basement, 
because they have spent their whole lives in it. And he, too, began to 
equip the basement, began to lay hay, put stone on stone…”

“And what, does he still live and suffer like this?” Ruslan asked quietly.
“Yes,” the Teacher confirmed, not condemning, but rather regretting 

that his student never took a step toward getting out of his prison, “while 
he believes that the oligarchs are to blame for his bad life, that the govern-
ment should provide him with a decent existence,” the Sage paused for a 
few seconds and again he looked thoughtfully at the canvas, “but no gov-
ernment will provide us with a decent existence, it is all in our hands. We 
ourselves must move to higher floors of our lives, then we will feel good. 
The government can only help to settle down in the basement, so it is 
useless to expect anything from it.”

“Teacher, you said that the first floor is awareness, the second floor is 
sublime emotions, but what is on the third floor?” a thin, dark-haired 
woman asked, continuing to examine the painting.

The Teacher did not immediately begin to answer, giving her and the 
others the opportunity to think about the answer on their own. Shaking 
her head doubtfully, the woman suggested, “Is this a Paradise where a 
person goes after death?”

“This is very similar to Paradise,” the Keeper of the Knowledge smiled. 
“Look, an open-air garden, beautiful peacocks and swans, fountains and 
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gazebos, peace and goodness. But all this is available to man here on 
Earth.”

“But how can we get here?”
“God is depicted up here,” the Teacher pointed to a figure in white 

shining robes. “When we establish contact with the Divine, we find the 
higher Self in ourselves and ignite the spark of God in our soul. And then 
we move to the top floor, after which a truly happy life begins in the Gar-
den of Eden.” The Sage looked at the disciple, shifted his gaze to the oth-
ers and continued after a short pause. “We must remember that there is a 
part of God in each of us and think about how we can move to the next 
floors.”

“Teacher, you first said that we should find the right keys to each 
floor. By keys you mean spiritual practices, right?” Ruslan asked, looking 
carefully at the Master.

“Yes” he confirmed. “The keys are spiritual practices. Doing them is 
very important, because it helps to move from the ‘basement’ of the mind 
to awareness. When you reach awareness, you need to do practices to 
awaken sublime emotions. And then it is already possible to move gradu-
ally to the next floor. And there will already be an opportunity to absorb 
the Divine. Therefore, we must always remember what floors we have and 
what opportunities we have. This secret is already open to all of you.”

“Thank you, Teacher, may I ask another question?” the man spoke. 
The Keeper of the Knowledge looked at him approvingly, and then he 
continued. “Can these floors be considered as our centers: mechanical, 
emotional, and intellectual? And is the fourth floor the higher centers?”

“Yes, Ruslan, you did well. You have seen the connection very accu-
rately,” the Sage praised the disciple. “The basement is the mechanical 
parts of the centers of our body. The second tier is the intellectual parts of 
the centers, that is, awareness. The third floor is the highest emotional 
center, and the fourth floor, where we see the Garden of Eden under the 
open sky, is the highest intellectual center. This is our Soul, our Spirit, in 
which there is a part of God.”

The Teacher finished speaking and once again turned his gaze to the 
students. They looked at him, at the picture in a calm contemplative rev-
erie, illuminated by the light of the joy of knowledge.

And suddenly the Sage spoke again, and in the silence that reigned, 
his voice sounded in a special inspired way. There was an inspiring energy 
and Strength in him that they wanted to touch, absorbing its harmony:
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There is a sparkling on the wave
Across a sea, grey and foamy
To gently follow by a stave
Delight and misery to show me.
 
I watch a flower in the fade –
Oh yes, embodiment of solar.
It used to live but couldn’t wade
A feel of routes in earthly shade
As lighted whole and even wholer.
 
He rose upward to heaven with a dream
To viewing stars and their pattern,
No image, true, the ego stream
Is shine to light abyss for certain.
 
I sauntered in from there high
And wish to back return from here.
But up and down’s a sheer bye
For things are all, whatever near.
 
I grew in seeing the divine
Within a gold on high and higher.
And was it all a sunny shine
For life and breath and mental fire.
 
And formerly, from other time,
Before my obvious existence
Received I God’s blessed rhyme
As on his mercy and assistance.
 
There is a sparkling on the wave
Across a sea, grey and foamy,
And came the verity and gave
The grief and cheer to bestow upon me.
 
The image of God on the canvas now seemed especially vivid and tan-

gible to the students, as if He was not just painted on it, but really looked 
at them from the canvas now, with absolute love and acceptance.



EPISODE 12

A MAN IS A HOUSE
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Every time a new painting appeared in the temple of the Teacher, it 
became a real event. The students already knew that this was not just 

an image that brought aesthetic pleasure, although the paintings were 
technically perfect. But above all, it was objective art that carried the 
Truth; it was a wise helper for spiritual growth.

Each such image evoked many diverse emotions. They were colorful 
and very accurate paintings... and each of them carried a deep meaning. 
Even if one did not know the symbolic meaning of all the details, upon 
closer examination it became clear that there were several layers of per-
ception there. On the first one, the viewer saw only images, composition, 
and color. But in order to move to a deeper level, outside help was often 
needed. And then the disciples were waiting for a meeting with the Sage. 
The Keeper of the Knowledge could tell the students about the second 
layer, give them the opportunity to get into the very essence through visu-
al images.

The canvas depicting a large house appeared in the temple only yes-
terday, and the students wanted to learn about the true meaning of the 
painting as soon as possible. While they were waiting for the Sage, they 
managed to carefully examine it.

In the center of the composition was a solid two-story house with a 
red-tiled roof. There was a kitchen on the ground floor, a bedroom and a 
bathroom on the second floor, and a stable in a small annex. The house 
stood in the garden with shrubs, a lawn plot, and fruit trees. There were 
people working inside the house, but they could not produce anything 
good, and something was clearly wrong there. Because of this, the picture 
seemed surreal. Every detail seemed to scream, “This is wrong, unnatural, 
it should not be like this!”

A maid in a lace apron with a duster tried to approach a horse from 
behind, but it kicked her, and the woman flew back. An expression of 
surprise, fright, and indignation froze on her face. A groom was carefully 
putting the saddle on the kitchen table. A gardener was working in the 
bedroom, enthusiastically trying to cut through the leg of the floor lamp 
with a pruner, and in the bathroom a cook was trying to eliminate the leak 
with a ladle, a plumber soiled in earth was holding a hammer and a mon-
key wrench, intending to use them to trim the bushes in the garden. At the 
same time, it was clear that he had already managed to mess things up—
there were mangled trunks of trees and bushes everywhere—the plants 
were crippled, and the garden was in a deplorable state.
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And the whole picture was completed by a man in a suit and top hat 
who was coming down the stairs. He was outraged, dissatisfied with what 
was happening and shouted something to the workers, waved his cane 
threateningly, and shook his raised fist.

The students surrounded the painting from all sides, looking with 
genuine interest at the details of the canvas. Someone was silently evalu-
ating the artist’s work, thoughtfully looking at the image. Others moved 
back a little, then approached again, changing the angle of view. Still oth-
ers were talking animatedly among themselves, making assumptions 
about the artist’s plan.

One thing united everyone: the students were waiting for the Keeper 
of the Knowledge, and when he came up, the eyes immediately turned to 
him.

“Beloved Teacher,” one of the students came forward—a girl with 
deep light blue eyes, “we have a new picture. We have considered it, but 
we still do not understand what it means and how to work with it spiritu-
ally.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked at the student with warmth 
and began to speak. “This house symbolizes a person,” he explained, 
pointing at the painting with his palm. “In Buddhism, it is said that a 
person is a house which thieves have broken into and act upon their 
own will.”

“Thieves? And what does that mean?”
“This refers to thoughts and emotions that rob us when we identify 

with our roles and masks. But here,” he pointed to the canvas again, “is 
another scheme. It is shown that all the centers of our being are out of 
place. This refers to the emotional, intellectual, motor, and sexual center. 
See? It is wrong, unnatural, as if everything has been turned upside down. 
Look, here is a plumber in the garden ‘working’, breaking trees. The 
groom in the kitchen puts the saddle on the table. In the stable, the horse 
kicks the cook with its hoof. The cook repairs the plumbing, and the gar-
dener cleans the house, destroying and breaking everything, and cuts the 
floor lamp.”

“And who is this?” another student asked, pointing to the man in the 
suit and top hat who was coming down the stairs, clearly unhappy with 
what was happening.

“The steward,” replied the Keeper of the Knowledge. “You see, he is 
screaming in horror, shaking his fist, trying to put everyone in their plac-
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es so that every employee does what is needed.” The Sage looked at the 
students carefully to make sure that they understood what he was leading 
to. “Every person should have such an internal manager,” he said after a 
short pause, “who will observe what is happening, notice the wrong 
things, be horrified by it and then try to restore order. He must put all the 
centers of a person in their places so that each part does its own thing and 
the person begins to function normally.”

“Beloved Teacher, can you give an example?” A tall, thin man in a 
long orange robe asked. “How exactly do our centers perform the wrong 
functions?”

The Sage intertwined his fingers and, looking at the picture again, 
nodded to the student. “Yes, Ilya, I can, but first answer one question,” he 
said and looked at the man searchingly. “What kind of center do you 
think we use when we read?”

He froze for a moment, thinking, but then answered with confidence. 
“Intellectual, I think.”

“That is right,” the Keeper agreed. “And what will happen if instead of 
the intellectual center we use the mechanical center to read?”

“The person simply will not understand what he is reading,” an ele-
gant red-haired woman suggested with a half-questioning intonation, 
joining in the conversation and involuntarily taking a short step toward 
the Sage.

“That is right, Julia,” he praised the student. “The person will just 
mechanically run through the lines with his eyes but will not under-
stand anything. He will not be able to make out what is written; he will 
not remember anything.” The Sage made a short pause and continued 
again. “And so does everything else. For example, the emotional center 
should work to assess some situation realistically, but often the intellec-
tual center intervenes in this assessment. What do you think happens 
then?”

“The person... can’t draw the right conclusions?” Ilya asked.
The Keeper of the Knowledge nodded, confirming the student’s 

assessment. “This happens very often. The simplest example is how a 
woman chooses a partner, a husband. For example, she sees an un-
worthy man, a drunkard, a gigolo, or an abuser... and the emotional 
center reacts correctly—tells her that a disgusting impression is com-
ing from him. The sexual center says the same thing. But here, this 
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man comes up and mutters, ‘I love you. I will always be with you. 
Marry me.’ And here the intellectual center is connected and begins 
to incorrectly assess the situation. And the woman remembers, ‘Oh! 
Mom said that the one who confesses his love is the prince! Maybe I 
don’t understand something, maybe he should be like that?’ And so 
she begins to convince herself, believing these false attitudes and 
patterns.”

The Sage looked significantly at the picture, again drawing the atten-
tion of the students to the image of a house with ineffective workers.

“Instead of the emotional and sexual centers assessing the situation, 
the intellectual center does it. And it turns out, as in the picture—the 
groom in the kitchen is smashing and breaking everything, and the cook 
in the stable gets hit with a hoof. And in life the person receives a pathet-
ical fate with a drunkard and a domestic tyrant.”

“My friend chose just such a husband for herself,” the red-haired 
student involuntarily commented. “He confessed his love to her beau-
tifully, and then she said to me, ‘I understand that I have a distaste for 
him, but then I think, he loves me so much, but is it possible to use 
such words lightly?’” the woman sighed, catching her breath. “As a 
result, it took six years of battery until she finally decided and kicked 
him out.”

The students who listened attentively to the story began to talk ani-
matedly and comment on the situation, actively expressing their emo-
tions. The Keeper waited for a while, letting everyone speak out, then 
continued, summing up everything that had been said. “If our centers 
were in their place, then we would evaluate life correctly, and everything 
would be different. The intellectual center would read and study, try to 
understand something, the mechanical center would work with hands 
and feet, and the emotional and sexual centers would evaluate every-
thing independently. But in fact, it often happens differently, and a per-
son’s life becomes unbearable, because such chaos is going on,” the Sage 
nodded again toward the canvas. “And to avoid this, it is necessary to 
restore order.”

“But how should we act correctly? Where do we start?”
“You need to start by observing yourself. And when we do this re-

gularly, then one day we are horrified. But this is just the right reaction, 
and we should not be afraid of it. This helps us to see ourselves truly, and 
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after that there is an opportunity to do something, to correct the situa-
tion.”

“Teacher, and... is there any pattern in which the center will mani-
fest?” a stocky guy with a neat beard and a ponytail on the back of his 
head asked thoughtfully. “Does it depend on which center is the main one 
in a person?”

“Yes, it does,” the Sage replied. “For example, if the intellectual center 
prevails, then it will always climb forward. When a person is told, ‘Run!’, 
he, instead, will start thinking, ‘Why? And what will I get for this?’”

“Teacher, is it true that these are only our centers?” asked a 
green-eyed statuesque brunette in a long light dress. “These charac-
ters in the drawing? And can it not be considered and understood as 
various false personalities in a person? His roles that he plays during 
his life? For example, a woman works as a boss, and when she comes 
home, she also starts giving orders, although this is no longer neces-
sary.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked approvingly at the student. 
“Good observation, Galina,” he praised her, “yes, you can interpret it like 
this. False personalities often act incorrectly. For example, a judge comes 
home and arranges a new court session with her husband in the kitchen. 
It is completely wrong that this role continues to operate where it is not 
necessary. And this provokes conflicts, disharmonious situations. There-
fore, we need to observe ourselves, to see which personality is now in-
volved in us, what role it plays, and whether it corresponds to the situa-
tion. And... we should observe whether that court session has begun in 
the kitchen yet.”

“Thank you for the explanations, Teacher,” Galina said with sincere 
gratitude. “Now we understand what it means,” she pointed to the canvas. 
“And what should we strive to do to fix it.”

She turned to the other students, and a wave of approval and agree-
ment swept through the audience. The Keeper of the Knowledge accepted 
the gratitude with a smile and sent back the energy of kindness and sup-
port. The faces of the students lit up with joy, beaming with beauty and 
inspiration, as if they shone from within.

The next moment, the space of the temple was again filled with the 
sounds of the vibrating deep voice of the Sage, and the students froze, 
listening with trepidation to the words of the spiritual poem.
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Some people ever go to die,
But others come to be eternal.
And some are doomed to empty nigh,
And others get the essence kernel.
 
Some people suffer by a sin,
But others excellence acquire,
And some of nothing ever ween
And others make a noble choir.



EPISODE 13

THE DEVICE OF THE SOUL
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Before the next spiritual conversation with the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge in the temple, the students saw seven matryoshka dolls standing 

in a line. Knowing that nothing could appear here for no reason and ev-
erything had its own sacred meaning, the students began to think about 
what it meant.

The matryoshkas were quite ordinary—cheerful, smiling dolls in ker-
chiefs and blue-and-white sarafans. The dolls stood in decreasing order of 
size: each matryoshka was followed by a slightly smaller one. All the fig-
ures were hollow and consisted of two halves, except for the smallest one.

“I wonder what will happen today,” said a thin, freckled girl, who 
thoughtfully took one of the dolls in her hands, opened it, and played 
with the halves.

“The Keeper of the Knowledge has probably prepared something spe-
cial for us,” suggested a dark-haired guy in an orange bandana.

“I think it’s also a symbol of something,” a tall woman with oval glass-
es chimed in. “As with the paintings, remember?” she nodded at the near-
est canvas on the wall, which was an example of objective art.

The guy and the girl nodded, making it clear that they completely 
agreed with her.

“It’s clear, but what can it symbolize?” said the guy in the bandana, 
and intense mental work could be seen on his face.

Gradually, other students gathered in the hall. They also approached 
the dolls and wondered, made guesses, discussed versions with each oth-
er, and waited for the Keeper of the Knowledge.

He appeared in the temple hall in his trademark long black robe with 
a high collar and smoothly, as if floating above the floor, approached the 
students.

“Dear Teacher,” the woman in glasses began, voicing the question 
that was in the air,” please explain why these dolls are here and what they 
mean.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked at the students with a warm 
look, then shifted his gaze to the row of the painted dolls and began to 
explain. “These matryoshkas are here for a reason. This is a model of our 
soul, which consists of seven subtle bodies. There were also seven matry-
oshkas in the Slavic tradition, and this is not accidental.”

With these words, the Sage picked up the smallest matryoshka, which 
consisted of a single piece of wood and did not open it. He held it up in 
front of him, showing it to everyone.
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“The smallest matryoshka is Atman,” he explained. “It is a piece 
of God or the nirvanic body. Atman is an individual soul that exists in 
each of us. God separated this part from himself, and now it should strive 
to connect with the Great Soul,” the Teacher paused, carefully looking at 
the students and choosing the most appropriate comparison to help them 
grasp the Truth. “If the huge ocean is God, then we are the waves of this 
ocean, and each wave has a choice. It can simply exist—continue to be a 
wave, so that it is fluttered by the wind and beaten against the rocks—or it 
may want to go deeper and understand that it has always been an ocean 
and strive to merge with it.”

“Is it the same with people?” the girl with freckles asked, closely fol-
lowing the Keeper’s thought.

“That is right, Dasha,” he smiled. “We, too, like that wave, may just 
want to exist in this world, beat against obstacles and blows of fate over 
and over again, or we can move toward God.”

Having said this, the Sage took the next matryoshka from the table, 
showed it to the students, and explained. “This is the second layer of 
our soul—the causal body. It arises around Atman,” the Keeper opened 
the matryoshka, put the smallest doll inside, and reconnected the two 
parts. “Like this, see?”

The students were intently watching the actions and explanations of 
the Teacher, afraid to look away and miss an important piece of the 
Knowledge.

“And what is this causal body?” asked Dasha.
“This is a human experience,” the Teacher replied, looking at the girl 

with love. “Each of us has our own. It is a necessity for us and at the same 
time a limitation. A person without experience is in a meaningless state. 
Yes, nothing seems to limit you, but you are nothing—just a Witness. 
Therefore, we cannot exist without experience, do you understand? It 
makes us an Individual.”

“Beloved Teacher, can you give us an example?” a tall, fair-haired stu-
dent asked, looking questioningly at the Sage.

“Of course, Natalia,” he replied, interlacing his fingers, and after 
thinking for a moment, he began to speak. “For example, we are born and 
start accumulating our experience as Vasya Ivanov or Masha Petrova, and 
this experience limits us; we begin to think that we are this very Vasya 
Ivanov or this very Masha Petrova. Over the course of life, we experience 
some life situations, we make some choices, we do things, we react to the 
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actions of others, and we hold on to this experience. Yes, it seems that we 
know something, but at the same time this knowledge limits us.”

“And how exactly does it limit us?” Natalia decided to clarify. “In what 
way?”

“We cannot imagine ourselves, for example, as some kind of inorgan-
ic being,” the Teacher replied, “like, for example, as the Soul of a planet. 
We cannot even imagine how it can be. Because we are limited by the ex-
perience of ourselves as Vasya or Masha and we consider all phenomena 
through this prism.”

“It turns out that the causal body is merely our personal experience?” 
Dasha asked, continuing to listen attentively to the Teacher.

“Not only that. The causal body collects the experience of millions of 
lives that we have lived, and Individuality appears. But at the same time 
there is such a limitation. Atman is no longer a pure part of God. It plung-
es into the causal body and identifies itself with all this experience that it 
has received over thousands of lives.”

Dasha nodded gratefully, making it clear that she had understood this 
part of the information and she was ready to receive further Knowledge, 
and just then a new question was asked. It was asked by a stocky man with 
a neat beard and long hair gathered in a ponytail.

“Teacher, you said that our essence develops during life, and then, 
when the physical body dies, it just goes into the causal body?”

“Yes, Mikhail, well done, you understood correctly. Our whole expe-
rience passes into the causal body,” the Sage confirmed. “Of course, in one 
life we get little experience, but over millions of lifetimes, a lot of it is 
collected; so much that each of us could already become an academician.”

“If it’s all in us, then why can’t we use it?” Mikhail asked in surprise.
“This experience is above the mental level, so we cannot access it,” the 

Sage replied. “And we do not even suspect that the knowledge of an aca-
demician is in the causal body. But... think about what would happen if 
we brought all this experience into this life?” he asked, addressing the 
students, and paused, giving them a chance to think of an answer.

The students pondered, and their faces reflected deep contemplation.
“Then it would be... it would not be interesting to live,” the red-haired 

Dasha uttered, smiling. “After all, we would have already known every-
thing in advance.”

“Yes, that is right,” the Sage confirmed. “And we would no longer un-
derstand who we are, because a million different personalities would im-
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mediately appear. And we would think, ‘Which one of them am I?’ And 
we would get confused like a centipede who trips over itself, not knowing 
which leg to move. So, this experience is removed, and a person starts 
from scratch in childhood.”

“So, do you mean that this experience cannot trickle through to a 
person in any way?” a broad-shouldered, short-haired young man asked.

“Good question, Yury,” the Keeper answered and, after a short pause, 
began to explain calmly. “In general, there are some makings in the sub-
conscious, but a person does not understand this. He does not come into 
direct contact with them and only gradually begins to reach them. And 
this is better, because if you imagine that you have lived at least one life, 
and all the experience has been preserved, then it would be very difficult 
to get new experience. For example, take an old man. He has already tak-
en root in his views, ideas, and reactions. He has already embodied. And 
if he continued to live as this old man, he would not be able to obtain a 
new experience. So, this old man is ‘cut off’ and sent to the causal body 
and a small child is born who knows nothing about the past experience 
and is completely open to life. It is easier for him to obtain new experienc-
es and adapt to life again, to develop some new personality.”

“Teacher, I remember you said something about tendencies,” Mikhail 
reminded him, joining the conversation again. “It turns out that the expe-
rience is taken away from us, but the tendencies remain, and they affect us 
a little bit in this life, don’t they?”

“It is good that you remember the previous conversations,” the Keep-
er of the Knowledge said approvingly. “Yes, the experience of millions of 
lives is reflected in us in the form of multiple tendencies. God determines 
which of them will stay with us, and then we incarnate into the appropri-
ate aspect. That is, God gives only a part of the tendencies for our new life. 
For example, if the whole circle of the Zodiac is all the tendencies, then we 
take only a part of them, since we are born with a certain planetary align-
ment. And, thus, about one percent of all available tendencies are mani-
fested. Therefore, each time the soul receives diverse experience—for ex-
ample, if you were an academician in a previous life, yet in this one you 
could become mentally retarded.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge finished the explanation and once 
again looked around at the students who were listening intently and try-
ing to put the information they had received in their heads. After making 
sure that there were no more questions, he took the next matryoshka doll 
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from the table, which was slightly larger than the previous one, and 
opened it.

“The third subtle body of our soul is the mental body,” he said, 
showing the matryoshka to the students. “It appears and begins to form in 
this life. The mental body accumulates all the thoughts of a person during 
this life, all his ideas and concepts about everything. And first of all, a false 
personality is formed here as a self-image. A person realizes that he is 
Vasya Ivanov or Masha Petrova and begins to identify himself with a false 
personality. In the mental body there is a person’s idea of himself, which is 
formed under the influence of other people. It is completely mechanical.”

With these words, the Teacher took the previous two matryoshkas 
stacked one into the other—Atman and the causal body—and placed them 
inside the larger doll, which now symbolizes the mental body.

“Teacher, it turns out that the mental body is only our useless false 
personality, which only slows down our development?” asked the woman 
in glasses.

“Not only, Kira,” the Teacher replied softly, looking at the student with 
love and warmth. “If a person aspires to Knowledge, then the higher parts of 
the mental body begin to develop, and then we think about the meaning of 
life, about philosophy, and about spirituality. And then we begin to doubt, 
wondering, ‘Who am I? The same Vasya Ivanov, or am I something else, or 
yet something more?’ And if such a doubt has arisen, if a person has stopped 
identifying himself with a false personality that society instills in him, we can 
assume that he has already achieved a lot. And he may soon achieve even 
more. But if a person does not understand this and is completely stuck with 
a false personality and cannot even imagine that he is actually something 
else, then he remains limited by his mental body—the shell that society has 
created. And the higher parts of the mental body do not develop.”

“Beloved Teacher, now I understand why you so often ask us to think 
about the question ‘Who am I?’” Dasha brightened.

The Sage nodded. “This question awakens the higher layers of the 
mental body, as the student begins to reflect, tries to separate himself 
from false personalities. A person rarely asks such questions. He thinks he 
is Vasya Ivanov, and that is it. The true Self is not conditioned, it cannot 
be seen. And what is visible is not me. And if a person asks himself the 
question ``Who am I?” and says, ‘This is not me’ to everything that he 
sees, then a gap between himself and a false identity appears, and he can 
find his true Self.”
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The Keeper of the Knowledge finished speaking and looked around 
the students again, waiting for new questions. This time, a cute brunette 
with expressive black eyes raised her hand. “Teacher, do I understand cor-
rectly that thinking and imagination are the abilities of our mental body?”

“Yes, that is right, Alia,” the Sage replied. “Thinking, imagination, 
and also memory.”

“And the perception of impressions?”
“Yes, the perception of impressions is also part of the mental body,” 

the Teacher said and began to explain in more detail. “There are stereo-
types, labels, various thoughts, conversations, and what is collected in 
memory, namely in the mental memory, since each center has its own 
memory. For example, the motor center helps us remember skills and 
movements—thanks to it, we remember how to run, jump, and climb. And 
the mental body has its own memory: ideas, thoughts, conversations, an 
idea of life, a map of the world. All this is formed in the mental body.”

Having finished the story about the mental level of the soul, the Keep-
er again went to the table, where there were four more matryoshkas, and 
took the next one.

“Then the soul is clothed in another body—the astral body,” he 
said in a deep, sonorous voice, opening the doll and putting the other one 
consisting of three smaller dolls inside. “The astral body is a body of emo-
tions, including sublime ones, which can lead us to God and, thus, to 
higher states.”

“Teacher,” said Dasha, “what about negative emotions? Lower emo-
tions? Are they also contained in the astral body?”

“A very good question,” the Sage praised the student. “Yes, negative 
and lower emotions are also part of the astral body. And our soul gets 
another outer shell, another cocoon, like this matryoshka doll,” he 
stretched out his hand with the toy, showing it to the students. “There-
fore, it is necessary to build sublime emotions specifically: conscience, 
love for people, compassion. If this is not done, then the emotional reac-
tions that have already been instilled in us will manifest: resentment, irri-
tation, envy. All of them are already embedded in us by films, books, edu-
cation, and the example of adults. We are conditioned by emotions, and to 
make sure that they do not interfere with us, but rather, help us, we need 
to direct them to God. And then they begin to carry us up.”

The Sage finished talking about the astral shell of our soul and looked 
at the students, waiting for their questions.
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“Teacher, is a person’s astral body formed during life due to upbring-
ing and the environment?” Alia asked, catching the Sage’s gaze. “Or does 
it appear at the moment when a person incarnates? And... for example, 
does the cosmogram, the planetary alignment, affect what emotions will 
be characteristic of a person?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge listened to the student’s question and, 
putting the half-assembled matryoshka on the table, began his reply. 
“Yes, it does. A person receives part of the tendencies with it, but he also 
receives the makings. Someone is more envious, another is more easily 
offended, and another still has more rudiments of conscience than others, 
and someone else has a greater tendency to sublime emotions or compas-
sion. These inclinations and tendencies are determined at the moment of 
birth, and then they begin to develop. Some emotions begin to dominate. 
Often, if some emotions strongly dominate, especially negative ones, then 
the main negative trait begins to build on their basis.”

The Teacher’s voice was calm and deep, and there was a vibrating 
positive energy in it—the Power of kindness and unconditional love, 
which he transmitted to his students. After finishing the explanation, he 
picked up the next empty matryoshka.

“The next body of our soul is the vital body,” the Sage continued. 
“This is a lower body, which is associated with animal emotions, instinc-
tive reactions, and desires: fear, aggression, greed for food, and lust. 
These are the lowest primitive emotions that help the physical organism 
survive. The vital body stores these base emotions and desires, but at the 
same time it is also a receptacle of energy that is necessary for life. If a 
person is constantly active, he has a strong vital body that gives him ener-
gy to be assertive, emotional, and proactive. If a person does something 
constantly, it means that his vital body has been pumped up, is highly 
developed, and there is a lot of energy there. And if there is no vital ener-
gy, a person becomes weak, inactive, he cannot do anything; he becomes 
lazy, sluggish, apathetic, and he just wants to lie on the couch and do 
nothing. Therefore, the vital body is also very important. If there is a lot 
of energy in it, we can actively follow the path of development. Therefore, 
it is necessary to pump up the vital body so that it has more energy, so that 
a person can develop well.”

“Does ‘pumping up the vital body’ mean doing some exercises?” asked 
a tall young man with prominent muscles under his orange robe. “Is there 
some kind of special breathing or diet?”
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“Not quite so, Andrey,” the Keeper smiled, looking at the student. 
“Activity should come from Manipura and should be more social... like 
when a person undertakes something, takes responsibility for something, 
or controls others. This kind of leadership activity pumps up this body. 
And if it is not pumped up, then a person becomes inactive, and everyone 
starts pushing him around.”

“Is that why a person who has a well-developed vital body has a lot of 
money?” Dasha suggested. “are these things related?”

“Yes. If a person has made his way somewhere or has achieved a great 
feat, all of it is thanks to this vital energy.”

“And animals? Do they also have a vital body?” Dasha asked again.
“Yes, they do,” the Sage replied. “For them, this is manifested in who will 

get the best prey. For example, our yard cats compete for food, thus develop-
ing a vital body. We give them a bowl of food, and they push each other out 
of this bowl with their muzzles. Whoever has a stronger vital body will win.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge smiled and went back to the table with 
the dolls, took one of the two largest ones, and opened it.

“The next—the sixth—shell of our soul is the etheric body,” he 
said and put the matryoshka with four other dolls into the open one. Hav-
ing done this, the Teacher again demonstrated the matryoshka to the stu-
dents. “You see, another shell of our cocoon surrounds the vital body. 
This is the biological energy that should nourish the physical body. And 
the physical body itself is just bones, muscles, spine, and organs. If all the 
subtle bodies have flown away, then only the corpse remains, and it begins 
to rot. Therefore, the physical body cannot do anything by itself. And in 
order to fill this body with energy, there is an etheric body.”

“So, the etheric body supports the work of the physical one, right?” 
Kira clarified, adjusting her glasses.

“That is right. The etheric body provides life and movement. It is a kind 
of matrix on which the work of organs, cell division, and the course of phys-
iological processes depend. In this etheric body there are different energy 
channels, meridians, and Chinese acupuncture points. The etheric body an-
imates the physical body and connects it with the vital body and others.”

“Beloved Teacher,” Andrey began, “and what happens to a person in 
old age when various age-related diseases appear? Is the etheric body get-
ting weaker?”

“A good question,” the Keeper of the Knowledge nodded and contin-
ued after a short pause. “If this body is weakened, for example, if you are 
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old, then the physical body begins to fall apart. The matrix does not work 
well; organs begin to ache and fail, and the work of the physical body is 
disrupted. Therefore, the etheric body must be maintained.”

“The etheric body probably just depends on how healthy your life-
style is,” suggested Andrey, and this time the Sage confirmed his guess.

“Yes, the etheric body is pumped up due to a healthy lifestyle, because 
there is an exchange between the physical organism and the etheric body 
with constant interaction. If we lead an unhealthy lifestyle, then etheric 
energy becomes scarce, and all of it goes to compensate for nicotine, alco-
hol, improper eating, or lack of mobility. The energy is not replenished by 
the physical body, and it begins to wither, to get sick. When the matrix is 
destroyed, the physical body also begins to collapse.”

The Sage finished his explanation and picked up the last largest ma-
tryoshka doll.

“This is our physical body,” he said, opening the toy, and putting 
into it the other one containing all the remaining dolls. “Our outer 
shell, and it completely limits us. The soul is placed in a physical body, 
and it binds it. A person no longer thinks about Atman and does not 
feel his causal body, but the mental body can work in fits and starts. In 
the physical body, all the blockages are turned on so that the abilities 
that the soul has do not manifest; so that it does not remember previous 
lives, so that telepathy does not turn on, so that no one can pass through 
walls and levitate. These blockages are activated so that a person lives 
only the life of the physical body, and it is very difficult to break out of 
this.”

“Teacher, but... we can’t reject our physical body! What is the right 
thing to do to overcome these blockages?” Dasha asked thoughtfully, after 
listening to the Keeper of the Knowledge’s story.

“We have to overcome the influence of the physical body and the de-
sire to live only its life,” he explained. “If we overcome all this—the in-
stinctive center, the sexual center, and the motor center, which we nor-
mally build—then we can climb higher. And if we have not overcome this 
first floor, then all emotions begin to obey the physical body. You have not 
eaten, you have not slept, and you are completely out of tune and cannot 
do anything further. That is what it means to live only by the needs of the 
physical body. Therefore, we need to break away from the physical body, 
move away from this conditioning to higher levels of existence, so that the 
body ceases to bind us so much and to awaken higher abilities.”
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“But how can we do that, Master?” Yury asked, looking at the Keeper 
of Knowledge with awe and trepidation. “After all, if we don’t eat, for ex-
ample, the physical body will die.”

“We must remember the sublime emotions and our attention, which 
comes from Atman,” the Sage replied and looked warmly at Yury. “And 
then we will be able to overcome the physical body and rise above it. And 
the soul will finally be able to breathe a sigh of relief. Otherwise, it will 
remain chained in the physical body, tied to physical interests and states, 
completely conditioned being unable to escape. And a person begins to 
live a meaningless, primitive life.”

Satisfied with the answer, the young man nodded thoughtfully. From 
the expression on his face, it was clear that there was deep contemplation 
going on in his head right now.

“Teacher, do I understand correctly that in order to cope with all this, 
we need to learn how to manage our attention?” he asked after a few sec-
onds. “Do we need to learn how to reach higher layers? Mental, astral, 
and higher? And is it true that to manage our attention is to learn how to 
switch between bodies and feel them?”

“Yury, you are a great fellow,” the Keeper of the Knowledge praised 
the student. “You very accurately understood the idea. Yes, that is right. 
Managing your attention is the most basic thing. But here we also remem-
ber that other bodies interfere and the physical body can ground us well, 
like an anchor, so that a person can focus on it during meditation and so 
that he does not fly away into the mind and imagination, since they switch 
every few seconds. A person thinks about one thing one moment, the next 
moment about another, then about a third. And if you start writing it all 
down on a piece of paper, you will get incoherent words. Therefore, the 
physical body is given so that a person can be grounded and start to push 
off from it. For example, you start with the physical body; you feel your 
breath, your pulse, and you feel your arms and legs. That is it, you ground-
ed yourself and then stopped flying in your mind and imagination.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge finished, and the next moment a new 
question came from the students.

“Teacher, how can the physical body be properly used for develop-
ment?” a petite blonde with two long braids asked. “On the one hand, it 
requires care, and if you sleep and eat, then you are better able to offer 
help because you are in a harmonious state,” she paused, gathering her 
thoughts, then continued. “But on the other hand, it’s just interesting to 
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watch yourself when you don’t sleep or eat enough. Different internal 
reactions occur. It turns out that stress is useful, and it is necessary to take 
care of the physical body. How are we to find the golden balance?”

The girl looked questioningly at the Sage, waiting for his answer and 
the opportunity to understand this difficult question. The Keeper of the 
Knowledge sent her rays of kindness and unconditional love in return. 
They streamed from his gaze and penetrated into the deepest part of her 
soul.

“Marina, this is a good question,” he began. “Yes, you are right that a 
golden balance is needed. If we have not eaten or slept for a very long 
time, then it will be very bad. But if we do not sleep a little and do not eat, 
then, on the contrary, it activates, because additional energy is released. 
On the one hand, the instinctive center immediately begins to send un-
pleasant sensations, such as, ‘Look, you haven’t eaten! Go eat!’ And if a 
person does not eat for five days, then these feelings disappear, and he no 
longer feels hungry. The instinctive center thinks, ‘Something is wrong 
here, I’ve been torturing him for five days, I’ve been sending him negative 
feelings for five days, and he still hasn’t eaten. So, we need to allocate 
more energy for him to search for food.’ It is the same with sleep. The in-
stinctive center says, ‘Look, he doesn’t go to bed,’ and begins to send un-
pleasant sensations. And we still do not sleep. And after a certain point, 
we do not want to sleep anymore. The instinctive center constantly sends 
negative feelings in order to keep a person in its hands, so that he does not 
start to starve, does not start to be up, does not begin to manifest himself 
too actively. But if we overcome some barrier, then they stop, and then it 
gives us the opportunity to act without these negative feelings.”

After listening carefully to the Sage’s explanation, Marina decided to 
ask, “Teacher, is what you have just described the intellectual part of the 
instinctive center?”

“Yes, you can say that,” he nodded approvingly. “Because in a way it 
also adapts to the environment, to the behavior of a person, and analyzes 
his behavior.”

Marina gratefully caught the Sage’s gaze. It was clear that this con-
versation was very important for the girl, that right now in her mind frag-
ments of the Knowledge were forming into a complete picture. And so it 
was with everyone present, although each of the students was now receiv-
ing their own unique spiritual experience.

Mikhail stepped forward a little.
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“Teacher, do each of these seven bodies have its own expiration date?” 
he asked the question in order to better understand and fathom the Knowl-
edge he had just received. “They are destroyed over time. For example, the 
physical body... it collapses very quickly. And the etheric body? I heard 
somewhere that it only lives for about forty days. And the astral body?”

“Yes, that is right, everything is destroyed,” the Keeper confirmed. 
“And the rate of destruction depends on how well the body is formed. For 
example, if we often experience sublime emotions, then the astral body 
lives longer. And if a person has experienced only primitive animal emo-
tions all his life, then the astral body is destroyed faster. It is the same with 
the mental body. If a person has not even tried to think in his whole life, 
then, of course, his mental body is weak and unformed. And if a person has 
been a thinker, has constantly engaged in philosophy and thought a lot, 
then he has developed a strong mental body, and it will live for a long time.”

Mikhail gratefully looked at the Teacher explaining his guesses, while 
a new question was asked in the hall.

“And what is the ‘ego’, based on this structure of the soul?” asked the 
cute brunette named Alia. “Is it on any of the levels?”

“‘Ego’ is when an image of oneself is formed,” the Sage began to ex-
plain. “This happens at all the main centers: mental, emotional, and me-
chanical. A child is told, ‘You are Vasya Ivanov.’ Here there is an impact 
on the mental center. They say to him, ‘That’s where you should feel of-
fended, you’ve had your car stolen.’ Which center is this?”

Alia thought about it and after a second suggested, “Emotional!”
“Yes, that is right,” the Teacher replied. “And there may also be motor 

reactions associated with the ‘ego’. For example, when a person thinks 
about himself that he expresses himself in a certain way in movement. 
Thus, there is a packet of gestures, postures, emotions, and thoughts like, 
‘Who am I?’ A person understands that he is Vasya Ivanov, that he is a 
German, or that he is a communist, a Christian, or someone else. And 
now a person surrounds himself with ideas about who he is. And from all 
this—from thoughts, emotions, motor reactions—the ‘ego’ is formed.”

“But... as it turns out, this is the false identity that needs to be de-
stroyed?” the woman clarified.

“Yes, Alia, that is right,” the Sage nodded. “It all needs to be destroyed. 
Until a person completely agglutinates with the thoughts that have been 
instilled in him since childhood, he needs to ask who he is and why he 
lives. He needs to think, ‘What kind of Vasya Ivanov am I? I’m not Vasya, 
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I’m not a communist, I’m not a fascist—I’m no one at all. A locomotive 
can’t be a Christian, neither can a typewriter. And I am also an automa-
ton, a biorobot, so what kind of Christian can I be?’ When a person begins 
to think this way, then with the help of such reasoning, he forms a dis-
tance with his ‘ego’, and it becomes easier for him to separate. But the 
‘ego’ continues to manifest itself. For example, a person begins to get rid 
of it and immediately sits down in the usual ‘egotistical’ posture in which 
he is used to sitting. Or, for example, he experiences negative emotions 
and immediately forgets that he wanted to get rid of something. And ev-
erything comes back. Therefore, working only with one center is not 
enough. It is necessary to get rid of all the three centers at once in order 
to control postures, emotions, observe thoughts, and destroy selfish pat-
terns. And when we begin to eradicate egoism at all of the centers, only 
then can we overcome it.”

“Thank you for the clarification,” the student said gratefully. “And a 
little more is unclear about the motor center. How does it work? For ex-
ample, do we need to observe ourselves when an attack of selfishness oc-
curs and keep track of what posture I am in so that I try not to repeat 
this?”

“Yes, you got it right. You need to look at the posture in which egoism 
is aggravated, what movements and gestures you are performing, and try 
not to repeat them, but to replace them with something directly opposite. 
For example, to start fooling around, to reduce to absurdity, to exagger-
ate. It begins to destroy selfish habits,” the Sage looked carefully at the 
woman to make sure if she understood this thought and continued after a 
short pause. “We see that the physical movement is changing, and it be-
comes more difficult for us to imagine something about ourselves, to 
think, the sense of importance begins to disappear. Therefore... it is nec-
essary to reprogram the selfish pose, change the movements, and when 
this pose reappears, then exaggerate and laugh at yourself.”

“Tell me, Great One,” Kira turned to the Teacher, “the particle of God, 
Atman, should it not be identified with anything at all? Even with impres-
sions? Do we have to reach a state of total detachment of an observer, a 
witness of everything that is happening? Do I understand correctly?”

“Yes, Atman learns life through identification with something. This is 
its first and most important feature. It identifies with a thought and learns 
what a thought is, and it identifies with an emotion and learns what an 
emotion is. On the one hand, it gives great opportunities for Knowing, 
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but on the other hand, it is also a heavy burden. Because if a person iden-
tifies with his physical body, his thoughts, then he can live as such a bio-
robot all his life and only satisfy the needs of his physical body. The sec-
ond ability of Atman, which is not given to it initially but should awaken 
in it, is detachment. In detachment, Atman must become aware of itself. 
To understand ‘I am not the body, not the senses, not the mind,’ and then 
a person will already be able to feel himself apart from all this.”

“It turns out that the problem is not so much in identification, but in 
the fact that you can’t disidentify?” Kira clarified, reflecting on the words 
of the Sage.

“Look,” the Teacher again picked up the large matryoshka, which in-
cluded six more dolls. Here is the model of the soul; Atman is here, inside, 
in all these bodies and shells, in the very center. And it falls asleep com-
pletely, identifying with all these shells. And our task is to wake it up so 
that it begins to realize itself apart from all this, to return to its harmoni-
ous state again.”

“Teacher, tell me, is the etheric body a ghost? When it separates from 
the physical body, when a person dies?” Mikhail asked an unexpected 
question and looked intently at the Keeper of the Knowledge. “And if so, 
then... how long will it exist like this?”

The Sage looked shrewdly at the student, put the matryoshka on the 
table, and intertwined his fingers. “Yes, that is right,” he replied, “the 
more strongly the etheric body developed in a person during his lifetime, 
the longer it will exist until it collapses.”

“And... does this body also have some kind of mission or purpose? Or 
does it just wander around the Earth until it disappears?”

The Teacher shook his head negatively. “No, it just stays where a per-
son dies. Sometimes in the same place, sometimes over a corpse. And it 
usually collapses quite quickly. If a person died at a young age, then it 
stays around longer; if a person died an old man, it disappears faster. 
Sometimes the surrounding people feed these ghosts with their fear. For 
example, if a lot of people know that ghosts live in some castle, and every-
one thinks about it, they start to be afraid and worry. Thus, they feed them 
with their energy. Then such etheric bodies can exist for a long time.”

Mikhail nodded to the Sage with gratitude for the clarifications, and 
the next question was asked in the hall—it was clear that the topic of the 
structure of the soul was important, and the students wanted to deal with 
it in as much detail as possible.
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“And nine and forty days after death?” asked a middle-aged woman with 
soft facial features. “When a person completely separates from the subtle 
bodies and passes into other layers, do they have any special meaning?”

“Yes, Elena. The etheric body is completely separated within three 
days, the vital body within nine days, and the astral body within forty to 
forty-nine days. And then the soul completely goes into the subtle plane. 
That is why Tibet celebrates these forty to forty-nine days. During this 
time, the soul is close to the Earth, usually next to its physical body or 
where its relatives are.”

“Is it true that with their suffering that a person has died, relatives 
also feed the etheric body? Or even the astral body?” the woman asked 
again.

“Yes, the astral body absorbs these sufferings and emotions. And the 
vital and etheric bodies, they are fueled by this. And it doesn’t even matter 
whether the energy is negative or positive. They are fueled and can last 
longer. For example, Lenin has been preserved for a very long time, since 
people made a Mausoleum for him, and everyone goes there and thinks 
about him. His subtle bodies are being nourished.”

“Beloved Teacher, tell me, in order for Atman to wake up after all, you 
need to embark on the path of sublime emotions, and this is the path of 
development of the astral body, right? If a person experiences sublime 
emotions, it is easier to realize himself, separate, free himself, and feel like 
Atman, right? And, it turns out, this can’t be done without an astral 
body?”

“Yes, but you need to work not only at the level of the astral body, but 
at all of the three centers. The motor center should be in good condition. 
Sublime emotions are at the emotional center, and understanding is at the 
mental center. Because it is important for a person to understand where to 
go and how to wake up. It is difficult without this understanding. He must 
know this secret, that it is necessary to awaken and disidentify. This is 
known precisely through the mental center. Then he understands the 
meaning of Sublime emotions and knows where they should lead.”

Having answered the last question, the Sage looked around the stu-
dents. Today’s conversation turned out to be long and intense, and each 
of them had received spiritual food for reflection, to work on themselves, 
and new realizations. Now the Teacher saw how their eyes shone with the 
fire of the Knowledge. He smiled and sent the disciples rays of support 
and bright energy of acceptance and love.
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The final chord of the conversation was a spiritual poem:
 
I WILL TELL YOU THE HOLY TRUTH,
WHICH I WAS LUCKY TO FIND
WHEN I PERCEIVED AND LEFT ROUTINE BEHIND,
IN DOING A MIRACULOUS WORK.
 
MY APPRENTICE, I’LL TELL YOU,
WHERE THE LIGHT OF HAPPINESS HIDES IN THE HEAVENS.
YOU WON’T HEAR ITS CALLS
NEITHER IN THE NOISE NOR IN THE SILENCE.
 
NEITHER ASCETICISM NOR STRUGGLE
WILL HELP YOU REACH ITS BORDERS.
REMEMBER, THE WAY TO IT YOU’LL LEARN
IN A HEARTFELT SUPPLICATION TO THE LORD.
 
WHEN YOU OPEN YOUR SOUL TO GOD,
IT SHOULD BE YOUR MOST DESIRED ACT
TO BEG HIM, FORGETTING ALL THE REST,
FOR THE DUTY OF LOVE TO BE YOUR FATE.
 
DEVELOPING YOURSELF,
YOU NEVER LOSE PERSISTENCE.
YOU MUST GIVE ALL YOUR LOVE TO
ALL OF THE WORLD’S EXISTENCE
 
WHEN YOU CONNECT YOUR SPIRIT TO THE DHARMA,
REMEMBER THAT EVERYTHING AROUND YOU
IS THE RESULT OF YOUR OWN KARMA,
FRIEND, DON’T FORGET, ALL THIS IS YOU.
 
WHEN YOUR PERFORM THE ACTS OF SUPREME YOGA,
CONNECT YOURSELF IN THE TIME.
THEN YOU’LL REALIZE THAT THE GODS
LIVE NOT ONLY IN THE SKY



EPISODE 14

THE WIZARD  
AND THE SHEEP
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A new painting appeared in the temple of the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge—bright and colorful, it attracted attention and gave rise to a lot 

of questions from students, like any sample of objective art. Rejoicing at 
the opportunity to gain new Knowledge, they were looking at the picture 
with interest.

At first glance, it was not too surreal, like some of the others—for 
example, the house or the skull—but even in this artwork there was sym-
bolism and a deep meaning hidden behind every small detail. It depicted 
a picturesque forest edge, where a flock of sheep grazed peacefully, and a 
gray-bearded wizard in a cap poured golden magical light on the sheep 
from his palm. In the other hand, the wizard held a long magic staff, and 
behind him was a campfire, where one of the lambs was roasting on a spit. 
If one looked closely, one could see that each sheep was wearing a mask. 
There were masks of a lion and a bear, a hare, a fox, an eagle, a zebra, and 
even a mouse.

“I wonder what kind of sheep they are and why they are wearing 
masks,” one of the students, a short girl with short brown hair, asked 
thoughtfully.

“And who is this sorcerer?” pondered a brown-eyed tall guy.
“And why are these sheep so calm, as if they don’t understand that 

soon it will be their turn to roast on the fire,” added a blue-eyed, mid-
dle-aged woman.

And at that moment, the Teacher’s sonorous voice rang out behind 
the students. “There is a legend about a wizard and sheep,” he said.

All the students turned toward the Sage at once and parted with trep-
idation, letting him pass to the picture.

“Beloved Teacher, will you tell us this legend?” the girl asked and 
nodded at the canvas. “And what meaning is hidden here?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge smiled warmly, looked around all the 
students with his loving gaze, and began his story. “There was a wizard 
who had sheep,” he started. “And those sheep were constantly running 
away from him in different directions, and he was all exhausted, collecting 
them back in the meadows every day. And so he began to think about how 
to make the sheep stop running away. And then he hypnotized those 
sheep; he made each of them believe that it was not a sheep at all but a 
magician, a lion, a vulture, or a bear.”

“Is that why they wear masks on their faces?” a young student asked, 
pointing to the sheep in the painting.
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“Yes, that is right, Ksenia. These masks show that the wizard has 
made them believe who they supposedly are. In fact, even wearing these 
masks, they remain in sheep’s clothing and are neither a lion, nor a vul-
ture, nor even a magician... And the wizard has also insinuated to them 
that he is their kind master who does them a lot of good. And the sheep, 
under the influence of that suggestion, did not even know that, in fact, the 
wizard was using them with might and main, shearing wool, slaughtering, 
and eating them.”

“Now it is clear why they are so calmly chewing their grass and are 
not afraid,” the blue-eyed woman remarked.

“Yes,” the Sage confirmed, “as soon as the wizard applied his hypno-
sis, the sheep stopped running away.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge paused and turned to the students with 
a question. “Whom do you think these sheep symbolize?”

The students began to think and talk quietly, and a hum rang out in 
the hall.

“Could it be... people?” finally, a thin man in a white bandana spoke.
“That is right, Igor, well done!” the Teacher praised and began to ex-

plain again. “So that people do not run away anywhere and do not try to 
free themselves from captivity—for this we have been taught that we are 
not sheep at all but someone else. Someone imagines himself a magi-
cian—for example, psychics and parapsychologists. Someone imagines 
himself a lion—politicians, businessmen. Someone is an eagle—for exam-
ple, scientists. Every person imagines himself to be someone and does not 
really see who he is.”

“Teacher, who is this wizard?” Ksenia asked, pointing to the figure 
with the staff. “The one who hypnotized us?”

“I will tell you about it today,” the Sage replied with a mysterious 
smile. “But first I will explain what for. This has been done so that devils, 
larvae, and other evil spirits could pull energy from people and feed on it. 
And to make sure that people would not notice anything and not be afraid, 
everyone has been hypnotized.”

“But how?” the girl was surprised.
“Through social stereotypes, through TV, advertising, movies, 

through our parents, teachers at school, and so on. We are deluded into 
our roles and are forced to play them. And that is why we only see the 
masks they have put on us. We believe that we are some kind of wizards, 
lions, and eagles, that we cannot be afraid of anything. We diligently per-
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form roles and believe that we live our own lives. And, being in such igno-
rance, we continue to feed devils and larvae with our energy.”

“Is it true that if these sheep realized that the wizard was deceiving 
them, they could escape from him?” Igor asked, pointing to the figure of 
the gray-bearded sorcerer.

“Yes, that is right,” the Sage confirmed. “And if people realized that 
they were being devoured by larvae, then they would decide to avoid their 
fate and stop being a kind of battery that devils feed on.”

“Keeper, but what should people do for this?” the blue-eyed disciple 
asked the Sage inquisitively, meeting his gaze.

“In order for a sheep to escape from this wizard,” the Teacher nodded 
toward the picture, “it must see everything realistically. It needs to see this 
mask that has been put on it. Understand that this is just hypnosis and 
suggestion. If all these masks are dropped, it will see itself for real. And a 
person will understand that he is being used by devils, larvae, and other 
evil spirits in order to feed on his energy. Until we see our masks, we will 
not understand anything, and we will continue this game, play the roles 
imposed on us, and feed the dark forces.”

When the Keeper fell silent, a disciple in a long orange robe stepped 
forward—a lithe, well-built guy with ordinary facial features. In his eyes 
shone the fire of the Knowledge and infinite gratitude to the Sage for the 
opportunity to see the Truth.

“Beloved Teacher, may I share my story?” he asked, coming closer 
and respectfully bowing his head. After receiving an approving look of 
support from the Keeper of the Knowledge, the man began his story. 
“When you helped me see everything for real, I tried to save other peo-
ple, starting first with relatives who were close. I approached my mother 
and said that society had imposed on us the roles of son and mother, 
that we had been hypnotized, insinuated into this, and we could at any 
moment free ourselves from these roles and stop playing them. Just do 
what we like and what the soul is meant for. But she thought I was com-
pletely crazy and invited a psychiatrist to examine me. She wanted to 
put me in a hospital,” the student sighed and fell silent, gathering his 
thoughts.

It was obvious that it was still hard for him to remember this. Then 
the Teacher looked at the student with the wise gaze of a person who 
had often faced such a situation and smiled at him, sending rays of sup-
port.
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Meeting the Keeper’s gaze, the disciple smiled back and continued. 
“Nothing worked... because she didn’t want to see herself for real and free 
herself from her role of a mother. She did not understand at all that soci-
ety had imposed this role on her. That’s why she thought I was crazy. But 
in fact, on the contrary, I began to see the world objectively and how it all 
works. Others were not going to take off their masks either… No one un-
derstood, and everyone continued to diligently play roles and feed the 
devils with their energy.”

“Ilya, thank you for sharing this. People get used to their roles a lot. 
And it is hard for them to even think that they can somehow discard this 
role and stop playing it,” the Teacher said in a calm, even voice, in which 
there was not even the slightest bit of condemnation. Only regret from 
understanding that it was impossible to help everyone. “That is why we 
have to see it all clearly now. And when we are able to do this, only then 
will we be able to free ourselves from this fate. That is when we will be 
free.”

After a short pause, the Keeper looked at the student with warmth 
and continued. “If your mother understood how she has been hypno-
tized,” he began to explain, “that opinions like ‘Look, everyone has moth-
ers, sons, daughters,’ had been imposed on her in society since childhood, 
then she would be able to discard this role. But since she did not even 
want to think about being hypnotized, she could not part with the role. 
Therefore, the first thing we should do is to see that we have been hypno-
tized. And while a person does not see this, he thinks, ‘No, there is no 
hypnosis, I am actually free!’ Then he continues to play the roles that have 
been imposed on him.”

The student nodded to the Keeper with sincere gratitude—for expla-
nations and for the opportunity to express his feelings and thoughts. 
Meanwhile, another student, Tatiana, raised her hand, who had her own 
question. “Teacher, how do we understand what kind of hypnosis we 
have?” she asked, wanting to understand this issue in as much detail as 
possible. “By the thoughts that come to mind most often? For example, if 
I often want to be good and expect praise from everyone, then is this my 
main hypnosis that I need to work with first?”

“Hypnosis manifests itself in the fact that we believe any thought that 
comes to mind, that we consider it our thought,” the Keeper gently ex-
plained. “But in fact, we do not have our own thoughts, and all our 
thoughts come from outside—instilled thoughts. If, for example, we lived 
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in the taiga without people and the influence of society, then we would 
not have any thoughts at all, because there would not be those who sug-
gested them.”

The Sage paused and carefully looked at the reaction of the students, 
realizing that this Knowledge was quite difficult to realize and accept. He 
was silent for a few seconds, giving them the opportunity to think and 
pass the information through themselves, after which he continued to 
speak. “But in ordinary life, any of our thoughts was once put into our 
head by someone, and until we see this hypnosis, we think, ‘This is my 
thought, and I cannot be wrong. I think that is right.’ And thinking this 
way, we defend this thought that is not ours, and we find new arguments. 
And if we thought, ‘An idea came to my mind. Who inspired me with it? 
When did it happen?’ we would remember, for example, that we once 
heard it on TV or from teachers at school who said the same thing, or 
some friends at the institute… And when we remembered it, we would 
understand that this thought was only a consequence of hypnosis, that it 
was not our thought. And when we understand that since this idea was 
not ours, then it is not necessary to follow it. And if we think, ‘This is my 
thought, then everything is right, I never make mistakes in life,’ then this 
thought completely takes hold of us, and we cannot escape from the hyp-
nosis of this wizard.” With these words, the Keeper of the Knowledge 
stretched out his hand and pointed to the sorcerer pouring the stream of 
golden pollen onto the sheep.

“Teacher, and if everything in the world happens according to the will 
of God and there is a particle of God in the soul of every person, does that 
mean that God hypnotizes himself?” Ksenia asked. “Does that make any 
sense?”

“And here we come to the question of who is the magician in the pic-
ture,” said the Sage and again directed his attention to the canvas. “In this 
case, it is Nature. And what are its goals?” he looked attentively at the 
student, then shifted his gaze to the others, urging everyone to think.

“Maybe the reproduction of living beings?” Tatiana suggested, to 
which she received an approving nod from the Keeper.

“That is right. Every living being living in Nature must reproduce, 
feed offspring, and then it can die. The purpose of Nature is to continue 
itself. Next, the struggle for existence. In Nature, one species always de-
vours another; the strong devours the weak: mosquitoes drink blood, 
cows eat grass, lions eat deer, and so on. Devils also need to be fed some-
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how. What do you think they eat?” The Sage asked, looking at the dis-
ciples.

“Our negative emotions,” Ksenia answered after a short pause.
“And bad thoughts,” Ilya added.
“That is right,” the Teacher confirmed. “Therefore, it is necessary for 

Nature that people have these very negative emotions and bad thoughts. 
This is how this physical world works. There are food chains in it, and a 
person is not at the top of them, as is commonly thought. Nature needs 
people to follow its goals—that is, to reproduce and also to be included in 
the food chain and feed the devils. And how do it do it in such a way that 
a person does not guess anything?”

“Hypnotize him?” Igor said half-interrogatively.
“That is right. Otherwise, he may resist and will not want to serve as 

food for devils and larvae. He will not experience negative emotions, but 
only Sublime ones, will not succumb to anger, and will begin to think only 
bright thoughts. And then the devils will have nothing to eat. And Nature 
cannot allow this. Therefore, it asks the question, ‘What should I do?’ 
And, like this very magician, it decides to hypnotize people. And now a 
person no longer understands who he is but thinks that he himself is a 
wizard or some kind of eagle or lion. And he starts playing the game im-
posed on him, and nothing good comes out of it all.”

“Teacher, but why do wars happen? Does Nature... also need them?” 
asked a young, brown-eyed student, who until now had only listened at-
tentively and followed the conversation but did not ask questions.

“Yes, Diana, that is right,” the Sage replied. “Nature also needs 
wars, because this way there will be much more food for devils and lar-
vae. That is why everything happens—people suffer and die en masse. If 
people really saw all this, they would immediately lay down their weap-
ons. But Nature has made it so that a person cannot realize all this just 
like that. To do this, you need to study for a long time and make an ef-
fort. That is why we are here—to get rid of hypnosis and see everything 
for real.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge finished and looked at the students 
again, waiting for new questions. This time, an old but strong, muscular 
man raised his hand. “Teacher, do I remember correctly that hypnosis for 
us is not only social attitudes, but also hormones that make us spend en-
ergy on a constant search for a sexual partner and sexual satisfaction? 
How realistic is it to resist it at all? After all, this is not just a thought but 
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an effect on our physical body. Is it really possible to defeat this hormone 
in yourself through understanding?”

“Nikolay, thank you for the question,” said the Sage, after listening to 
the man. “Yes, you understand correctly, and it really is possible to win. 
Tantra says that there is sexual energy, and it can be used not only for 
procreation, but also for spiritual development. It is usually thrown out in 
the form of an orgasm. And if we practice Tantra, then we lift it up, and 
with the help of this sexual energy, the chakras begin to work better. Then 
the energy enters Sahasrara—and there we begin to merge with the Di-
vine.”

“It turns out that if a person thought rationally about sex, he would 
see everything completely differently?” Nikolay asked in surprise.

“Yes, differently. If people rationally perceived the possibilities of sex-
ual energy and this hormone, they would have already come out from 
under hypnosis. They would focus on spiritual development and not 
waste this energy thoughtlessly.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked again at the picture with the 
wizard and the flock of sheep, looked at the students who were now on the 
way to the Truth, and just at that moment one of the students had a new 
question. It was a middle-aged woman with pleasant features, slightly 
touched by the first wrinkles.

“Teacher, I’ve heard this parable about the wizard before,” she said, 
addressing the Sage with extreme respect and awe, “but I interpreted it 
in such a way that the wizard is a government and a state that hypnotiz-
es people, giving them some role in society. It’s like you’re free, you 
vote, you choose something, and that’s why a person thinks, ‘I’m free.’ 
But in fact, he remains in slavery to society, yet he still obeys its laws. Is 
this a more primitive understanding, or can it also be interpreted in this 
way?”

“It is good that you thought about it, Anna,” the Keeper of the Knowl-
edge replied, looking at the woman with love and acceptance. “Yes, there 
is such an understanding, but it is very simple. Think about it, these rulers 
themselves, are they really free? They are not enlightened. They are also 
under the influence of Higher Forces that control them. And even more 
so. Yes, they are the guides of these cosmic Forces, but they are uncon-
scious guides. They themselves do not understand the true reasons why 
they do so and not differently. They are especially strongly influenced by 
planetary Forces—these very wizards. And the ruler just thinks that he is 
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a lion or an eagle, that is, he is under the same hypnosis just like other 
people.”

Anna listened intently to the words of the Teacher, trying not to miss 
a word and to understand the very essence of the Knowledge transmitted 
by the Sage. When he finished, her eyes shone with the awareness that she 
was receiving right here and now, at this moment, touching the light en-
ergy of the Keeper.

“Can we assume that hypnosis is a kundabuffer that does not allow us 
to realize who we really are?” she asked another question.

“Yes, it is,” the Sage confirmed. “Because a person consists of beliefs 
and is not based on understanding or logic. For example, a person be-
lieves that communism is good. Or that fascism or something else. That is, 
he takes it on faith and begins to adhere to an ideology invented by some-
one and begins to follow it.”

“Teacher, and these... beliefs are hypnosis, right?” Ksenia asked.
“Yes, that is right,” he replied. “Therefore, it is worth getting rid of the 

belief and starting to understand everything more deeply—how it all 
works. And then the hypnosis will disappear. But no one wants to under-
stand anything.”

Suddenly Nikolay stepped forward, and the Teacher realized that he 
wanted to say something. He looked approvingly at the student. “If I may, 
I would like to give an example. I remember when the Soviet government 
was abolished and many of my relatives and friends began to get upset. 
‘How can it be? We believed them, we don’t want everything to collapse.’ 
It turns out that this belief was stuck in them so much that even when they 
were told the truth, they still continued to hold on to the lie. And I even 
personally knew a man who committed suicide because of the collapse of 
the Union.”

“Yes, this is very illustrative,” said the Teacher, and in his voice there 
was a flash of regret that so many people were under the power of hyp-
nosis. “That is why the most important thing is to realize it more deeply, 
to see our masks and roles, and then we can part with beliefs and hyp-
nosis.”

“Teacher, I wanted to ask you something,” Anna said. “We realize that 
we need to be free, and we understand that we are under hypnosis. But 
often it is just for a few seconds or minutes. The rest of the time, hypnosis 
continues to influence us. I would like to know if there is any benefit in 
positive hypnosis? When we practice a scientific trance, for example. We 
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create the right attitudes for ourselves and at the same time pay attention 
to waking up and seeing the inspired thoughts in ourselves. Is it right to 
act like this?”

“Anna, this is a good start,” the Keeper of the Knowledge nodded ap-
provingly. “Let positive attitudes replace negative ones.”

“And for example, if you used to believe in communism and you have 
now begun to believe in Christianity, is it better?” Nikolay asked.

“A little better, but even this will remain a pure belief capable of 
unleashing wars. Remember the crusades,” the Teacher paused, giv-
ing Nikolay and other students the opportunity to realize this Knowl-
edge. “Therefore, it is better to replace negative attitudes with higher 
ideas. But they are not easy to replace—in the end we have to come to 
understand everything. And for this you need to want to understand 
and strive for it constantly. It is necessary to know everything, to un-
derstand everything, to comprehend logically, to penetrate deeply, to 
see the essence of things. Only then can we free ourselves from hyp-
nosis.”

“Beloved Teacher, please tell me, I heard that we feed the Moon 
with negative emotions,” Tatiana decided to ask. “And if we experi-
ence Sublime emotions and get free from this hypnosis, then do we 
begin to nourish the Sun? Or some other planet? Or do we stop feed-
ing them?”

The Teacher smiled his bright transparent smile. “Then we begin to 
nourish the Angels and the Sun. And this means that together with the 
Angels and the Sun, we begin to form a single circle and a single sys-
tem.”

The Teacher looked at the students again to feel their condition. Now 
they were filled with Knowledge, and they needed time to accept and re-
alize it within themselves, to come to valuable realizations, to outline fur-
ther steps for spiritual growth and development.

Then he smoothly raised his hands in front of him and began to cite 
Sublime lines, bestowing rays of pure energy of Goodness and Light on 
all those had gathered around him:

 
I LOOK AT THE SYMBOL OF THE MORNING DAWN,
I LOOK OUTSIDE, BUT ITS ESSENCE IS INSIDE.
THAT CLEAR LIGHT IS THE FOUNDATION OF THEM ALL,
THAT ILLUMINATES THE DREAMS OF OUR DESIRES.
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LET THE PRANA OF THE SUN BURN
MY SACRED EYE THAT CAN’T BE SEEN.
THAT EYE OF WISDOM THAT WILL SHED THE TRUTH,
WHEN YOU FINALLY PERCEIVE.
 
YOU HAVE A CLOSER LOOK INTO THE WORLD:
IT’S ONLY A SYMBOL OF WHAT’S INSIDE...



EPISODE 15

THE ELEPHANT. THE BLIND 
LEADERS OF THE BLIND
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The new painting that appeared in the temple of the Teacher was liter-
ally permeated with Light, as if illuminated, or even a radiant light 

emanated from the canvas itself. It depicted a clear hot day in the desert. 
The picturesque peaks of the mountain range in the background soared 
up clad in a lilac haze. Downy clouds swirled in the serene blue sky.

In the central part of the painting was depicted a huge elephant with 
snow-white tusks, a long trunk, and ears spread wide apart.

People in traditional clothes were bustling around the elephant, 
talking about their belonging to different religions. And, if one looked 
closely, one could see that the eyes of all those people were completely 
white, devoid of pupils. At the same time, each of them tried to feel 
and examine with their hands some part of the body of this massive 
animal.

The Keeper of the Knowledge was also depicted there, only he was 
not among these people. He sat with calm confidence on the back of the 
elephant on a majestic throne. From the figure of the Keeper, the rays of 
the sun, which hung in the sky behind him, diverged in different direc-
tions. There was a feeling that the rays emanated from the figure of the 
Teacher himself, who was dressed in his usual black robe and a cylindrical 
headdress.

The students looked at this figure with awe—even when depicted on a 
canvas, the Teacher evoked feelings of infinite gratitude for the Knowl-
edge, boundless respect, and reverence.

When the Sage appeared at the door of the hall, all the eyes turned to 
him. He looked at the students with a warm smile, greeted them, and came 
closer with a smooth floating gait.

“Beloved Teacher, we have a new picture,” a young bright-eyed girl 
with long curly honey-colored hair came forward. “Please explain its 
meaning to us. What do all these people want from the elephant?”

“This painting is called The Blind Leaders of the Blind,” the Keeper 
said in a deep, resonant voice. “Look, here an elephant is depicted, which 
blind people are trying to feel. And they all symbolize different religions. 
Here, a Jew touches the elephant on the trunk, a Muslim on the ear, a 
brahmin holds a front leg in his hands, the Pope of Rome examines a tusk, 
and a Christian priest feels a hind leg. And down there,” the Teacher 
pointed to a man in white clothes holding a stethoscope against the ele-
phant’s stomach, “this is a scientist who is studying, trying to hear some-
thing through in the belly.”
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“But they don’t seem to be getting anywhere, do they?” the girl asked. 
“Is it because they’re all blind?”

“Yes, Tamila,” the Sage nodded affirmatively, “each of them is blind 
and does not see the whole elephant. Everyone feels only some of the 
parts. And, therefore, none of them can understand the full picture.”

“And what does the elephant symbolize?” Tamila looked inquiringly 
at the Keeper of the Knowledge.

“This is the personification of our whole world,” the Teacher readily 
explained, answering the student with a warm look. “And each of these 
people sees only parts of it. And everyone thinks about the world—in this 
case about the elephant—in different ways. One believes that the elephant 
is a leg, another thinks that it is a tail, a third that it is a trunk, a fourth that 
it is ears, a fifth thinks that the elephant is a tusk. Everyone sees some-
thing different. And after that, they start arguing with each other about 
who has studied the elephant more correctly, who has seen it more cor-
rectly.”

“Teacher, so it turns out that they are all right and wrong at the same 
time?” a black-haired, swarthy man asked.

“Yes, David, well done,” the Sage nodded approvingly. “That is the 
thing, that... each of them has a part of the truth.”

“Great Sage,” a slender woman of about thirty turned to the Keeper 
with trepidation, “tell me, why are you depicted here on top of the ele-
phant? Because you see the whole picture of the world as a whole?”

“Yes, Eve, that is right. As a child, I read a lot of different religious 
literature and thought, ‘Why are they arguing with each other? It is 
just necessary to arrange all the Knowledge that they transmit in the 
right way. And then you will get a complete picture.’ But different reli-
gions continued to argue with each other, and each defended its point 
of view. This dispute of blind people has been going on for thousands 
of years, where everyone stubbornly sticks to their own story. And the 
overall picture is not seen. And then I decided to gather together all the 
Knowledge of every religion, every spiritual direction. I put them to-
gether harmoniously, and they found their place. And then a single big 
picture appeared, and it became possible to see the ‘elephant’ in its en-
tirety.”

“Teacher, why did you say that the painting is called ‘The Blind Lead-
ers of the Blind?’” David asked. “Do you mean that religions act as guides 
for people who are blind like themselves?”
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“That is right,” the Sage confirmed, “you understood correctly. And 
these ‘leaders’ cannot lead people anywhere, because they cannot collect 
all the Knowledge and put it into a single map of the world.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge finished and looked around at all the 
students, waiting for new questions. Eve raised her hand again.

“Teacher, is this not only about religion? Can this be attributed to each 
of us in the first place?” the woman asked and, after thinking for a short 
moment, decided to clarify her question. “We don’t see the world holisti-
cally either, but it seems to us that our opinion or our vision of a particular 
situation is correct, and everyone is trying to prove it to others?”

“Yes, Eve, that is a very valuable observation,” the Sage praised the 
woman. “Every person does this also. For example, one woman had al-
ways thought that she knew absolutely everything. And she decided that 
there was no God. Just because she put a candle on, asked God, and her 
son never stopped drinking. But at the same time, she herself did nothing 
to change the situation. On the contrary, she indulged his bad habit: she 
would buy him beer and give him money for drinks, but at the same time 
she constantly crossed the corner where her drunk son was sleeping, and 
put candles in church.”

“That is, her actions were radically different from her prayer? Is that 
the whole point?” the student clarified.

“Yes, you got the point right,” the Sage confirmed. “She asked God for 
one thing and did the opposite, yet at the same time began to blame God 
for not helping. And then she made the wrong conclusion after all: ‘If God 
did not help, then there is no God!’

“It turns out that this woman did not see the whole picture, right?” 
David asked and pointed with his palm at the canvas. “Like those blind 
people who felt only one part of the elephant?”

“That is right,” the Teacher nodded affirmatively. “She did not see the 
real state of things… And in order to see it, you need to deeply understand 
the situation, looking at it holistically from all sides... If we talk about this 
woman from the example, then in her case, ‘deeply understand’ means to 
see that her son is an alcoholic. To realize this, but not to justify it and not 
to regret it. To see that she herself indulges in his bad habit and does 
nothing to actually help him. In this case, you need to ask God for wisdom 
and strength to figure things out and find a way out.”

“When I first started doing yoga,” a wiry, short student entered into 
the conversation, “my mother nagged me to death. She said that yogis 
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were dotards and cavemen and wanted me to stop ‘doing that nonsense.’ 
And no matter how much I tried to convince her, it all turned out to be 
useless. It turns out that she also looked at it one-sidedly? She only saw 
that yogis sat in a cave and meditated, so she made wrong conclusions 
based on this... right?”

“Yes, Max, well done, you came to the right understanding. Your 
mother did not see the whole elephant, the whole picture… Therefore, she 
did not see the reality.”

“Teacher, may I also share with you a similar example?” Eve asked 
when the Sage had finished explaining.

He nodded approvingly, and then the woman stepped forward a little 
and began to speak. “I have a friend. She has six children and lives with 
a husband who is a drunkard and constantly complains about how bad 
she feels that they don’t have enough money,” the woman paused. “But 
at the same time, she does nothing to change it… And so she says that 
there is no God, because she asked Him for help yet He never sent her 
money. It turns out that the situation here is the same as with this ele-
phant?”

“Thanks for the example… Yes, the same thing repeats here,” the 
Keeper said. “Your friend is in illusions and does not realize the whole 
reality, seeing only one part—that she and her six children are unhappy. 
And why is she unhappy? And what needs to be done in order to fix the 
situation?” The Teacher looked at Eve questioningly.

“She doesn’t think about it,” the woman sighed sadly. “On the con-
trary, she tries to find someone else to blame. And God became one of 
those to blame.”

“A person often tries to justify himself,” the Sage began to explain, “in 
order to continue living in illusions. And to do this, he needs to find some-
one to blame, to shift responsibility for his life and mistakes upon them. 
And to whom can he shift them? Either to relatives and friends—those 
who are nearby, and in this case a person constantly has conflicts and 
scandals—or to someone who will never argue.”

“To God!” Eve exclaimed, amazed at how accurately the Teacher had 
revealed all the causes and consequences of her friend’s behavior. “Yes, it 
is very convenient. God will not argue with you, and you can shift all your 
troubles onto Him.”

“That is right,” the Keeper of the Knowledge nodded. After taking 
another look at the picture with the elephant, he intertwined his fingers 
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and looked at the students. “And in order to deal with the situation, you 
also need to look at it holistically and realistically, not to look for excuses 
for yourself and take responsibility for your actions. Who is to blame that 
she found herself in such a situation? Children need to be fed, clothed, 
and educated... If a woman decides to have children, then she first of all 
needs to think about how to support them, raise some capital, and earn 
money.”

“That is, my friend’s problem is that she did not think in advance 
where she would find the money for her children, that she did not see the 
real state of things in advance?”

“Exactly. Now in civilized countries, conception and childbirth are 
approached more responsibly. People plan and think in advance about the 
material side of the issue, unlike, for example, Africa and other develop-
ing countries... or unlike it was a hundred or two hundred years ago, 
when having six or ten children in a family was considered normal and 
women got pregnant all the time. If your friend had understood the issue 
more deeply and in detail... she would have thought about the conse-
quences, then she would not have lived in poverty and would not have 
been looking for someone to blame.”

“And when she turns to God to deliver her from this poverty, the 
prayer seems to contradict her own actions? Like with that mother of the 
alcoholic?”

The Sage nodded affirmatively. “We often ask God that two times two 
be five,” he said. “But this is impossible, in principle, for nowhere and 
never will two times two be five. And even after praying to the Almighty, 
this will not change and will not become possible. Why would God violate 
the laws that He himself created? This person should strive to understand 
them and not beg God to change the whole world for him alone and 
change the formula of ‘two times two.’

“Keeper, what does it mean to ‘want two times two to be five?’” Da-
vid joined the conversation again. “Does this mean that... you can’t ask 
for something completely... fantastic? That there are no miracles? For 
example,” he thought and smiled ironically at the ideas that came to 
mind, “well, let’s say a person has been lying on the couch all his life and 
prays that at one moment he will become... a millionaire or the president 
of the country. And after that, he also blames God for not heeding his 
prayers.”
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The students imagined the absurdity of this situation, and a wave of 
laughter swept through the hall.

The Keeper of the Knowledge also smiled. “Yes, David, you are right 
again,” he confirmed the man’s words. “Here we are talking about the fact 
that if a person prays for one thing but acts quite the opposite, then no 
miracle will happen, because two times two will never equal five. This 
simply cannot be, in principle. Because there is a connection between how 
we act and what we get. If we pray that God will give us the strength to 
solve the situation, and at the same time we take action in this direction, 
do something, then He will help.”

The Sage finished, and for a while silence reigned in the hall—the 
students pondered the Knowledge they had just received, trying to see the 
whole picture from different sides and combining all the information to 
comprehend the deeper meaning.

The Keeper paused until new questions ripened in the minds of the 
students.

“Teacher, may I ask?” The girl with wavy hair raised her hand. “If  the 
problem of these leaders is that they are blind and do not see the whole 
picture of the world, then... what do they need to do to see it clearly?”

“To see clearly, Tamila, you need to understand deeply,” the Keeper of 
the Knowledge began to explain. “And religions give answers to all ques-
tions according to their templates and stick labels based on the fact that 
they know only part of the world. That is what blindness is. That is why 
we must try to understand each phenomenon more deeply. I have studied 
every religion and tried to understand it as deeply as possible. At first I 
thought they were arguing among themselves. But then I took each reli-
gion and assembled them in a bigger picture. That is all I did. And then 
there was a complete understanding of everything.

The problem of people is their blindness... you need to wake up, look 
at each phenomenon from different sides, and only then you can see how 
everything is for real.”

The Keeper looked around the students with a calm, wise look. When 
he gave explanations, there was not a shadow of his own superiority in 
his voice. Rather, there was regret that representatives of religions could 
not look at the world holistically, could not unite with each other and 
stop senseless disputes. After all, there was Truth in each of their opi-
nions.”
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“Teacher, may I ask why do many souls stop at one religion?” David 
said, looking questioningly at the Sage.

“When the soul is looking for something,” he began to explain, “it no 
longer wants to live a social life. One stops at Christianity, someone else, 
for example, at Buddhism. And a third soul has been there, has been here, 
and begins to look for a Teacher, though, it is not enough. She somewhat 
feels empirically that it needs the living Knowledge. It does not fully un-
derstand yet.”

“Does it depend on the level of the soul?” the man asked again.
“This indicates a weak magnetic center, when a person stops at what 

he finds first. And then he meets with the first religion and thinks that he 
has found the Truth. And he does not understand that this is just one part 
of the Knowledge. And the soul, which has a better developed magnetic 
center, wants more. It begins to understand other directions, trying not to 
think in patterns, but to come to an understanding of the essence of 
things.

“Teacher, and here’s another example,” said Tamila. “I have a friend 
who constantly goes to various spiritual trainings, although she never re-
ceived any realizations and did not reach enlightenment.”

“Yes, there are spiritual tourists,” said the Teacher. “They go in differ-
ent directions, but for them it is entertainment, tourism. They try a lot, 
but they study only superficially. Instead, it is necessary to go deeper be-
cause all religions speak about the same thing.”

“Teacher, there is such an expression that says ‘The truth is born in 
argument,’” Eve said, prefacing her question. “There are often arguments 
in our lives, and everyone has their own point of view. What is the right 
way?” she paused and began to reason further. “On the one hand, it’s not 
bad that people express their opinions. After all, a person is so worried 
about getting the Truth, he is in search. And if he is silent, then it means 
that he does not care. But on the other hand, how do we not go into neg-
ative emotions? How can we stop in time and understand that this is just 
‘my’ opinion and it means nothing?”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked intently at the student, sending 
her the energy of support and acceptance, approving her keen interest 
and spiritual search.

“Yes, Eve, the truth is born in arguments of wise people,” he replied, 
emphasizing the word ‘wise’. “If two wise men argue, they put forward 
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their arguments but do not hold on to their opinions and patterns or con-
sider phenomena from all sides. The truth is found when we come from 
parts to the whole,” the Sage said and once again looked at the woman to 
make sure how much she understood his words and nodded at the paint-
ing. “Like the elephant. There are parts: someone has tusks, someone has 
a tail, someone has ears. When we add it all up, we get a whole elephant. 
Then awareness arises and the Truth is born, and if each person holds on 
to his part and does not want to come to the whole, then the Truth is not 
born. And if two fools argue, then in the end the ‘last-ditch argument’ will 
be a fight and physical violence.”

“Teacher,” Tamila respectfully addressed the Sage, “I remembered a 
short anecdote on the topic. May I?” The Keeper of the Knowledge nod-
ded approvingly, and then the girl said, “Why did you fight? We were ar-
guing about awareness.”

There was a wave of laughter among the students, and then a 
strong man of about forty came forward and, asking the Teacher for 
permission to tell his story, began to speak. “When you mentioned ar-
guments between two fools, I remembered a case,” the student’s voice 
was low and slightly hoarse, which gave him an unusual charm. “It 
happened to me many years ago. I was resting while at work for a com-
pany and witnessed a dispute. There was a man called Lakutis, and he 
came up with his own theory of ‘a bandage and a bow’ and was very 
proud of this theory. He wrote huge, fat books and used up a lot of 
paper, since there were no computers at that time, and he wrote every-
thing by hand and constantly carried around two suitcases with these 
insights. And so, this Lakutis came to the Ardanskis—there were usu-
ally such gatherings that aspired after intellectuality and chosenness... 
And a professor Yalagin also came there. And so, they began to argue 
about this theory of ‘a bandage and a bow’, whether it was correct or 
not. At first, they gave some arguments, trying to prove something to 
each other, and everyone asked me, ‘What do you think? Why don’t 
you say anything?’ But I immediately realized that this was a stupid 
argument between two narrow-minded people, even though one of 
them was an important professor. I didn’t even get involved in this ar-
gument, I just kept silent and watched. And one of them said some-
thing stupid, and the other said an even stupider thing in return. They 
became more and more inflamed, and then they started talking in 
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raised voices, then they began to shout, spitting with fury. Yalagin still 
somehow tried to keep within the bounds of decency and give argu-
ments. But Lakutis had absolutely nothing to say, and he fell silent, his 
whole face flushed like a ripe tomato, and he couldn’t stand it and 
blurted out, ‘This is my last word!’ At this point the narrator fell silent, 
sustained a dramatic pause, and the students froze, waiting for the cli-
max of the story. Next, he hit Yalagin on the jaw with all his might. 
Then, again and again and began to beat his opponent! He tried to 
fight back. And that’s how quickly the intellectual dispute turned into 
a brawl. They could hardly be pulled apart.”

The climax turned out to be so absurd that laughter rang out among 
the students again. It looked really funny, but at the same time it was a sad 
illustration of boundless human stupidity.

The Teacher waited until the general merriment subsided and 
spoke again, summing up everything that had been said. “If two wise 
men had argued about that, then one would have given his argument, 
the other one his argument, and then they would come to some mutu-
al Truth. And if one says something stupid, the second says a stupider 
thing, and then both start fighting, then they do not come to any 
Truth.”

The Teacher paused and added weightily, “God is unity. And we must 
see the whole, put together two opposing opinions, arrange them harmo-
niously. And only then will the Truth be born in argument.”

The Sage paused and, seeing that the students needed to comprehend 
everything said, began to recite a spiritual poem. The students froze, not 
taking their eyes off him, and while they listened to the rhythmic lines, 
intense inner work was going on in their minds.

 
MY FRIEND, DON’T LET ALL PEOPLE SEE
THE DEPTHS OF MY WISDOM.
THIS MEANING WILL DIE IN THE STREAM OF SPEECH
BUT YOU WILL FAIL TO FIND THE ROOTS.
 
THE IMMEASURABLE IS INEXPRESSIBLE
IN WORDS OR IN YOUR PRINCIPLES,
IT’S LIKE AN EMPTINESS, INVISIBLE,
BUT THE HEART REFLECTS IN THEM.
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THE IMMENSITY OF THE WORLD’S LAWS
YOU SEE WITH FEELING AND BELIEVE THIS FEELING,
DON’T CREATE YOUR OWN CANONS
AND STAY AWAY FROM ALL THE EARTHLY PASSIONS.
 
ONLY THEN YOU WILL SEE
IN LOVE FOR ALL YOUR WORLDS
WITH ONLY CONSCIOUSNESS YOU WILL BUILD
THE PERFECT TEMPLE OF KNOWLEDGE



EPISODE 16

THE SWAMP  
AND THE GRACE OF GOD
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The new painting in the temple of the Teacher, at first glance, looked 
creepy. The central place in it was occupied by a man, waist-deep 

in a swamp. The lower part of him was covered with toothy monsters; 
they entwined around his legs with their bony arms and slimy tenta-
cles, preventing him from finally getting to the surface. The man 
stretched up his arms, froze with an expression of extreme suffering 
on his face, and from the upper part of his body—from his hands, from 
his neck, and from his head—brown slime was dripping. In the upper 
part of the canvas, the Lord God was depicted in the form of a wise, 
gray-bearded old man with his arms outstretched to the sides. He 
looked at the man with compassion, with a willingness to accept him 
and save him from the vile monsters. Radiance came from the figure of 
God in Heaven, and bright rays illuminated the world, filling it with 
goodness and love.

The students quieted down, looking at the artist’s work. The man 
striving for God... the monsters... the grimace of pain... the hands help-
lessly stretching up... the slime flowing from the body... and at the same 
time, God, giving Grace. All this stirred the feelings of the viewers, caused 
empathy, aching longing in the soul, yet at the same time, hope for salva-
tion.

When the Keeper of the Knowledge entered the hall, the students 
were set up for a spiritual search, and they already had questions that 
needed answers.

“Beloved Teacher, we have a new painting”, one of the students re-
spectfully addressed him—a middle-aged woman with high cheekbones 
and expressive transparent green eyes. “Tell us, please, what does it sym-
bolize?”

The Sage greeted the students, looking at them warmly, smiled at the 
woman, and began to speak. “God is depicted at the top, and below is a 
filthy swamp, where various monsters live. A person swims at the bottom 
all the time and does not even suspect that there is fresh air above. He 
lives with monsters who constantly bite him and drink his blood. And 
then one day he decides to see what is there, above. And then he emerges 
from this swamp, streams of dirt and feces flow down from him, and he 
sees that there is fresh air, sunlight, and clouds above, that the loving God 
is above, who wants to help him to be saved. But the leeches and larvae 
have clung to him and are dragging him back to the bottom. And every 
spiritual person is in this position...”
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“And spiritless people?” asked another student—a very young fragile 
girl, looking at the Master with wide-open gray eyes.

“A spiritless person floats in the feces and does not even suspect that 
there is fresh air and sun above,” the Keeper replied, and empathy and 
bitterness from this understanding flashed in his voice. “He does not be-
lieve that there is anything on the surface. He wants to settle down in the 
very swamp where he lives and tries to build a house there, thinking about 
how to negotiate with the leeches and monsters so that they bite less and 
drink less blood. But a spiritual person has already realized that there is a 
way out, that fresh air and another life with God are above. And now he is 
already emerging from the sewage, but it is difficult for him—the larvae 
and leeches pull him back.”

The Keeper finished and nodded to the student, who just at that 
moment raised his hand and was about to say something. “Great Sage, 
may I give an example?” he asked, stepping forward, and, after waiting 
for the Teacher’s approval, began his story. “I have an older brother 
Denis, and I explained it all to him—about another life on the surface—
and he has already begun to emerge from all this,” the man sighed, 
pointing to the lower part of the picture with the edge of his palm, “but 
then all his compassionate relatives surrounded him like these very 
leeches, and began to pull him to the bottom again: his wife, mother, 
grandmother... And so they all piled on him at once and dragged him 
back into the swamp.”

“And how did it happen?” one of the students asked with concern.
“He entered a university, got married in his last year, then started 

working two jobs,” Mark continued the story. “While he was studying at 
the university, we had lessons. Then it turned out that he wasn’t getting 
enough money at the factory, and his wife began to convince him to work 
part time as a street cleaner. Then perestroika began, and the factory was 
closed. And Denis kept telling me before that, ‘Don’t do anything stupid, 
your yogis will run away tomorrow like cockroaches, and the factories 
will stand forever!’” saying this phrase, Mark depicted the pathos and 
pomposity with which his brother claimed this, shaking his index finger 
extended upwards, in an edifying gesture. It looked so funny that the 
laughter of the students was heard in the hall. “I remember, he was so sure 
of it that he told me with such pride, ‘The factory is stability! This is con-
fidence in the future, which will always be. And what is your yoga? Pam-
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pering! It’s not serious!’ How sincerely he was convinced of this! And then 
his factory was shut down. That’s how solid his stability turned out to be,” 
the man chuckled, and a light breeze of laughter swept through the hall 
again.

“And then he went to the market to sell clothes, and there he stood for 
twelve hours,” Mark continued the story. “And instead of Sublime impres-
sions, he began to receive negative lower emotions, both in the market 
and in the family. His wife was constantly nagging him that he couldn’t 
earn money. She would say, ‘Look, the neighbor earned three kopecks 
more than you. And you just can’t!’” Mark finished with sad irony, exag-
gerating and highlighting the intonation of these ‘three kopecks’ as some-
thing insignificant, but very important for Denis’s wife, who was com-
pletely in the thrall of illusions.

There was also an ironic expression on the faces of the other students 
who were closely following Mark’s story, which spoke of their under-
standing and assessment of the situation from the point of view of people 
who had already risen a little to the surface and had the opportunity to see 
what was happening more realistically and sensibly.

The Keeper of the Knowledge shook his head. His look said that the 
situation described by Mark was not a rarity but rather a pattern. “Low 
negative impressions surrounded him,” he said, “but there were no Sub-
lime impressions, so the soul suffocated. Therefore, it is necessary to ap-
preciate Sublime impressions and a good environment in which a person 
can develop. Your brother Denis got into the wrong environment, start-
ed listening to the advice that the larvae whispered to him, and lived at 
the mercy of stereotypes and patterns of society... and that is what hap-
pened.”

Mark lowered his head dejectedly, but the Sage sent the disciple a 
look of support and understanding. “Mark, you did the right thing by 
telling your brother about life on the surface. You showed him the oppor-
tunity, but then it is for the person to choose whether to listen to the lar-
vae and devils or to receive God’s help. What a person does, this will hap-
pen to him in the future. Therefore, even if a person emerges from the 
swamp for a short time, this is not enough to finally get to the surface. He 
still has to break away from all the leeches and larvae that surround him 
and get God’s help and His outstretched hand.”

“And where do we find it?”
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“You have already found it. Every spiritual Teacher is a hand that God 
has extended to people. But many do not understand and do not want to 
believe, adamant that there is no God.”

At that moment, one of the students—the green-eyed woman with 
high cheekbones—caught the Master’s eye, willing to ask a question.

The Keeper nodded, giving her the floor.
“Beloved Teacher, and what exactly allows a person to surface, to un-

derstand that there is something there, above the dung swamp?” she 
asked. “It turns out that not everyone has such an opportunity?”

“Everyone who wanted to find out has the opportunity,” the Keeper 
answered softly, emphasizing the word ‘wanted’ with intonation, making 
it clear that this was the most important and necessary thing. “If he wants 
to, then he can surface and see this Divine Light.”

“And I also have a similar example,” said a student named Maria, a 
beautiful short woman with soft, ordinary features, “my father... became 
an alcoholic because his mother nagged him, saying, ‘Look, you don’t 
earn money, the neighbor always makes extra money on the side; he 
buys something cheap and sells it expensive. And what do you do?’” 
Maria so vividly depicted the intonation of her mother that it caused a 
slight laugh among the other students. The woman also smiled and con-
tinued. “And my father did not have an entrepreneurial streak. He was, 
rather, an intellectual. He began to develop a hypothesis on how to win 
in the lottery. He calculated, using the theory of probability and how 
often the same numbers occurred. I remember it so clearly as he sat in 
front of the TV and wrote out the numbers that had already occurred on 
a piece of paper. He thought that other numbers would be in the next 
draw, since the probability of this was higher according to this theory. 
Then he went to the kiosk and selected tickets with these numbers, then 
checked again and filled the paper with formulas again. And that’s what 
all his energy was spent on. That’s how he chose the path to happiness. 
Can you imagine?” Maria smiled again, realizing the absurdity of such 
an occupation.

A rumble swept through the hall; the story had caused an ambiguous 
reaction. On the one hand, the students, like Maria herself, understood 
the severity of the situation of a person stuck in the swamp and empa-
thized with him, but on the other hand, they already knew what was above 
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the swamp and therefore saw the situation from a different angle—all of 
its ridiculousness, as if it was a comedy of delusions.”

“He devoted a lot of time to this, did some numerical calculations,” 
the student continued, “but... of course, he never won. His wife continued 
to nag him, since his actions did not bring any money, and he did not want 
to make any other efforts to get rich. And then he couldn’t stand it and 
found a way out,” the irony flashed in the woman’s voice again. “He start-
ed drinking. Then he started to have a devil-may-care attitude and no 
longer paid attention to his wife’s cries that he did not earn enough. He 
drank and he felt good. And she continued to reproach him, saying, ‘If 
you weren’t drinking, you would have already been able to become the 
head of the shop!’ To which he answered her, ‘Why should I? I drink and 
I feel like I’m the head of the factory!’ That’s how he found a way out of 
this situation.”

Maria uttered the last sentence with sadness, fell silent, and looked 
unblinkingly at the canvas, but it was clear that she was looking inside it, 
as if staring into the distance.

“That is why people run away from reality into the world of alcohol 
and drugs, and there they create illusions for themselves, where they 
have everything they need,” said the Sage. “Your father was also sur-
rounded by negative impressions and could not escape from them,” said 
the Keeper in a measured deep voice, in which was support, amazing 
peace, and Power. “Therefore, we must appreciate Sublime impressions, 
if they exist, and discover the right environment in which a person can 
develop. Your father did not receive such impressions and Sublime emo-
tions, so it was hard for him to surface, even if he saw that there was 
another way out, that God was waiting for him upstairs and wanted to 
give his Grace.”

“Teacher, what is ‘surfacing?’” Maria asked, reflecting on the words of 
the Sage. “What does it mean if you look deep into it? What is it manifest-
ed in?”

“And what way do you think it can manifest itself in?” he looked 
questioningly at the woman, shifted his gaze to the other students and 
paused a little to give them the opportunity to come to an answer them-
selves.
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“For example, a person can listen to Divine chants,” suggested a 
stocky guy with a neatly trimmed beard.

“Yes, Alan, that is right, this is one of the possibilities,” the Keeper 
praised the student. “If a person started listening to Divine chants, he 
would experience Sublime emotions and tune in to the Higher planes. 
And he would have already known this secret.”

“Teacher, but if a person surfaces, why does he plunge back into this 
swamp so often?” Alan asked again.

“He rejects this Knowledge, falling under the influence of public 
opinion. He listens to what his mother, his wife, his neighbor, and his boss 
at work say. And after listening to all this, he ceases to trust and begins to 
consider spiritual Teacher sectarians, so he returns back to his filth and 
leeches. And the people around him all the time tell him how to live, and 
he strives to be like everyone else so that ‘everything is as it should be.’ He 
is just afraid to live differently. He thinks, ‘If I start experiencing Sublime 
emotions, I will be kicked out of work, I will not buy a car, and I will not 
finish building the garage.’ And he worries about how he will continue to 
settle in his swamp.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge paused, and at that moment a girl with 
a neat short haircut and a pretty blush on her cheeks raised her hand. 
“Teacher, but why does a person who has already seen the Divine Light 
and knows that there is another life above want to voluntarily return to this 
lower world?” she asked with genuine incomprehension. “Is he really bet-
ter off with these leeches and larvae that are constantly gnawing at him?”

“Yes, Victoria, it also happens that it is because of these leeches and 
larvae that a person begins to slowly see clearly and understand where he 
is,” the Sage replied. “That is why God planted these most toothy and 
slimy monsters in the swamp, so that they sting him and give him a hard 
time. Do you understand?” the Keeper looked at the girl questioningly. 
“Therefore, a person can already begin to strive for the Light. And if there 
were no such larvae, he would have continued to rummage in the dirt and 
sewage, building some plans, and whatever else he can make of it and 
how.”

The girl listened intently to the Keeper, thought about it, and imme-
diately asked another question. “Teacher, so it turns out that the swamp is 
a dream, identification, negative emotions? The larvae that cling and pro-
voke us to all this?”
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“That is right,” the Sage nodded approvingly. “Yes, the larvae pro-
voke constantly. But it is necessary for the person himself. Because if he 
had not suffered in the swamp, he would not have wanted to escape, so 
he would have fallen asleep there and would have lain there until his 
death. And so, they bite him, they do not leave him alone, and then he 
can start to break out. He must make an effort to break out of this 
swamp.”

“And what kind of efforts are these?” Victoria asked again.
“To stop listening to his grandma, mother, wife, and all those who 

pull him down into the swamp,” the Teacher explained and, after glancing 
at all the students, looked at Mark. “If your brother had stopped listening 
to his relatives, then he would have started struggling. The swamp en-
gulfs, but a person must overcome this attraction. Due to this, his will and 
awareness develop. Because if he surfaced too easily, he would not be able 
to resist the force of the swamp and would drown in it again. And if his 
will and consciousness have already developed, then he will not drown so 
easily.”

The students quieted down and listened to the Teacher with the 
greatest attention possible, and when he finished explaining, Alan came 
forward again—the stocky, bearded guy who had already participated 
in the conversation today. “Great Sage, thank you for the clarifications,” 
he said, looking at the Sage with trepidation. “I want to ask... if the 
position of a spiritual person is just like in this picture—he is half in a 
swamp but reaches for the Light—then some people in this position go 
to the bottom again, like Denis, and only a small number can escape. 
What does it depend on whether a spiritual person will drown or swim 
out?”

“A person must have a very strong desire to escape, some strong 
motive,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge. “Or he has already suffered 
and can no longer suffer. This is also a motive, but for spiritless people... 
Or he just wants Light, Sublime emotions and impressions—this is al-
ready an advanced soul. And then a person already begins to break out 
of it all.”

The Keeper paused, took another look at the picture of the spiritual 
man who got out of the swamp, and spoke again. “When I was little, I 
found my grandfather’s radio. I tuned it and suddenly switched on some 
kind of religious station, and I was immediately attracted to it, that is, 
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my soul was already developed. There were spiritual chants. I just start-
ed listening to them and immediately felt such Grace and Sublime emo-
tions. So I listened, listened, listened, and the Divine began to descend 
on me. This indicates that the soul was ready, and it immediately re-
sponded to the call. And if the soul is not ready, then the person hesi-
tates, doubts whether to return back to the swamp, or to do spiritual 
practices. Such a soul has not yet matured, it is still thinking whether to 
dive back into the swamp, or to go to the Light slowly. And so he swings 
up and down…”

“Teacher, where does this maturity come from?” Mark asked after lis-
tening to the Sage’s explanation. “Is it possible, for example, for the soul 
to become wise when a person has not suffered yet? Maybe the experience 
of incarnation affects?”

“A good question, Mark,” the Sage praised the disciple and began to 
answer: “The soul can become wise quickly, but it must want it. There 
must be a strong desire. If it exists, then the soul finds some source—for 
example, religious broadcasts, as in my case. And then, for example, I also 
read atheistic books, because at that time there was no religious literature 
at all. I read them and wrote out quotations from religious books from 
this atheistic literature, collecting the Knowledge bit by bit. I mean, if 
there is a desire in the soul to become wise, it will find a way out, find a 
way to gain the Knowledge. And if the desire is weak and unstable, then 
the person will surface and dive back, and so on constantly—up and 
down.”

When the Keeper uttered the last word, Philip, a tall, broad-shoul-
dered man of about forty, raised his hand:

“Teacher, can I also give an example?” he asked and, catching the 
Master’s approving look, took more air into his lungs, as if he was going 
to dive deep under water. “In my youth I had a very good friend Victor,” 
he began. “And we communicated very well with him and started doing 
yoga together, doing practices, meditating. And together with him we 
surfaced out of this swamp, but Victor, apparently, had a weak desire, as 
I now understand. And he only had a strong desire to become a para-
trooper. He watched movies about paratroopers and thought: ‘Now I’m 
going to be just as cool, and all the women will be mine.’ And... It seems 
that he had a desire to develop, but the goal was mundane. And so he 
joined the paratroopers, got into the camp. And he said, ‘Why do we 
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carry bricks from place to place all the time? When will they teach us 
fighting techniques?’ And the foreman answered him: ‘A paratrooper is 
an eagle for two minutes when flying with a parachute, and the rest of 
the time he is a horse. Whatever the soldier is doing, the main thing for 
him is to get tired before lights out. While we don’t know what to make 
you busy with, carry the bricks back and forth, from place to place until 
lights out.’ ”

Philip was so fervently telling this dialog of his friend with the fore-
man, and the situation itself seemed so absurd a concentration of human 
stupidity that involuntary smiles appeared on the faces of many students, 
laughter was heard in different parts of the hall. Of course, the students 
did not stop empathizing with Victor, but looking at the situation from the 
perspective of people who had received the Knowledge, they now treated 
it more easily, since they had an awareness of why this was happening and 
why such seemingly absurd situations became real and repeated through-
out the history of mankind.

“And then he got to Afghanistan, where he was almost killed, 
then fell ill with typhoid fever and returned home barely alive. He 
didn’t become cool, they didn’t teach him anything, his health was 
ruined, and all women, on the contrary, ran away from him. So it 
turns out, the desire was good—to develop, but the goal was low, so 
everything turned out so badly. And then such half-heartedness, un-
certainty. It seems that we continued to do yoga and karate with him, 
but, again, he did not have a strong desire, so he could not escape 
from the swamp.”

Philip plunged into memories, and a sharp mental pain was reflected 
on his face. Seeing this, the Keeper looked at him with absolute all-per-
vading love, and from this one look, the disciple’s face smoothed and lit 
up with inner light.

“You should not blame yourself for this,” the Sage said in an even, 
deep voice, and the disciple nodded. “You did everything you could. To 
come to the surface, a strong desire must be in the person himself, only 
then everything will work out…”

“Teacher, how can this desire be made strong, sincere, and stable?” 
asked Maria, who, like everyone else, was closely following the conversa-
tion. “Why does it fade? I judge by my experience. On the one hand, I 
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understand that this is not just a desire, but already an aspiration, that is, 
I am already taking steps to fulfill it. And that’s why I’m here!” the woman 
took a breath, carefully choosing words to most accurately express the 
essence of her thoughts and feelings. “And at the same time... I want the 
desire to become stronger, more intense. How to do it?”

After listening to the student’s question, the Sage readily began to 
explain:

“Maria, that is what impressions are for,” he replied. “The emotional 
center is responsible for our desires. Therefore, in order for the desire to 
flare up, we must receive impressions.”

“Teacher, where do we get these impressions for the emotional cen-
ter?” the woman clarified.

“They come from art,” the Keeper of the Knowledge answered 
simply and unequivocally. “Art nourishes the emotional center. For 
example, Divine chants. If they play in the background and no one 
listens to them, or if people are lost in thoughts, then the chants will 
pass unnoticed for a person and he will not understand their mean-
ing or experience Sublime emotions. And if people listen attentively, 
if they are anxious, if they dance, then the soul gets impressions... it 
begins to cry, laugh, and feel Grace. Therefore, we need to try to un-
derstand the meaning of the chants, to focus attention on them, then 
these impressions will reach our soul and begin to change us for the 
better. It is necessary to appreciate these spiritual impressions. When 
we get a lot of them, the desire begins to flare up, and we gradually 
surface.”

The final words of the Keeper of the Knowledge sounded solemnly, 
summing up today’s spiritual conversation. The students’ views were 
burning with inspiration, for they had just touched the sacred Knowledge, 
and they needed to comprehend everything and come to important reali-
zations.

“And now I suggest you do a Natyam dance practice and experience 
Sublime emotions,” said the Sage.

A charming melody rang out in the hall, and upon hearing it, the stu-
dents felt a thrill. Their souls burst into inner fire and rushed forward. 
The melody became louder and more rhythmic. More and more new mu-
sical instruments started playing: ringing bells intertwined with the long 
trumpet sounds of bugles, weightless, magical trills of birds echoed them, 
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taking them into exciting distances, prompting them to throw off the 
heavy burden of suffering, pain, and resentment. To touch the pure Light, 
the space of absolute Love.

The students got up from their seats, went to the center of the hall, 
and began to move to the beat of the music, easily, freely, without any 
barriers and without noticing how they looked now. Every movement was 
the movement of their soul, which expressed its Divine essence through 
this beautiful, exciting dance. The faces of some students shone with 
bright sincere joy, while others had tears of purification sparkling in their 
eyes. They flowed down the cheeks, and with each tear, guilt and aching 
longing came out, and a bright and steady flame of Divine Light flared up 
in their souls.

The Teacher looked at the students with sincere warmth and began to 
read a spiritual poem that reinforced the Sublime emotions and impres-
sions received by the students:

 
TO THE RINGING OF MANY-VOICED STREAMS
I PRAISE GOD’S HEAVEN
FROM THE HONEY FIELDS OF SPRING
VOICES ECHOED TO THE FLOWERS.
 
HE EXISTS, HE IS OUR AMAZING SAVIOR,
LIKE AN ECHO IN THE HIGH MOUNTAINS,
LIKE A WHISPER OF STARS IN THE SILENCE,
MY WISE MENTOR SINGS TO ME.
 
BE BLESSED MY GURU,
I LOVE YOU AND I STRONGLY BELIEVE
IN THE TRUTH OF THE HOLY TRUTH,
I’M COMING TO YOU IN COLD AND HEAT.
OH, ONLY TO YOU I STRIVE WITH MY SOUL...
 
YOU ARE MY HOPE AND MY RAY OF SUN,
MY LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS.
OH, SOON I’LL BE THERE WHERE YOU ARE
IN YOUR PLACE OF JOY...
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When the music ended, a wave of pure joy rose inside each of the 
students and filled their soul so much that they wanted to share it with 
others, to tell about what happiness it was to feel God in themselves. 
Obeying the impulse that arose, the students began to hug with sparkling 
laughter and happy smiles, to share the Sublime emotions they received. 
They had just touched the helping hand of God, felt Grace, and realized 
that they were no longer in the swamp, but in a wonderful bright world 
saturated with Love and Light.



EPISODE 17

THE ESSENCE
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The spacious hall of the temple of the Keeper of the Knowledge was 
filled with light, and there was a pleasant smell of sweet-and-spicy, 

fragrant herbs. The delicate scent enveloped the space, tuning the stu-
dents into another difficult lesson. They were waiting for the Sage, antic-
ipating new Knowledge that would give them the opportunity to deal with 
complex issues and gain important spiritual experience.

When the Teacher appeared in the hall, the eyes of all those present 
turned in His direction. Today, a difficult spiritual conversation was ex-
pected, which was supposed to lead them deeper into understanding the 
essence of man.

After greeting the audience, the Keeper of the Knowledge smooth-
ly walked across the hall and stopped near a large painting with a sche-
matic representation of subtle bodies. At the top of the diagram was 
the Lord God. With outstretched arms, He looked down from Heaven, 
sending to Earth a piece of his Spirit—Atman. It was this Divine part 
that was the core, the basis of the soul. Then, just below, the following 
soul shells were located: causal, mental, astral, and vital bodies. And 
even lower were the etheric and physical bodies—the coarsest shells 
that block the abilities of the subtle bodies of the soul. Some of the 
students already knew this from previous spiritual conversations with 
the Teacher, others had not yet encountered it and were just about to 
comprehend this sacred Knowledge. Today they were supposed to 
learn about the essence, the part where deep questions had arisen in all 
the students.

“Teacher, how does the soul relate to the essence?” asked Olesya, the 
fair-haired girl with a thin, elegant neck and large gray eyes. “Are they 
one and the same thing? And there is Atman. Is it the same as the soul? 
Great Sage, I ask for your instruction and help.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge directed his gaze to the diagram in the 
painting, urging the girl to look at the image of the Spirit of God—Atman, 
which the Lord separated from himself—the basis of our soul.

“Look,” the Teacher pointed with his palm to the image of the open 
eye, on the right and left sides of which were large, beautiful wings spread 
out. “Atman is a part of God, a witness in us,” He explained. “Then this 
particle is placed in the first shell of our soul—the causal body, where the 
entire experience of the soul from the numerous incarnations is accumu-
lated.”

“It turns out that Atman lives in the causal shell?” the girl clarified.
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“Yes, that is right, Olesya,” the Sage confirmed, pointing again to 
the picture to where three multi-colored spheres were located under 
each other. “And then the mental, astral, and vital bodies of our soul 
are attached to it, after which they begin to develop. Each subtle body 
is connected to a certain human center. The mental body is connected 
to the mind. When we develop the mind, the mental body also grows 
stronger. Our emotional center is connected to the astral body. When 
we begin to experience Sublime emotions, the astral body also grows 
stronger. The vital body is connected to the life force, so when we ac-
cumulate it, the vital body develops. This is how our essence grows 
stronger.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked attentively at Olesya.
“It turns out that the essence of man is contained in these three subtle 

bodies?” she clarified. “In the mental, astral, and vital? Do I understand 
correctly, Teacher?”

“Yes, that is right. The essence is the three subtle bodies that fly apart 
after the person dies and are given to the soul again in each subsequent 
incarnation. At first they are in their infancy, then, as the person lives, 
they begin to develop to one degree or another. The essence can vary in 
strength. For example, modern people do not use their intellectual abili-
ties to the maximum, so often the mind and mental body develop only to 
the level of a ten-year-old child. Emotions are often inhibited and sup-
pressed, so the emotional center and the astral body may only develop to 
the level of a five-year-old child.”

“Teacher, what happens to the soul if a person has a weakly develop-
ing essence?” a tall, dark-haired disciple asked after listening attentively 
to the Sage’s words.”

“If the essence is weak, then it could not develop properly in this in-
carnation,” the Keeper of the Knowledge explained. “The essence is at-
tached to one incarnation. This part of the soul must develop in this in-
carnation to a certain extent in order to gain the necessary experience and 
then transfer it to the causal body. Then, when the person dies, this es-
sence goes further into the causal body and becomes a part of it, and all 
the three bodies fly apart. And then new incarnations begin. Again Atman 
is united with the causal body, again the essence and the rest of the body 
are given.”

“And in the next incarnation, the soul receives the same essence as 
before?” the same student asked.
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The Keeper of the Knowledge shook his head negatively. “No, there 
will be new subtle bodies there. When a person dies, his mental, astral, 
and vital bodies exist in our world for some time, and then they disinte-
grate.”

“How long will they be around?” Olesya asked, looking inquisitively 
into the eyes of the Master. “What does it depend on?”

“Each of them has its own lifespan, which depends on their develop-
ment,” said the Teacher. “The stronger the essence was, the longer its sub-
tle bodies will live in our world.”

The girl nodded, and then another question was asked in the hall by a 
miniature student with golden curly hair that escaped from under a light-
green turban.

“Great Sage, I have a question,” she began, choosing her words care-
fully. “Here you say that the essence is three subtle bodies, yet I always 
thought that it is connected to the instincts of a person, that it is his natu-
ral component. And I seem to detect a discrepancy here… How can all this 
be combined so as not to get confused?”

“Good question, Martha,” the Keeper of the Knowledge answered, 
giving the student a warm, understanding look and began to explain in 
detail. “Indeed, such concepts as ‘soul’ and ‘body’, ‘essence’ and ‘person-
ality’ are often opposed. There is a soul, and there is a body. The body is 
something separate that is created by a person’s parents—their mother 
and father. They create the physical body of the child together with the 
etheric one, without which it cannot work. And the moment the baby is 
born, some kind of energy comes from each planet. These energies com-
bine and form the essence of a person, which is the primordium for the 
development of his other subtle bodies. That is what essence is,” the 
Teacher looked at Martha to determine how well she understood Him. 
The woman looked focused and followed the Sage closely, trying not to 
miss a single word.

“That is, the essence cannot be reduced to instincts only?” she clari-
fied, carefully adjusting her turban.

“Exactly. But it has instincts, too,” the Keeper smiled. “The vital body 
is connected a little bit to the instinctive part of a person, that is, animal 
instincts are preserved in it. But the essence of the soul is not only the vital 
body, but also the astral and mental bodies.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge looked around at the students, waiting 
for their reaction to this part of the Knowledge. It was evident from the 
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expressions on their faces that intense mental work was going on in their 
heads right now, naturally giving rise to questions.

A sporty guy with delicate facial features, high cheekbones, and a 
slight oriental charm raised his hand.

“Teacher, I don’t seem to get the right picture, either,” he admitted 
with regret in his voice. “When we used to say ‘an essential person’, I 
imagined that this was a person who was very close to nature… Like Tar-
zan, for example. And I also thought, like Martha, that essence is our in-
stincts. Now I understand that I had distorted ideas, and an essential per-
son is someone who has all the three subtle bodies well developed, and he 
feels them well.”

The Sage nodded in response to the disciple’s words. “Yes, that is 
right, Rinat. It is very good that you have come to this understanding. 
Essence is opposed to personality. That is, the essence is our mental 
thoughts, astral emotions, and vital desires. And there is also a personal-
ity—it is someone else’s thoughts, emotional reactions, and desires im-
posed on us—what we should desire and what we should not. Things im-
posed from the outside are the personality, but the essence is what we 
Truly are,” the Keeper paused and looked carefully at the disciple. “Do 
you understand?”

The student nodded eagerly. “Yes, Teacher, now I see the big picture, 
thanks for the clarification.”

“And at the vital level?” Olesya asked before the conversation went far 
from the initial topic. “After all, the essence can be close to the body, to 
bodily aspects?”

“Yes, but still the essence is not the body,” the Sage patiently ex-
plained. “The body is the apparatus in which we are on Earth. And the 
essence is a part of the soul that must grow in this life. There are two parts 
of the soul: the eternal part is the causal body together with Atman, and 
the temporary part is the essence that develops in life. Mental, emotional, 
and vital experience accumulates and forms subtle bodies. How greatly 
they have developed, how much of this experience we have received, how 
big the essence has grown, all this determines how much of this will go 
into the baggage of the causal body later.”

Olesya followed the Sage’s thought with concentration and, when He 
finished, nodded with satisfaction, finding in His words confirmation of 
the ideas she already had. She looked at the Keeper with gratitude and 
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awe, though while a powerful inner work was going on in her head at the 
moment, in the course of which new realizations arose.

“Great Sage, tell me, do I understand correctly about a person’s soul 
being in its infancy?” the student asked again. “And if he does not develop 
his essence, then the soul will remain in this state?”

The Sage looked at Olesya and smiled a bright transparent smile. 
“Blessed is he who has no soul,” He intoned in a vibrating low voice. “For 
example, a stone. Blessed is he who has a soul, for example, angels. But 
woe to the one who has a soul in its infancy,” He looked around at the 
hushed students who were intently listening to His every word. “Because 
if the soul is in its infancy, underdeveloped, then life will be very difficult 
for such a person.”

“Teacher, please explain to us what happens to a person in this case?” 
Olesya asked. “What is the difficulty of his life?”

“Let us say that the soul developed until the age of five,” the Keeper of 
Knowledge began to explain with alacrity. “And then it ceases to develop, 
and the personality—and everything that is alien to us—is imposed. And 
our little essence is enslaved to all these alien things. For example, it wants 
to sing and dance, yet parents and teachers convince it, saying, ‘You 
should be an accountant... or a lawyer.’ Thus, they bind our essence, do 
not allow it to develop and grow the way it needs to. Instead, they force us 
to be what we do not want to be and what should not be. Society puts 
pressure on us from television, advertising, parents, teachers, educators, 
relatives, and if our essence was developed, then we would not succumb 
to this pressure and would just do what we need. But if the essence has 
stopped developing at the level of five years, then it does not have the 
strength to resist the pressure, and the personality enslaves it.”

“And how can we identify our essence?” another student asked, rais-
ing her hand—a middle-aged woman with attentive, sparkling eyes. “It is 
shown in the cosmogram, as far as I understand, but... how exactly are we 
to understand and identify it?”

“Yes, Maria, that is right,” the Sage praised the student, “but the cos-
mogram shows the primordium of the essence, what it could be, what 
prerequisites it has for development. And whether it all develops or not 
depends on whether the essence or the personality wins. If our essence is 
developed, we feel exactly what we really want. We understand that ‘I 
want to sing. And I will sing, no matter what my parents or teachers say 
about becoming an accountant.’”
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The Teacher paused, giving the students the opportunity to digest the 
information. There were no indifferent people here; everyone present was 
active, absorbing information and trying to penetrate into the deep es-
sence of things. Understanding could be seen on the faces of many of 
them.

“Remember when I told you how I turned on the radio at my grand-
father’s house and heard religious broadcasts?” the Keeper of the 
Knowledge asked after a pause, and the students nodded in agreement. 
“That is when I realized that the spiritual path is mine. But at that time, 
everyone was building communism, and religion was completely 
banned. I faced strong opposition from society. Everyone said to me, 
‘Are you kidding, you want to become a priest? But there is no God! 
You’re probably sick, you should be sent to a hospital,’” the Keeper of 
the Knowledge smiled slightly, remembering these moments. There was 
not a drop of anger and aggression in His voice toward people who had 
tried to impose their opinions so harshly. “Everyone around me was 
against it, but I clearly felt my essential desire. I understood that ‘This 
is mine, and I will follow this path to the end.’ This is the manifestation 
of the essence. If a person feels this in himself and, in spite of all exter-
nal influences, goes to the end, then he develops his essence and his 
soul.”

When the Teacher finished speaking, he paid attention to a man in his 
forties who stepped forward and raised his hand, indicating his desire to 
speak out or ask a question.

“Can I give you an example?” he respectfully asked the Sage and, 
having received His approval, began to speak. “This is exactly what hap-
pened with my brother. His personality won, no matter how hard I tried 
to help him. He and I initially developed together, started doing yoga 
and even opened a yoga club in our city. And then he lost his nerves. 
Everyone around him began to press on him, saying, ‘What are you do-
ing? What were you thinking, it’s not a real job! Go work at the factory 
like all normal people do.’ So he faced a lot of pressure, and he quickly 
changed his mind. And since the Union had collapsed and all the facto-
ries had been closed down, he went to work in the market. In forty de-
grees below zero, he stood there and sold shoes next to a pay toilet. He 
ruined all his health there, and, of course, there was no talk about any 
further development.”

The man fell silent, trying to fight the rising wave of regret.
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“Konstantin, thank you for the example,” the Teacher supported him, 
sending the bright energy of kindness and love to the student. “But do 
you now understand why it happened?”

“Yes, Teacher, “said the man. “I understand now. His essence was 
weak, that’s why he didn’t have any strong desire for development.”

The Sage nodded in agreement and added, “That is right. If the es-
sence is weak and undeveloped, personal influences easily enslave it, and 
it cannot realize itself, its purpose, its aspiration. And if it is strong, then 
it can break through everything and grow due to the struggle with the 
personality.”

After listening to the Keeper of the Knowledge, Maria raised her hand 
again.

“Teacher, you said that essence and personality, body and soul are 
opposed. Do I understand correctly that the five subtle bodies at the top 
are the soul?” she pointed with her palm at the scheme, “and the physical 
and etheric bodies at the bottom, they create a single structure of a living 
body? Is that why they are depicted so separately? Because they are op-
posed to each other, and they have different tasks, right? And they seem 
to pull each other in different directions. Either you live for the body or 
you live for the soul?”

“Yes, Maria, you understand correctly. We are being pulled in differ-
ent directions, and there is a confrontation: essence versus personality, 
soul versus body.”

“And in the adult state, can the essence be manifested?” the student 
asked again. “For example, in childhood we understood that we wanted to 
sing, that it was our inner desire. But let’s say we didn’t listen to the es-
sence and instead went to study to be an accountant. Is it true that we 
missed the chance? That the essence will no longer manifest?”

“The seven treasures of the soul are the highest manifestation of the 
essence to which we must come: awareness, conscience, trust in God, 
love, rigor, selflessness, Divine peace,” the Sage replied. “That is what a 
developed essence should come to. If we manifest these qualities, culti-
vate them in ourselves, then our essence begins to develop. And it does 
not depend on how old we are. It is never too late to start. And if external 
influences capture us, then the essence begins to degrade…”

Understanding flashed in Maria’s eyes, and she looked at the Teacher 
with gratitude. Meanwhile, another student was already asking the ques-
tion—it was a very beautiful dark-haired woman, whose whole appear-
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ance spoke of softness and femininity, but at the same time there was a 
great hidden power in her, which was manifested in her movements, ges-
tures, and voice.

“Teacher, do I understand correctly that if you live under the girdle of 
the personality, if you do what you are told to do by those programs that 
were instilled in you by society, you can also feel that now?” the student 
said, looking questioningly at the Master. “You either act according to the 
instilled program that sounds in your head, or you act essentially and do 
what nature and the Divine part of the soul tells you. After all, we are 
constantly faced with this. Every day we sort out the programs, trying to 
understand what reactions they cause and how to develop in order to 
overcome these programs. And... as it turns out, this is how we develop 
the essence?”

“Yes, Christine, you understand everything correctly,” the Sage con-
firmed approvingly. “The essence develops from life to life, but it does not 
manifest itself, since after a person’s death this information is transferred 
to the causal body, and this information is blocked for us while we are on 
Earth. And in each new incarnation, we are given a new essence that 
grows and develops from the birth of a person. What is an essence? This 
is the influence of the planets. When we are born, all the planets affect us 
and give us their energy. These energies of the planets merge and the es-
sence appears.”

“It turns out that all horoscopes are based on this?” asked Olesya, 
who had been closely following the Teacher’s thought all this time.

“Exactly,” the Sage confirmed. “The primordium of the essence ap-
pears from the energy of the planets at our birth, and then this energy 
begins to grow. All astrology is based on this. God gave us His energy 
through the energy of the planets, depending on their signs and aspects. 
Then we develop, and the essence begins to grow and develop to some 
level, and then it passes into the causal body. But since we are below the 
causal level, on the mental one at most,” the Keeper again pointed to the 
diagram hanging on the wall, “we do not have access to the memory of all 
our previous lives.”

“Beloved Teacher,” Christine spoke again, “and I remember you told 
us that there is also individuality. What is it? Does it also oppose the es-
sence?”

“It is good that you remember this,” the Sage praised the disciple. “In-
dividuality accumulates in the causal body over many incarnations of the 
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soul. Only after death do we get the opportunity to connect with the caus-
al body. And then we immediately remember, ‘Oh, here I lived, here I 
made mistakes, there I missed a chance for development, and I have so 
much more to develop now. Teachers passed nearby, but I did not listen to 
Them. Instead, I ran away from life into alcohol, drugs, and somewhere 
else. And that is why I will have to develop for so many more lives now. I 
must not miss my chance.”

“What about talents and abilities?” Christine clarified. “Do we get 
them at birth? Where do they come from?”

“When our essence passes onto the causal level, there remains a cer-
tain tendency. It can pass to us from past lives in the form of talents and 
abilities. God decides what to give a person and what fate to grant so that 
there is something to develop. We are born with these talents and abili-
ties, and these tendencies in us can then continue to develop in our cur-
rent life. Therefore, we must understand what trends are developing in us 
and go in their direction in order to fully realize the potential granted by 
God.”

“Teacher, can you tell me, please, what the difference between essen-
tial impressions is?” Rinat asked, stepping forward a little. “For example, 
after we are in the forest, in nature, sitting by the fire and feeling joyful 
and calm… Can this be called Sublime impressions?”

“Forests, mountains, wild secluded nature... everything gives very im-
portant essential impressions because there is no society there,” the Sage 
replied. “That is, there are no moments that activate our personality. 
Therefore, when we are in the forest, we enter into an essential state. 
There is no one to show ourselves to, no need to put on masks and play 
roles. We can be ourselves. Our essence is activated and receives impres-
sions from the forest, because it is also an essence. There is no personality, 
no TV, computer, internet, or newspapers. Impressions from nature enter 
into us, nourish our essence, and it begins to feel better.”

The student nodded with gratitude for the explanations and, ponder-
ing, once again asked, “Teacher, does the essence grow from Sublime 
emotions and self-observation? I mean, when you overcome laziness, 
negative emotions, and bad habits? Is this also the development of the 
essence? And is the will related to the essence?”

“Of course,” the Keeper of Knowledge answered unequivocally and 
smiled approvingly. “Sublime emotions, will, awareness, and all the seven 
treasures of the soul are related to the essence, and when we manifest 
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these treasures of the soul, then the essence begins to grow in us. And if 
we do not manifest, then the essence begins to degrade in us.”

Having finished speaking, the Sage looked at the enlightened faces of 
the disciples. Today’s spiritual conversation was difficult, but everyone 
received a new portion of the Knowledge and food for further work on 
themselves, for the development of their essence.

And then the words of a poem sounded in the hall. Following the 
good tradition, the Teacher concluded each spiritual conversation with 
the students in this way.

EVIL I MEET, IT’S A DESPICABLE SIN,
PASSION WANTS TO TAKE MY SOUL.
I WAS BORN IN A MORTAL WORLD,
TO LEAVE IT FOREVER.
 
IN THE DARK NIGHT I OFTEN DREAM
OF THE SUN RAYS AND THE SEA WAVES,
I’D LIKE TO GET LOST
IN THE GREEN OF THE OAK TREES.
 
I KNOW THE BEAUTY OF NATURE,
I’M READY TO GIVE MY SOUL TO IT.
I ENJOY SO MUCH TO LISTEN
TO THE BABBLING OF THE BROOK.
 
I’LL PRAY TO ALL THE GODS
FOR THE WONDER OF SALVATION
AND I KNOW AND I BELIEVE
MY SAVIOR WILL WORK A MIRACLE...



EPISODE 18

ATTENTION  
AND THE CENTERS
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Another spiritual conversation with the Keeper of the Knowledge took 
place in a picturesque mountain gorge. In the distance, the iridescent 

murmur of a low cascading waterfall could be heard. The first rays of the 
sun touched the treetops high above the students’ heads, high on a steep 
mountain slope. The moist, slightly sloping glade below was overgrown 
with thick, sweet grasses. The morning dew was cold on the students’ bare 
feet... freshness penetrated into their lungs, filling the bodies with vigor 
and helping to concentrate on the upcoming lesson.

All the people gathered around the Teacher wanted to breathe deeply, 
feeling harmony and unity with nature, with the whole Universe, with 
God. The upcoming conversation with the Sage was devoted to attention 
and concentration.

The first question came from a short, fit woman in her thirties or for-
ties with golden hair gathered in a neat, long ponytail. Her bright blue 
eyes shone with insight and deep inner confidence.

“Teacher,” she turned to the Sage, “during meditation on a point I 
can’t feel emptiness. I feel only calmness in my body, emotional peace. Is 
it possible to regard this as a result of calming the mind, or is it because 
my sleep has intensified so much?”

“A good question, Arina,” the Keeper looked warmly at the student 
and began to explain. “If we sit in the right position, we start breathing 
differently, and the body relaxes. But the most important thing is atten-
tion. It is necessary to feel it and observe it. It should be directed at the 
point and at the same time at the sensations of the body. It must be under-
stood that attention will constantly be distracted, and it was just then that 
a thought flashed by, and it began to drift to something else, to move away 
from the point following this thought. Some emotion has arisen and at-
tention is already following it.”

“Yes, I know it very well,” the student said, recognizing her own feel-
ings in the Keeper’s description. “But what is the best way to resist this?”

“The best way is to observe your attention,” the Sage readily ex-
plained. “Feel it and track where it goes and what it is redirected to. Try to 
observe the body and the point at the same time. Then we will begin to 
understand a lot. Emptiness is difficult at first, because emptiness is where 
attention comes from. Therefore, first you need to learn to feel the atten-
tion itself, to understand what it is. And the next step is to see where it 
comes from. And only then can we feel emptiness. But if we do not feel the 
attention itself, then how will we feel emptiness?” The Sage looked at Ari-
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na shrewdly, but his question was addressed not only to her, but also to 
the rest of the students, who were sitting around and catching every word 
of the conversation.

He encouraged everyone to reflect, to pass the Knowledge gained 
through themselves, to imagine how this could happen during practice in 
order to remember and subsequently implement the practice and to expe-
rience it spiritually.

“I understand,” said Arina, and at that moment her face lit up with 
the inner light of awareness. “We ourselves think of feeling emptiness, 
right? But we must not think of it, but first feel the attention that is there. 
Right?”

“Well done,” the Keeper of the Knowledge praised the student, “you 
understand correctly. First we must direct our attention to the point, then 
to the body, and then to extraneous thoughts and emotions that will inev-
itably arise. There is one very good practice. It is simple, but it helps very 
well to learn how to manage attention. The essence of it is to focus on 
your body and start managing attention in a circle.”

“Teacher, please tell us more,” Arina asked.
“At the end of today’s conversation, we will do this practice,” the Sage 

replied with a mysterious smile. “But now I will tell you what you have to 
do. You will need to focus on the sensations of your own body, concen-
trating first upon the crown, feeling your attention there and gradually 
transferring it from one part of the body to another in a circle: the crown, 
right ear, right shoulder, right hand, right hip, right knee, right foot, left 
foot, left knee, left hip, and so on until the circle closes and we are back on 
the crown of our head. Then we switch back to the right ear and go around 
the circle over and over again.”

“So, attention should kind of move along the contour of our body?” 
the woman clarified.

“Yes,” the Keeper confirmed. “Attention goes around the periphery, 
and when you do this practice, you need not just say, ‘Attention moves to 
the right hand.’ It is necessary to feel this change; it must be accompanied 
by effort. And... we have to keep track of our feelings, and if our attention 
is shifted, we must immediately understand what exactly it has shifted to. 
This is how we realize where attention goes, and only after that will we 
learn to feel it and understand its source. We have to observe where it 
comes from and who exactly directs it. And that is when we come to emp-
tiness.”
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“Beloved Teacher,” Arina asked again after a little thought. “Can we 
say that attention is a pure mind, without thoughts?”

“No,” the Sage shook his head negatively and began to explain. “It is 
not the mind. Attention can be directed to the mind, or it can be directed 
to the body. We can also see our own thoughts if our attention is not di-
rected to them. But attention is not thoughts either,” the Teacher paused, 
choosing a suitable image for comparison. “Look, our consciousness is 
the light of a light bulb, and attention is a special lens for focusing. It gives 
the light a direction, highlights what the light is directed to—be it inside 
or outside of us. And we can control this focus, directing it to one thing to 
another. We can expand or narrow this ray of light. We can narrow it 
down to the perception of only one point.”

Another student came forward—a bright young brunette in a beige 
linen pantsuit.

“Teacher, may I try to give an example of how I understand it?” she 
asked and, after waiting for the Sage’s approving nod, continued. “Let’s 
say a child fell over and scratched his knee. He is hurt, he is in pain. All his 
attention is focused on this knee, on this pain. And to shift this ray of 
consciousness, his mom says to him, ‘Look, a bird is flying,’ and points 
with her hand somewhere in the sky. While his attention was focused on 
his knee, he was crying, yet the next moment, the beam of his conscious-
ness refocused, and his attention was transferred to another place. He 
began to think about the bird and forgot about the knee and even stopped 
feeling pain.”

“A very good example, Rita,” the Keeper praised the student and ex-
plained. “In fact, it also shows that the body is not us. And all our thoughts 
are not us. Because if we do not pay attention to some thought, it does not 
exist for us.”

“So, it is the same with the body, right?” a very young guy with a 
shock of curly hair and expressive brown eyes asked with surprise. “That 
is, if we divert attention, for example, from pain, will we stop feeling it?”

“Yes, Eric, that is right,” the Sage confirmed. “If we do not direct our 
attention to the body, it also does not exist for us.”

“Then it turns out that we are paying attention?” the guy clarified.
“You got it right,” the Keeper smiled, “we are the light of conscious-

ness that focuses on different things with the help of the lens of attention. 
Attention directs this light to different things that we see. And what is 
beyond our attention does not exist for us. That is, until we feel our body, 
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it will not exist for us. If we reject some thoughts, do not direct attention 
towards them, they will also disappear. If we do not hold emotions with 
our attention, they will also be gone.”

The Sage looked around the students, trying to determine from their 
faces how much they had understood, how much they had passed through 
this Knowledge.”

“It turns out that attention always works, right?” asked a thin girl with 
sharp shoulders and pretty freckles scattered on her cheeks. “But our task 
is to guide and control it?”

“The first thing we have to learn to do is to see attention,” the Keeper 
explained. “Because a person sees only what he highlights. In our exam-
ple, the child saw the scratched knee first, then the bird. But he did not 
realize that he was attention. Attention was directed to the knee, which 
hurt, then to the bird, and then he forgot about the knee. We need to un-
derstand that we are attention. And everything else is not us.”

“That is, we identify with what our attention is directed to?” Eric 
asked. “For example, we direct our attention to some clothes and identify 
with them. And the next moment we direct our attention to something 
else and now we identify with this thing.”

“That is right,” the Sage replied. “Therefore, we must see this atten-
tion, feel it, feel how it moves, how it focuses on something, then switches 
to something else. Watch your attention. When we understand what our 
attention is, then we will go to its source.”

Eric looked gratefully at the Teacher, making it clear that he had real-
ized this Wisdom, and meanwhile another student raised his hand—it was 
a well-built man with bizarre tattoos covering his arms up to his shoul-
ders.

“Teacher, I want to ask you something,” he began. “Our world is ar-
ranged so that a person is constantly ‘sleeping’ because our attention 
wanders all the time, jumping from one thing to another. It is absolutely 
uncontrollable and scattered. We can’t even concentrate or feel that we 
ourselves are attention. Please explain, did God arrange this on purpose 
to confuse us?”

“Yes, Vlad,” the Sage confirmed after listening to the question. “If we 
were born enlightened right away, life would not be the way it is. We 
would not be able to develop or come to realizations. Therefore, God 
made it so that we do not remember past incarnations. Otherwise, we 
would know a lot of things, and life would be different. God made it so 
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that we are in a ‘sleeping’ state. If we were born enlightened, we would sit 
in the lotus position, and there would be no life as such. To get important 
experience, we must be born in darkness, in a ‘sleeping’ state, identified 
with everything we see. Then life will be as it is—a diverse, rich game of 
God.”

“Teacher, isn’t it possible that we... having understood all this... vio-
late... the rules of the game?” Vlad asked thoughtfully. “If we no longer 
want to identify with what the attention is directed to… If we understand 
that we are our attention and not something else?”

The Sage looked at Vlad with calm confidence. “Only some people 
discover the secret,” He said. “A very small number of people. And then 
they have a chance to be enlightened, to get rid of this whole game. But 
most people have to be immersed in the game, otherwise there will be no 
life. We will not get the experience and impressions that we should receive 
on Earth. If we remembered what happened in our past life and how we 
lived in the subtle world between incarnations, then our life here would be 
different.”

At this moment, a girl of about twenty-five with dark brown hair, an 
open high forehead, and a friendly look of small attentive eyes raised her 
hand. “Beloved Teacher, I have a question about the nature of attention,” 
she began in a smooth, melodious voice. “Attention doesn’t just wander, 
does it? It doesn’t go to everything in sight? Maybe there are some mag-
netic points to which it is most often attracted? And if there are, how is it 
formed? Through upbringing?”

“A very deep and important question, Lana,” the Keeper of the 
Knowledge praised the student and began to explain in detail. “Atten-
tion passes through our centers: motor, instinctive, emotional, and in-
tellectual centers. And only after that does it go to something. And each 
of our centers operates in a special way. For example, the instinctive 
center constantly gives a person some desires and needs: in food, in wa-
ter, in sleep. That is, attention passes through the instinctive center and 
is directed, for example, to the desire to eat. And while we direct our 
attention to this, we will want to eat, and if, for example, we switch to 
something else, then we forget about it. And since our attention is al-
ready identified with the instinctive center, we believe that these desires 
are ours.”

“Is it the same with the emotional and intellectual centers?” the wom-
an clarified.
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The Sage nodded, confirming the student’s guess, and continued to 
speak. “When our attention passes through the emotional center, then we 
further perceive the whole world through the prism of a specific emotion. 
For example, if we are happy, then everything around us will seem beau-
tiful, yet if we are angry, then even the slightest noise will annoy us, and 
so on… It is the same with the intellectual center, where thoughts con-
stantly arise. A thought comes to us and we are already assessing the sit-
uation from the point of view of this thought.”

“It turns out that the centers just determine our perception?” Lana 
asked again to see if she understood the Teacher’s words correctly.

“Yes, that is right,” the Keeper replied affirmatively. “And at the same 
time, we are initially identified with all this. That is, we think that emo-
tions, thoughts, and instinctive desires are ourselves. Moreover, the in-
stinctive center builds one line of behavior, the motor center builds an-
other, the emotional center builds a third, and the intellectual center 
builds yet a fourth. And all of them attract our attention so that it identi-
fies with a specific center, and then it begins to see everything in the world 
through the prism of this center, to perceive it from a certain angle.”

“Teacher, is this inevitable?” Rita asked, pushing back her long hair. 
“Is attention manifested only through our centers? But then how can we 
work with it?”

“This is inevitable and normal for life,” the Sage explained with the 
intonation of a person who is privy to the innermost secret Knowledge. 
“Attention is not aware of itself; we are completely ‘asleep’, completely 
identified. We do not even understand that our centers are working, but 
we need to observe and study this work. If a person could see how these 
processes occur in him, he would already be much freer. But a person 
does not see that when the process occurs, it already completely captures 
him. For example, if there is some kind of negative emotion—say, resent-
ment—it already completely owns the person, and he does not understand 
that this is just the work of the emotional center. And so he begins to get 
all worked up over and over again, then the mental center is activated—
thoughts appear about how the offender did wrong to him and why, and 
all these processes twist a tangle of negativity, and it grows like a huge 
snowball. And if a person could see how he is arranged, then he would no 
longer be identified. He would not be in a ‘sleeping’ state. The first thing 
that is important is to realize attention, the second is to start studying the 
work of your centers. Observe and monitor these processes in yourself. 
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And then everything will become clear. And if a person has known him-
self, then he will no longer be identified and asleep.”

The topic that the Teacher was discussing today was quite complicat-
ed, but the students who had gathered here, in the mountain gorge with 
picturesque slopes, had been walking on the spiritual path for several 
years. They listened, noticed something, actively reflected, and tried to 
figure it out as much as possible. Therefore, the flow of questions did not 
stop.

Arina stepped forward again. “Teacher, and when we try to make a 
gap, we are in fact identified with something. For example, when our at-
tention is offended and we make a gap, then, as it turns out, we pull our 
attention out of the offense?”

“Yes,” the Sage confirmed, “when we direct our attention to this, we 
begin to realize exactly what is happening to us.”

“What kind of process is the gap?” the student asked again. “If I un-
derstood right, the spotlight itself, the light itself, is our consciousness. 
And it dissipates, pours out, if there is no lens of attention. Attention is a 
magnifying glass that collects it and can direct, expand, and narrow it. 
And identification is when we believe that we are that grass blade or our 
clothes,” the woman paused, choosing words and trying to express her 
understanding as accurately as possible. “We identify with these, that is, 
we can say that this is the very end of the spotlight beam. We don’t look at 
all these stages, we don’t see the magnifying glass itself, the light source 
itself, we only see the final spot of light?” Arina looked at the Teacher 
half-interrogatively to make sure whether she was thinking correctly, or 
even in the right direction. His approving look gave her inspiration. “That 
is, there, at the end, is identification, and where is the gap?” she asked.

“And the gap is when we see the process itself, how everything hap-
pens,” the Sage replied. “That there is a thing with which we are identi-
fied, that there is attention, that it passes through our centers—our emo-
tional, intellectual, instinctive centers. We see this thing through their 
prism. If we see this whole mechanism, then disidentification occurs.”

“Teacher, can you give an example? Arina asked. “I kind of under-
stand, but… maybe not completely… How it should all happen…”

The Sage nodded eagerly. “Look here,” He began to explain. “For ex-
ample, my attention is identified with this voice recorder. I believe that 
this is my voice recorder, and whether it records or not, I am identified, I 
have directed attention to it. Then my spiritual part turns on, and I start 
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thinking, I start tracking what is happening. The spiritual part helps me 
to disidentify—this is its role. I think about what processes are going on in 
me. And I begin to understand that the intellectual center has the idea 
that it is my voice recorder. Then I have various worries about whether it 
is working or not. My attention is directed to these worries, and it is also 
directed to the idea that the recorder is mine. And I see the whole process, 
and if I already see it, then I cannot be as much identified with the record-
er as before.”

“But this is only the first stage of disidentification, right?” Eric asked, 
carefully following the thread of the conversation.

“Yes, you can go further,” said the Sage, “for example, if you then start 
thinking, ‘And who am I?’ I am the consciousness that is placed in the 
biorobot. And this biorobot lives some kind of life of its own, and it has a 
voice recorder in this life. He wants to do something with it. What does it 
have to do with me? I am just living in it and watching all this fuss that is 
going on.” A faint transparent smile appeared on the Keeper’s face. He 
spoke in a measured, deliberate manner, and His voice affected the stu-
dents in a special way; it helped them to concentrate, cleared their con-
sciousness, and made it possible to reach the most distant aspects of the 
Knowledge. “If I see it that way, then I am even more detached,” He con-
tinued. “And then I realize that I am not a doer, but just a witness who 
lives in this doer. And then the gap increases even more. And the more 
such perceptions and experiences there are in us, the more disidentified 
we are.”

“Do I understand correctly that our task is to master attention?” the 
guy asked again, looking inquisitively into the eyes of the Keeper of the 
Knowledge.

“Yes. It turns out that attention begins to pay attention to itself. It is 
usually directed outwards through our centers, and then suddenly it turns 
inwards and begins to see itself. Attention directs the ray of consciousness 
to the centers, to the various roles through which it passes and goes to its 
source. Gradually, attention approaches the source and begins to see it all. 
It turns inwards. And that is where the whole process begins.”

“Teacher,” Arina asked, “could you explain, please, by example?”
“Okay, look here. In this example with a voice recorder, a person 

identifies himself with it. He directs his attention to this recorder and does 
not think that any thoughts make him identify, does not try to understand 
where they came from and why. He does not track his emotions. For ex-
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ample, he gets angry if someone tries to take his voice recorder without 
asking, gets upset if it breaks down, and rejoices if he manages to turn it 
on. But a person does not think where it all came from. He does not think 
that he highlights the recorder with his attention and thereby activates all 
his emotions. And if he is suddenly told about something else, he shifts 
his attention, and that is it—now he has already forgotten about the re-
corder and has effectively been distracted. Then after a few days he will 
think ‘Ah, I probably need to see if the recorder is working.’ But maybe he 
will not remember at all.”

The Keeper paused, looked at the students who were sitting in a semi-
circle in front of him on the bright green spring grass, and turned his gaze 
to the dawn sun, whose iridescent disk was already rising in the east, illu-
minating the mountain slopes overgrown with young vegetation.

“If attention turns inward,” the Sage continued, “a person begins to 
see everything that is inside: the biorobot, centers, personalities, roles, 
their source, and so on. And that is where the awakening begins. The 
more we look inside ourselves, the faster we wake up.”

The students listened to the Sage with concentration, and under-
standing could be seen on the faces of some of them, but there still were 
questions. This time Vlad—a strong man with tattoos on his arms—raised 
his hand again.

“I have a question,” he began, taking a couple of steps toward the 
Keeper, “how does this Knowledge relate to the various types of different 
people? There is an intellectual type, emotional, and mechanical type, 
right? If I understand you correctly, the attention of each type of person 
mainly passes through their own center, which is given at birth?”

“Vlad, you understand correctly,” the Sage looked approvingly at the 
disciple. “To a greater extent, through the type that is given at birth. An 
intellectual person thinks about which books he read, which writer said 
what. The emotional type evaluates everything through the prism of his 
emotions, for example, in the like–dislike categories. And a person with a 
predominant physical center thinks more about what to eat and what ac-
tions to do. But this does not mean that other centers do not work at all. 
They also work, but to a lesser extent. The predominant center draws at-
tention to itself. Ideally, the fourth type of person should balance all the 
centers in himself so that they are combined harmoniously in him. For 
example, so that a person evaluates everything with not only their emo-
tions, not only with the help of intelligence. So that he can do something 
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with his hands, and so that he can do things like to physically move, dance, 
do yoga or wushu... the centers must be balanced—only then can a person 
see everything more soberly and perceive things correctly.”

“Thank you for the explanations, Great Sage,” Vlad said with sincere 
gratitude, retreating to the rest of the students. “Now I understand how it 
should be... what we need to strive for…”

The Sage smiled, sending the man bright and pure energy—the power 
of support, love, and approval.

“We perceive everything with the centers,” He spoke again, giving the 
students the next portion of the Knowledge, concretizing and trying to 
explain things that were difficult to perceive with simple examples. “For 
example, if a person has a brain pathology, his intellectual center does not 
work, so he cannot fully perceive everything. A paralytic’s physical center 
does not work, and he also perceives the world one-sidedly, because he is 
deprived of so many things. When we perceive the world with all centers 
evenly, only then can we get a holistic picture of life. If some center is 
skewed to one side, then the whole picture is distorted. An intellectual 
person then lives in abstract philosophizing, a person of the physical type 
only thinks whether he has eaten or not—he is more concerned about his 
instinctive desires. In any case, there is a skew, and there should be a uni-
form perception of these centers. Then the image will be correct.”

“Teacher, a comparison came to my mind,” said a tall, thin guy with a 
short crew cut, dressed in a traditional long orange robe. “Sometimes, the 
image consists of three colors. If only one color prevails—for example, red 
or yellow—the picture will be perceived incorrectly. And if all the three 
colors are evenly distributed, then the image will be clear, holistic, and 
harmonious.”

“A good comparison, Alex,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge, “in-
deed, that is true. If some center does not work, then the person can no 
longer act normally, which means that he cannot be whole and live in 
harmony. A paralytic cannot move his limbs because the motor center 
does not work, a mentally retarded person does not understand anything 
because the intellectual center does not work…”

Alex nodded and thoughtfully began to reason. “I have such a picture 
before my eyes: a spotlight of consciousness is located at the top, and it 
sends its powerful beam onto some object of observation. But there are 
five different colored pieces of glass between the object and the spotlight, 
which distort the perception in their own way. These glasses are our cen-
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ters: sexual, motor, instinctive, emotional, and intellectual. And the scat-
tered beam of the spotlight focuses with the help of the attention lens and 
passes through the glass, and then the beam gets tinged with the same 
color. Then there is a directed colored beam of light that hits the object of 
observation. That is, we already see this object through the prism, through 
one of these centers.”

“Very good, Alex,” the Sage praised his disciple with a beaming smile, 
rejoicing at his success in moving along the path of Knowledge. “We have 
a similar poster in one of the temples. And it shows very clearly how it all 
happens.”

The student nodded, and it was clear that the approval of the Keeper 
of the Knowledge was very valuable and pleasant for him, but it was not a 
goal in and of itself.

“Teacher, and when we direct this lens of attention to ourselves, it 
turns out that in fact it is necessary to overcome all this, to see before you 
get to your consciousness?” he asked after a moment’s thought. “And you 
won’t be able to get to it until you see all the parts and all the colored 
glass, right?”

“Yes. You pay attention inside and immediately encounter all these 
pieces of glass, with your roles, you begin to see it all. You cannot turn 
inside and, without seeing this level, immediately fly into Atman.”

Alex thought again and, smoothing his hair with his wide palm, be-
gan to speak again. “It turns out that you dismiss everything with which 
you can identify, and say, ‘My emotions are not me, and my desires are not 
me, my thoughts are not me, my things, and my clothes are not me.’ And 
if you pause at something and say to yourself, ‘And this is me,’ will you 
never get to the Truth?”

“You must go deeper,” the Sage said calmly. “And if we do this, then 
we begin to see it all. If a scientist looks at a voice recorder and thinks 
about how it works, then we look at ourselves and understand how we are 
arranged. That is the main difference. When attention turns inward, we 
know ourselves. And in the end we will know Atman.”

The Teacher fell silent and looked at the students in anticipation of 
new questions, and they were not long in coming. This time a burly wom-
an with long velvet eyelashes and a low charming voice raised her hand.

“Great Sage, but different sharp corners, difficult situations in life—
do I understand correctly that they can be considered as an opportunity 
to gain awareness and spiritual growth?” she asked, looking closely at 
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the Sage. “I think that if we are feeling some sharp corner, some kind of 
negative event, then the silliest thing is to think that someone else is to 
blame. Such a thought takes your attention to the outside world, but on 
the contrary, you need to look inside yourself and get the necessary 
awareness?”

“A very correct idea, Tasha. When everything is calm, then it is not 
clear with what we identify ourselves. Everything is quiet, comfortable, it 
seems, and we do not identify with anything. And when there is a sharp 
corner, you can immediately see that this is what I am identified with. 
Here are the negative emotions, here are the lies that justify them—every-
thing is immediately highlighted, and it becomes clear how the centers 
work, what personalities there are, what roles—it all starts to pop up. This 
is how we can know ourselves. And if we are in too calm a state, half 
asleep, it seems to us that there is nothing. And it is not clear what to learn 
then.”

After answering the student’s question, the Sage turned his gaze to 
Lana, who was again raising her hand.

“Can we say that if the focus of attention is aimed at one little blade of 
grass, then there is no energy?” the girl asked. “But gradually, when you 
begin to expand your consciousness and attention, do you begin to care 
not about one single blade but about the whole world?”

“The expansion of consciousness is slightly different,” the Keeper 
shook his head. “But it is not even about a blade of grass, but first of all 
about attention. It is directed at our ego, then it goes through its prism. 
We are taught to be selfish from childhood.”

“But how does it happen, Great Sage?” Lana asked with genuine sur-
prise. “Do parents want their children to become selfish?”

“Of course, they do it unconsciously, but they are taught to concen-
trate on themselves. For example, a child thinks about some of his toys, he 
wants to walk, run, study the world around him, and his parents ask him, 
‘What grade have you got? A two or a five?’ They begin to evaluate the 
child in the bad–good categories, and that is how they begin to make him 
identify with himself. If he gets a two, then he is bad, if he gets a five, then 
he is good. And such an assessment is constantly coming from the entire-
ty of society. What have you earned or what have you done? What do you 
look like, what things do you own? And so on… And so a person begins to 
identify with this ego. And he begins to worry about this selfishness, and 
all his attention is focused on it.”
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“And... how can we resist this?” Eric, the guy with curly blond hair, 
chimed in.

It was clear that this question really concerned him, literally bugging 
him.

“We need to try to stop identifying with our egoism,” the Sage ex-
plained. “If a person expands his attention, he no longer concentrates on 
how others evaluate him. And then he can be focused not on selfishness, 
but on helping people. And the more he tries to help them, the faster he 
stops being selfish. And why do you think?” the Teacher asked, address-
ing the question to all the students, stimulating the process of searching 
for the Truth in their heads.

“Because his attention is no longer focused on the ego,” Vlad replied 
with a half-questioning intonation.

“Well done,” smiled the Keeper of the Knowledge. “Where our atten-
tion is, energy begins to go there. This can even be seen on the physical 
level. For example, if we direct our attention to the arm, we will feel that 
more energy begins to go there, more blood begins to flow to this limb. 
And that is just because we have focused our attention on it. So the energy 
begins to go into egoism if we are focused on it. Therefore, if we have 
shifted our attention to the outside world, to good Sublime states, then 
the ego begins to die, and Sublime emotions begin to develop.”

“So it’s not the same when we talk about studying our attention and 
knowing its source?” Vlad asked.

“Yes, it is slightly different—what we focus on. We focus on selfish-
ness or on helping others. And if we redirect our attention to helping, 
then the shell of the ego begins to collapse, and the assessment of others 
becomes no longer important to a person. It becomes important that you 
can do good to other people, how you can show Sublime emotions. That 
is how a person begins to gradually expand consciousness and ceases to 
live in the shell of his ego and merges with the vast world. And then his 
attention begins to expand to the whole world. And while he is focused on 
selfishness, how can he think about people? He is inhibited and, there-
fore, cannot open up so that his attention expands and he feels part of 
something Great, something whole, and part of God, part of all life. And 
only when he shifts the focus from the ego, which was formed in child-
hood, to the outside world, to helping, to Sublime emotions, only then can 
he perceive himself as part of a vast and infinite world.”

Having finished speaking, the Teacher looked at the students again.
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“And now,” He said with a touch of mystery, “we are going to do the 
attention management practice that I told you about at the very begin-
ning. Remember?”

The students nodded in agreement, and an excited buzz of voices was 
heard. The Keeper of the Knowledge waited until it subsided and every-
one prepared, tuning in to the upcoming practical exercise. When every-
one was ready, He started talking.

“Take a position so that you are comfortable,” He said slowly in a 
deep, low voice, stretching the words a little, and His speech sounded es-
pecially peaceful. “Breathe deeply and calmly. Close your eyes and con-
centrate all your attention on the top of your head.”

The students closed their eyes and focused on their inner feelings.
“Slowly transfer your attention to the right ear,” the Keeper said in a 

measured, smooth voice, “feel it... Observe your attention,” He paused, 
during which nothing was heard except the sounds of nature. “And now 
shift your attention to the right shoulder... to the right hand... right hip... 
right knee... right foot... left foot... left knee... left hip... left hand, left 
shoulder…”

The students were settled around the Keeper of the Knowledge, ex-
tremely focused on the exercise. They listened to the Sage’s deep, vibrat-
ing voice, which filled the entire surrounding space. A light breeze play-
fully stroked the people’s hair and touched their skin, bringing a pleas-
ant coolness and a feeling of freshness. But the students no longer felt 
it, since it did not fall into their focus of attention, which meant it did 
not exist for them. They totally concentrated on different parts of the 
body, making an effort to shift their attention like a spotlight of con-
sciousness.

The Teacher talked and talked, and the students were immersed in 
observation. It was evident from their faces that at the moment they were 
carrying out important internal work that would help them see and feel 
the source of attention itself.

When the practice ended, the students began to open their eyes, re-
turning to their senses. Some did it quickly, others took a little longer. But 
everyone wanted to share their impressions of the experience they had 
just experienced. Many people’s faces shone with genuine delight, as if 
they had witnessed a miracle, something incredible, while others reacted 
in a more restrained way, but it was clear that they did not remain indif-
ferent.
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“It was very difficult,” Rita shared her feelings with everyone, “as my 
attention constantly flew off and went to extraneous thoughts. And I re-
membered about it only after a few moments, realizing that I was actually 
thinking about something else. I then had to concentrate again.”

“Yes, I also had it,” Lana said with enthusiasm. “I had to make efforts 
to keep my attention on certain parts of the body, but then, on some of the 
circles… Imagine, I felt as if attention was something material... as if some 
invisible energy was moving from one thing to another. It’s an amazing 
feeling!”

All the students met this response with approval.

“Oh, and I had a feeling that attention was a camera lens,” Alex said 
emotionally, deciding to share his own revelations about what he had just 
experienced. “And I controlled it... you know, snap, and attention moved 
to one object, snap, and then I clearly saw another thing… Only instead of 
these objects, they were my own body parts. And so I turned this lens in a 
circle.”

Listening to the trembling impressions of the students, the Keeper of 
the Knowledge looked at them with kindness and love, supporting and 
approving everyone. Despite the fact that the experience gained was dif-
ferent, the Sage gave everyone rays of support. The students talked about 
their experiences for a long time, and the Keeper of the Knowledge gave 
them feedback, encouraged them, and answered any questions that arose.

Everyone had a vivid spiritual experience, and it brought a new por-
tion of realizations that were important for spiritual development.

“Just think of that, I managed to completely stop the internal dialog,” 
Arina spoke with delight, and her bright blue eyes began to sparkle be-
cause of the importance of the awareness received. It was clear that they 
were literally overflowing with energy. “When I started concentrating on 
every part of my body, all thoughts were gone, and only sensations re-
mained. Nothing else existed for me, only my ear, hand, hip, knee…”

After listening to Arina’s impressions, the Keeper smiled. “Yes, that is 
how it should be,” He nodded approvingly. “Remember, ‘We are atten-
tion.’ Everything that is beyond our attention does not exist for us.”

Having said this, the Keeper paused, giving the students the opportu-
nity to share their experience with each other.

“But when I felt my hand, I... suddenly realized that the rest of the 
body didn’t exist!” Eric said with genuine admiration. “I heard that this is 
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how it should be, but I did not fully believe that it was possible to feel it 
directly. There was really nothing else, just my hand, that’s all!”

“This is a very important experience,” the Sage confirmed. “You need 
to repeat the practice, and then you will be able to feel it again and again, 
and attention management will become easier. Did anyone manage to 
separate themselves from thoughts and feel the presence of an observer, a 
witness, or Atman?”

Vlad came forward. “Yes, Great Sage, I think I managed to feel it,” he 
replied. “I concentrated so much that it was as if I had separated from my 
body and looked at myself from the outside... at what I was doing… And I 
realized that it was Atman, the Divine part of the soul, where attention 
comes from; I felt that it was the very source.” In the man’s voice there 
were notes of sincerity, pure joy, and bright happiness mixed with peace 
and something elusive—Sublime, spiritual…

“A very good result,” the Teacher praised Vlad with a warm smile, 
“now the main thing is to do this practice every day. Every single day… 
This will help to consolidate awareness… and we will learn to manage at-
tention more easily. And if you all learn to manage attention, then you 
will learn to manage yourself. You will be able to achieve any goals, 
achieve absolutely any results, and everything will be fine with you.”

On this note, the Teacher announced a two-hour break for rest, after 
which the conversation about attention was to continue.



EPISODE 19

ATTENTION MANAGEMENT
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A refreshing breeze blew across the lawn, bringing with it the moisture 
of the waterfall. In the silence, one could hear the smooth and melod-

ic splashes of the water flowing from the low cascading ledges and the 
rustle of the leaves of trees that grew on the mountain slopes. A sense of 
unity and harmony with the surrounding world descended on the stu-
dents.

They froze, catching the magic of the moment, completely surren-
dered to the surging sensation, and when it dissolved in the warm sun-
light, the people stirred again and livened up. Their faces were full of in-
spiration, and their eyes sparkled with delight from what they had just 
experienced.

The Teacher smiled mysteriously and indicated that he expected new 
questions.

Then Rita, the cute young brunette, raised her hand. “Teacher, do I 
understand correctly that attention management is meditation?” the girl 
asked. “When we look inwards and outwards at the same time.”

“This is the Dharana stage already. There, we study where the atten-
tion is directed. And we do it by way of concentration. We concentrate on 
the dot and observe how this attention works and why we cannot look at 
it for a long time. It seems like a simple action, just look at the dot and 
that is it. And it turns out that it is not easy at all, because attention is 
constantly distracted. The eyes seem to be looking at the dot, but the at-
tention has already flown elsewhere. And that is when we begin to ob-
serve attention and begin to feel it—this is the stage of Dharana. And 
Dhyana is the next stage, when we turn our attention inwards and begin 
to see our own internal processes. So, we return to ourselves. To our  
Atman.”

“Beloved Teacher,” Rita spoke again, “can we say that different situa-
tions, different external stimuli steal our attention such as inner desires 
and thoughts? How do we get it back?”

“There is one example of objective art,” said the Sage. “A picture in 
which a person is depicted as a house where thieves have broken into. 
And so they act there at their own will.”

“What kind of thieves are they?” asked Rita.
“Our thoughts, emotions, feelings of hunger, cold, thirst. They all 

steal our attention. It does not realize itself, does not understand what it 
is, does not see how everything happens inside. It is simply identified and 
involved in this process. And if the attention has realized itself and begins 
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to observe the processes taking place inside, the identification stops, and 
it becomes difficult to steal it.”

“And what exercises are better to begin with?” Eric joined the conver-
sation again. “So that the attention becomes aware of itself?”

“You can start with simple exercises: observing your breathing, feel-
ing the taste of food during a meal. The  attention is trained bit by bit, and 
we gradually begin to manage it. Then, in a difficult situation, we say to 
ourselves, ‘Stop,’ and we begin to separate, to disidentify.”

“And concentration exercises?” asked Rita. “Which of them are the 
most effective?”

“Concentration on breathing, on steps, on food, on a dot, on any-
thing,” the Master began to explain. “When we concentrate, we try to 
control our attention by willpower, focus on it and stay focused. If we 
have succeeded, we move on, and it is no longer someone else who con-
trols our attention, but we ourselves begin to manage it.”

“Tell me, we practice in a group. What is its main task?” wondered 
Lana. “To awaken a person and direct his attention inwards? To help to 
get rid of everything? To awaken the spiritual part in a person?”

“Yes,” the Keeper confirmed and began to explain in a measured 
manner, “when your fellow man simply says to you, ‘Wake up,’ you are 
already waking up. Someone says it, then another one, then yet another. 
We wake up every time we hear such commands, and then we think, ‘Oh, 
what have I identified with, what is ruining me, and why don’t I see the 
processes inside me again? Why am I living in the outside world again 
mechanically, absolutely not understanding what is happening to me?’ If 
such awakenings occur, the group helps in this. And then help is espe-
cially needed when a sharp corner has occurred—some kind of difficult 
situation. The like-minded people around us help us cope with the neg-
ativity. It is difficult for a person to cope with his negative emotions, and 
when a lot of people unite and begin to help him, then it becomes much 
easier for him.”

“And what happens to attention when we ‘sleep?’” Arina asked, com-
ing a few steps closer to the Keeper. “Awakening is when you become 
aware of your attention and feel it. And a deep ‘sleep’ is when there is at-
tention but you are not aware of it, that is, it is dispersed on everything, 
right?”

“It is either dispersed, meaninglessly wandering over various 
things, associations, or, on the contrary, it is very strongly identified 
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with something. And then a person begins to suffer from some specific 
problem. That is, in the state of ‘sleep,’ attention has two positions: ei-
ther painful identification or senseless stupor. And the third state oc-
curs when we begin to wake up, and attention begins to slowly return to 
its source.”

Arina looked at the Sage with gratitude. “Thank you for the clarifica-
tions, Teacher,” she said with trepidation and pondered. It was clear that 
just at the moment a tense mental process was going on in her head. “It 
turns out that consciousness sends its dispersed spotlight, and attention 
in any case passes through all the five centers? And then most of the atten-
tion is directed to the leading center, right? For example, if a person is 
sex-crazed, then the light goes through the sexual center, and if he is ex-
cessively concerned about food, then it goes through the instinctive cen-
ter. Do I understand correctly?”

“Yes, that is right,” the Keeper of Knowledge confirmed. “More light 
goes to the leading center, and attention is not always evenly distributed. 
For example, if a person is in a neutral state, then the light goes evenly, 
and then something outweighs it. For example, a person sees a plate with 
delicious food, and the instinctive center steals the spotlight, and the per-
son begins to greedily absorb the food. And at this moment he does not 
notice anything or does not see what is around, and his attention is com-
pletely absorbed in the process.”

“Teacher, can I give you another example?” Vlad asked, and when 
the Sage looked at him approvingly, he began to speak. “For example, a 
student came to a Darshan, sees the Teacher for the first time, and looks 
only with the emotional or sexual center, but does not hear what He is 
talking about, and, therefore, he does not understand the essence nor 
does he receive the Knowledge. He tries to perceive everything with the 
emotional center: what the Teacher is wearing, how he behaves, how he 
moves. It is not clear for the person what the event is about, because the 
intellectual center is not turned on—the emotional center has stolen the 
spotlight, so the person receives impressions only from the emotional 
center.”

“A good example, Vlad,” the Sage praised the student. “It clearly 
shows that our five centers do not always work equally. When a person is 
in the right state, they can assess the situation evenly, and this is how they 
should work. But more often than not, one center steals the spotlight, and 
that is it. The person is identified and cannot perceive anything else.”
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At this moment, another student wanted to speak out—it was a gaunt 
middle-aged man with tanned skin and wrinkles around his eyes.

“I remember one example too,” he said, raising his hand. “It hap-
pened to my university friend Max, but I witnessed the situation and 
remembered it.” The man took a deep breath and continued, “So, we 
were about twenty years old at that time, and we were going on a bus to 
attend classes at the university. And at one of the stops, a very beautiful 
girl with a delicate figure, waist-length hair, and tight shorts got on. She 
was so tempting, so feminine… Max and I looked at each other then, and 
I saw his eyes widen and light up, and he somehow tensed up. How fun-
ny he looked!” the narrator smiled, remembering this story. “Now I un-
derstand that at this moment the sexual center took all the attention, 
and the other centers completely turned off. But I didn’t understand it 
then. I tried to say something to him, but he turned his gaze to this girl 
and froze like that, with his jaw hanging open; he couldn’t say a word or 
move, and he was literally drooling because of the surging desire. Just 
imagine!”

There was a wave of laughter among the students—many imagined 
this scene, and this caused a natural reaction, but everyone laughed kind-
ly, without malice. As always they were ready to laugh at themselves, ex-
aggerating their own mistakes.

“And at this moment,” the man continued and sustained a dramat-
ic pause, “the ticket inspector came to us. I showed my ticket, now it 
was Max’s turn, and he still didn’t perceive or notice anything, except 
for this girl. The inspector asked him for a ticket, and he looked at him 
with dazed eyes, as if he was not here at all. I tried to wake him up, but 
it turned out to be useless. So, I had to pay for him, and then Max 
missed his bus stop, too. Only when the girl got off did he begin to 
recover. That’s what happens when the sexual center gets out of con-
trol.”

The students smiled again, and light chuckles could be heard here 
and there. The Keeper of the Knowledge also smiled his bright transpar-
ent smile.

“Another illustration of how the centers can steal the spotlight,” He 
said, summing up a kind of summary of what had been said. “One center 
takes all the attention, and the others can turn off altogether, and then 
perception becomes so narrow that a person does not perceive anything 
else.”
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“Teacher, how are we to avoid this?” asked Rita. “I mean, how do we 
prevent this stealing of the spotlight?”

“Try to perceive the situation evenly with all the five centers,” the Sage 
replied. “And make sure the necessary center is turned on, at our own will 
as the occasion requires, and not automatically. The spotlight of con-
sciousness passes through our centers. We identify with them and per-
ceive everything through them, and if the centers do not work correctly or 
one center outweighs, then such a situation occurs, as in the example. 
And we no longer perceive everything for real.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge answered the girl’s question, and si-
lence reigned around Him for a short moment, broken only by the noise 
of the waterfall, and the noise of the wind entangled in the paws of the 
century-old pines that grew on the slope.”

“Teacher, who can distribute the attention?” Arina asked a new ques-
tion. “Does the deputy manager do this, so to speak? Or... how does it 
happen so that it is done consciously?”

“If a person was born and brought up correctly, then each center 
manifests itself in time when it is necessary,” the Sage explained. “Or if he 
was born and brought up incorrectly, but then he met a Teacher and He 
told him about everything, then this very manager begins to form. And 
with the help of its will, it begins to distribute attention to the centers, 
turning on some of them while turning off the others.”

“Teacher, but... I don’t quite understand,” Arina began again. “How 
can all the centers work evenly and simultaneously? After all... for exam-
ple, if a person eats, his instinctive center prevails. It would be strange if 
at this moment the sexual center turned on with the same force as the in-
stinctive one. Or, for example, if there is intellectual activity, then why do 
we need the instinctive center? And... if, for example, during intellectual 
activity, other centers will be turned on and if they are evenly turned on, 
will intellectual work be done normally?”

Expressing her doubts, Arina looked questioningly at the Keeper of 
the Knowledge, and he gave her an answering look full of love and under-
standing.

“Your question suggests that you want to get to the heart of things,” 
he said approvingly. “Look, if a person is not busy with anything, all his 
centers perceive the world around him evenly, and then, as the occasion 
requires, some center that is needed is turned on, but the other centers 
must watch it too. Let us say, as in our example, that is when the ticket 
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inspector approached Max, then either the emotional or the motor 
center should be activated. He should have thought that he needed to 
show the ticket or at least be scared. If the intellectual center had been 
monitoring the situation, it would have turned on first, and then Max 
would have started thinking what to do: apologize, look for the ticket, 
somehow explain himself to the inspector, or better run away or get off 
the bus. In any case, Max would have found a way out of the situation. 
If he had decided to run away, then he would have switched to the mo-
tor center. But it so happened that the sexual center took all his atten-
tion, and the other centers turned off altogether, so they just stopped 
working.”

“But when the attention is in the imagination?” Vlad asked, get-
ting back into the dialog. “For example, if a person sees a house in his 
imagination, do the same centers turn on when he sees a real house or 
not?”

“Yes, exactly the same centers are activated. Imagination replaces re-
ality, and we react to it in the same way, as if something is really happen-
ing. Imagine, for example, what would happen if a cat’s attention was di-
rected to its own imagination? It would seem to it that a mouse is running 
around the room very quickly, although in fact it is not there. What would 
happen?”

The students pondered, imagining this picture. Smiles appeared on 
their faces. Eric decided to answer. “Well, probably, the cat would be con-
stantly rushing around the room from corner to corner, jumping on the 
walls, hissing, attacking this imaginary mouse, and it would seem to it 
that it was catching and eating it,” but he could not help laughing as he 
shared his interpretation.

Smiles appeared on the students’ faces again.
“So, we are in the same state,” said the Sage. “We are sitting in an 

empty room, and nothing happens. But if the imagination works, it makes 
all the centers work incorrectly. They react to an illusion, to hallucina-
tions, to something that is not real.”

“And if all the centers react to the imagination in this way, then is the 
imagination itself the product of the intellectual center or all the centers?” 
asked Lana.

“This is the product of the intellectual center, basically,” the Keeper 
replied, after listening to the question. “It creates imagination, images, 
and all the centers use this.”
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“And... in fact, our task is to make this spotlight turn around and re-
alize that it is now in the imagination, right?” Lana asked again, getting 
closer to the realization of the Truth step by step. “Must we understand 
that attention wanders?”

“Yes,” the Teacher confirmed. “You need to direct the spotlight beam 
inwards… And it does not matter whether a person has seen this notional 
house in reality or in his imagination. When the beam turns inwards, then 
the person understands that ‘It turns out that I have different centers, and 
they work differently. It turns out that different selves, different personal-
ities are activated in me, I am divided into many personalities and roles, 
and I am not one.’ And so the person gradually sinks into himself—he 
goes deeper and deeper—and then what? And then the center from which 
attention comes. And this center is Atman—the Divine particle of our 
soul.”

After listening to the answer, Lana nodded gratefully, without stop-
ping her inner thoughts, and from the expression on her face, the Sage 
saw that she was hesitating whether to ask about something or not.

He looked warmly at the student, without words encouraging her 
to continue the dialog. Feeling a wave of acceptance and warmth em-
anating from the Master, she spoke again. “Teacher, but when we did 
the Acceleration practice,” the woman began, “it turns out that we 
accelerated at all the centers, right? We thought faster, moved faster, 
and reacted more emotionally to everything?” she paused a little, in-
haling the fresh mountain air, and gathering her thoughts, then she 
continued. “I remember my feelings... When this acceleration hap-
pens, you feel such a heat, and then at some point you stop and real-
ize that life is bubbling inside you. So... what is this feeling, I won-
der? Does it come from the intensive work of the centers, from their 
energy?”

“Yes,” the Keeper answered unequivocally, “the emotional, motor, 
and intellectual centers are activated. We feel this life when the movement 
of energy begins, just when it accelerates, it begins to feel stronger. This 
energy is always there. Even when we do everything slowly, it is also a 
movement, but it is so weak that we do not notice it. And when we begin 
to accelerate, the movement of energy is stronger, and we begin to feel it. 
We immediately begin to notice our breath, to understand that we, in fact, 
are breathing, that our heart is pounding... everything becomes clearer, 
more palpable, more noticeable for us.”
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“Is this acceleration useful for all the centers?” Vlad decided to clarify. 
“Does it give us more life?”

“It is useful,” the Sage replied with a warm smile. “We can actually 
work much faster. This is one of the types of super effort—if we are able 
to do something twice as fast, then we need to do it. This develops us, and 
if we start doing the same thing twice as slowly, then there is an inevitable 
degradation.”

Vlad smiled back at the Sage, having listened to His answer with 
sincere gratitude. And at that moment, a new question was asked, 
this time by Rita. “And if our consciousness works as a spotlight and 
feeds the centers with its light, then what does consciousness itself 
feed on?”

“A very good question,” said the Keeper of the Knowledge and, look-
ing at the sun that was at its zenith, began to explain. “Consciousness re-
ceives impressions from our five centers. They work like camera lenses; 
with the help of attention, they are adjusted back and forth, and the whole 
image eventually falls on the matrix—into Atman, our Divine part of the 
soul. This light is projected onto it, and it gets all the impressions. The 
centers themselves do not receive these impressions, but rather shapes 
them: the sexual center shapes impressions in its own way; the emotional 
one, in its own way; the intellectual one, in its own way. They process the 
surrounding information, create certain sensations, and then it all goes 
into Atman.”

The girl’s face lit up with understanding, but immediately a new ques-
tion flashed in her eyes, and Rita decided to ask it right away.

“But... when I shift my attention to my body parts in a circle, I feel a 
tactile sensation,” she began, remembering and trying to describe in as 
much detail as possible her experiences received during the practice. “I 
feel energy like a ray, like a zipper slider that runs all over the body. It’s... 
physically palpable. But other students feel differently.”

“Yes,” Arina chimed in, “for example, my Ajna starts to throb, is this 
normal?”

“Yes, it is fine,” the Sage nodded with a smile, “everyone begins to 
feel differently. Someone feels warmth inside, someone has pulsation, 
another feels energy physically. It is important that we have already 
begun to understand that ‘We are attention.’ We realize that ‘If I have 
directed my attention to my right hand, then I may not feel the rest of 
the body at all.’ And then we do not feel the body and ask ourselves, 
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‘Where did it go? Why is it not felt entirely, but only the right hand?’ 
And we answer ourselves. ‘But because, it turns out, I am attention. 
Where I am, that is what I feel.’ It is very important not just to under-
stand it with the mind, but to feel it, to experience it. Then the realiza-
tion will come that ‘I am attention, not the body, not thoughts, not 
emotions.’ There must be a very deep experience of the moment that I 
am attention. This should arise, and then we already begin to under-
stand a lot.”

“And how is imagination related to the subtle world?” Arina asked 
again. “You said that if a cat reacted to imagination like a human, it 
would rush up and down in search of an imaginary mouse. It turns out 
that our fantasies... do they exist in the subtle world, or is it only our 
reality?”

“Imaginary objects exist on the mental plane,” the Sage began to ex-
plain. “Let us say we saw a jackalope, and we ask ourselves, ‘Is it real or is 
it not?’ So, what do you think, is it real?” he turned to the students, urging 
them to reflect on the question.

“Well... if it is only on the mental plane, then... of course, in reality it 
doesn’t exist,” Rita replied, smiling involuntarily. “After all... we all under-
stand that there are no jackalopes,” she looked slyly at her fellow students. 
“We understand, don’t we?”

Laughter rang out among the students.
“That is just the point,” the Keeper spoke up again. “Our fantasies 

about the jackalope are real… But only on the mental plane. If a person 
thinks that the jackalope exists only in his head, then everything is fine. 
But as soon as the person begins to look for it on the physical plane, this 
already indicates that he is sick with schizophrenia and needs to be put in 
a hospital, and have injections...” the Sage paused, assessing the reaction 
of the students.

“And why is that?” asked Eric. “Why can a person think that the jack-
alope is real?”

“He is mixing up the planes. He is looking for something in reality 
that exists only on the mental level. As long as he understands that ‘It 
was on the mental plane that I saw the jackalope,’ then everything is 
fine, and he perceives everything adequately. When he does not under-
stand that the jackalope is on the mental plane but thinks that it must 
exist on the physical plane, then this speaks of pathology,” the Teacher 
paused again for a while, looking into the distance and continued with 
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a slight mysterious smile. “In fact, almost all people are such schizo-
phrenics.”

The students stared at Him with incomprehension. “But how?” Rita 
was amazed. “Don’t we know how to distinguish the mental plane from 
reality? We... understand that there are really no jackalopes!”

The Keeper smiled with a slight sadness. “Yes, it is so, in the case of 
jackalopes,” He said. “But in ordinary life, we so often confuse the 
planes. For example, a person saw an advertisement for some pyramid 
scam and believed in it. And he decided to invest all his money to get a 
hundred times more. And this advertisement, this information was 
formed on the mental plane. But the person thinks that it will all be on 
the physical level. But in the end, it all remained at the level of imagina-
tion.”

“Is it... like with Pinocchio?” Lana asked ironically. “He was promised 
great success in Stromboli’s puppet show, but it didn’t turn out so well, 
because the Fox and the Cat had promised him all that on the mental 
plane. And in the end all he got was some broken metal washer, and then 
he was locked up in a cage.”

“Yes, this is also a good example,” the Sage nodded benevolently at 
the words of the student. “Therefore, when a person confuses the planes 
and does not understand what happens on which plane, that is when he 
starts to have problems.”

“Teacher, and here’s what I wanted to ask,” the woman continued. 
“When I have a lot of different tasks at once and I observe what I direct 
my attention to, and at the same time I try to focus on all these tasks… 
I feel tension accumulating later... and an inadequate reaction occurs 
in the emotional center, and negative emotions appear. Is this normal? 
That the emotional center reacts so inadequately, but then through 
this I understand my mistakes. Or do I need to learn in some other 
way?”

“Lana, this is a very good practice,” the Keeper approved. “The more 
objects our attention can hold, the more our attention begins to expand 
and develop. Someone can hold two objects, someone can hold three. 
Therefore, it is necessary to try to remember as many things as possible. 
For example, to build a detailed plan for the day, such as what needs to be 
done today and at what time, scheduling everything by the hour and min-
ute. And then, when the time comes, we will have to remember and start 
doing what we have written down.”
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“Thank you, Teacher,” Lana said with sincere gratitude. “I will defi-
nitely try this practice.”

“But you may not succeed right away,” the Sage warned. “You need 
to train a lot, because you were taught incorrectly at school. There had 
to be some kind of psychological games to remember different objects, 
to stay focused for a long time, or to solve multiple tasks at the same 
time, and only then would our attention have developed correctly. But 
they did not teach us anything about it, they just told us to ‘Memorize 
some equations and formulas.’ When we have to pay attention to a lot of 
tasks, our attention begins to expand, and it becomes more concentrat-
ed, focused.”

“And the negative reaction of the emotional center?” the woman 
asked doubtfully. “Is this really normal?”

“Yes,” the Sage reassured the student, sending her a soothing look full 
of love, “there is pressure in Ajna from a large number of tasks that need 
to be controlled. And that is when we begin to develop, because we can 
control more and more things with our attention. And for this we enter 
into a more and more collected state, because in a vague state, in a half-
asleep state, it is impossible to control anything with our attention. For 
example, something is said at a Darshan, and one minute later the student 
forgets what has just been said.”

“Do I understand correctly that there is no need to get upset and iden-
tify with something if something didn’t work out?” Eric asked. “We need 
to take it easier, right?” the guy looked at the Sage inquisitively. “Should 
we regard it as the process of studying or a game, and then over time the 
attention will expand?”

“Yes. You need to say to yourself, ‘Now I will become even more 
collected, I will concentrate even more, and I will be even more atten-
tive, then I will be able to solve more problems.’ What usually prevents 
us?” the Teacher looked questioningly at the guy, but immediately, af-
ter a short pause, continued the explanation. “A vague state does, so we 
do not remember half of what we are told. The more collected our state 
is, the more we begin to remember and embrace with attention. For 
example, as we do in a stressful situation. If there is some kind of attack 
on us, then we need to become collected, concentrated, to mobilize our 
reserves... then we are able to dramatically expand our attention to 
solve many tasks at once… And such a collected state arises because of 
stress.”
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“And if they tell us something, and one minute later we no longer re-
member anything?” the guy asked again. “What does that mean?”

“That we are in a senseless state,” the Teacher said. “Even when 
we have just been told something, it is distorted in our brains and 
have perceived it in a wrong way. We often do not hear our interloc-
utors. They tell us one thing, but we hear and understand something 
completely different, because we are not used to being in a collected 
state.”

“Teacher, may I tell my story?” Vlad suddenly asked, stepping for-
ward. The Sage indicated with an approving gesture that he was looking 
forward to hearing the story, and then the student began. “I was often 
beaten by bullies at school…”

Noticing the surprised glances of his friends, who stared at this mus-
cular, tattooed, strong man in bewilderment, Vlad stopped and smiled 
kindly. He really did not look like a man who was beaten by school bullies, 
and he knew it too.”

“Yes, yes...” he explained, spreading his hands and smiling. “Now it’s 
hard to believe, but at school I was completely different: a skinny, frail, 
sickly child—my parents forced me to play the violin, which complement-
ed this image of a nerd with glasses and a fiddle bow.”

He talked about it so fervently and cheerfully, and the contrast with 
how Vlad looked and behaved now was striking, which had a comic effect 
and made the students smile.

“So, I was often beaten, and I had to be in a collected and attentive 
state,” Vlad continued his story, “you had to see that. I went out of the 
apartment and thought, ‘Is there a danger around? Is someone waiting 
for me at the door?’ It was getting ridiculous… I didn’t leave the house 
until I listened carefully. I walked, looked with all my eyes, breathed 
softly, and went down the stairs so carefully. I constantly thought ‘What 
if there are these hooligans on the playground? Then I have to hear 
them in time, in advance, before they hear me and see me.’ Then I 
walked out of the building and looked in all directions again. Then I 
went to school where there were a lot of bullies. And so I was in a tense 
state every day. I was constantly waiting for where the danger might 
come from,” Vlad grinned again with slight irony to himself about the 
past, remembering how it was. “And that’s how I began to enlighten,” 
he continued, “and my essence began to develop, because I was in this 
state for a long time.”
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The students now looked at Vlad with admiration, cheers and even 
occasional applause could be heard here and there.”

“Thank you for sharing your story with us,” the Keeper said approv-
ingly. “You are a great fellow because you understood and realized all 
this, because you used this situation for your own growth and develop-
ment.”

“And if I had gone to school in a senseless state, nothing would have 
formed in me, my essence would not have developed,” Vlad summed up 
his story.

“That is why, if we have such a task—to remember as much as possi-
ble, to encompass with attention—then we need to turn on the emotional 
center so that it remains active,” the Keeper of the Knowledge explained 
again, “and then we can do it all easily, but in a senseless state, we cannot 
do anything.”

When Vlad stepped back into the crowd, Tasha raised her hand. 
“Teacher, you say that where our attention is directed, that’s what we be-
come, and our world narrows to this ray,” she began her question. “Tell 
me, do I understand correctly that on the path of spiritual development, 
our main task becomes to remember our Atman and expand it to our Di-
vine essence, to God? Am I right?”

“First, at least just look inside yourself,” the Sage replied. “We ob-
serve ourselves, we look at how the centers work, which ‘self’ has aris-
en. If we start seeing them, noticing all these internal processes, then 
we will be able to go deeper inside ourselves. And if we do not see 
anything of this, then we will be able to see God only in the imagina-
tion, on the mental plane. And if we see all the centers, all the process-
es within ourselves, then we will reach Atman and will be in an en-
lightened state.”

“Teacher, do I understand correctly that obedience is to complete-
ly give control of your attention to spiritual mentors?” Tasha asked 
again.

“Yes, that is right,” the Keeper of the Knowledge confirmed. “Gen-
erally, what is the essence of obedience? A person cannot force himself 
to develop normally, he will either do nothing at all, which happens in 
most cases, or do what he easily succeeds in and what is pleasant to 
him.”

“Is this wrong?” Rita clarified, continuing the flow of questions. “Do 
we have to do what is difficult?”
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“To always do what a person likes and what he can easily do is to 
stop developing,” the Teacher explained, “therefore, it is necessary to 
do what he does not succeed in. What is difficult to do and what needs 
to be cultivated and developed. And for this he should find another 
person—a spiritual mentor or Teacher. And this person tells him spe-
cifically what to do, what exercises to do, and how to work on himself. 
The person has enough strength for this, and he begins to do every-
thing that is needed and develops like this. And he would hardly have 
forced himself. And even if he forces himself once today, he will do it 
the next time only in a year. The person will never be able to develop 
in this way. And if he listens to a mentor or Teacher, then he begins to 
work out what is unpleasant to him, which he could never do in any 
way or was too lazy for. Therefore, there must be a mentor who will 
help us do what is difficult, what is unpleasant, and what we do not 
want to do. Then there will be development. And if we do not have 
such a mentor or a team of like-minded people who are also engaged 
in spiritual growth, then we can only read books and dream about how 
we would come to enlightenment, but do nothing done to achieve 
this.”

“Teacher, I have... quite a specific question,” Lana said, joining the 
conversation again. “Let’s say I observe my identification during the day 
and know that I need to do some tasks that I have planned. And then the 
spiritual mentor suddenly gives me another task, and I immediately have 
an identification that I will not have time for something now. How can 
this identification be removed?”

“It is difficult to readjust,” the Teacher shook his head understand-
ingly. “Yes, if there are different tasks and you need to switch between 
them quickly, it can be quite difficult. This is so not only in training, but 
in general in anything you do. For example, someone says to us, ‘Let’s 
go eat.’ And we are already overjoyed and even feel the aromas of the 
dishes being prepared, we can almost imagine how the juicy food gives 
us the pleasure of taste, and our mouth literally waters. That is, we have 
completely identified with it. But then we are told, ‘No, wait, we need to 
wash the kitchen floor first.’ What will you feel?” the Keeper smiled, 
describing the situation in colors, and looked questioningly at the stu-
dents.

“A complete disappointment,” Eric said with a kind irony and laughed. 
“Is it possible to disappoint expectations that much?”
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The other students appreciated the joke, and mischievous laughter 
rolled through the crowd.

“Yes,” said the Teacher, when the wave of gaiety had subsided. “But 
we have already identified that there will be delicious food right now, and 
everything inside us is protesting. But we do not want to clean up the 
kitchen now, but only to eat, because we have prepared for it.”

“But what should be done? What should we do to get rid of this... 
inertia?”

“We should be in a more detached state, not identified with a task or 
a specific action. You have to think like this: ‘Anything can happen now. 
And if necessary, I will start cleaning up right away or do another task. I 
am not identified, so I will calmly begin washing the kitchen floor.’ And 
then, if we are given a new command, we easily perceive it and start doing 
it. And if we are identified, then the reaction is, ‘No, why, I must eat, 
where is my portion?”

The students smiled again, seeing the Teacher exaggerate the situa-
tion.

“And if such a state of identification occurs,” the Sage continued, 
“and then we are suddenly told that instead of eating we need to go for a 
walk, for us it is a real grief. ‘Oh-oh-oh! Why? I was going to eat, and now 
I have to go for a walk, why would I do that?’” the Keeper smiled again, 
and sincere smiles could be seen on the students’ faces. “Therefore, we 
must remain in a more detached and more inert state, ready to readjust 
and do something else at any moment, and then we will really develop 
spiritually.”

Today’s spiritual conversation was very long and intense. The stu-
dents received answers to all their questions and studied human attention 
from different angles in order to build a complete picture.

Seeing that they needed time to put the acquired Knowledge in their 
heads, the Sage began to chant the stanzas of the poem, and His smooth 
voice sounded over the clearing, intertwining with the melodious mur-
mur of the mountain waterfall:

 
I LOOK AT THE SYMBOL OF THE MORNING DAWN,
I LOOK OUTSIDE, BUT ITS ESSENCE IS INSIDE.
 
THAT CLEAR LIGHT IS THE BASIS OF EVERYTHING,
IT ILLUMINATES THE DREAMS OF OUR DREAMS.
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LET THE PRANA OF THE SUN BURN THROUGH ME
THE SACRED EYE, CLOSED IN THE DEPTHS.
 
THAT EYE OF WISDOM THAT SHEDS THE TRUTH,
WHEN YOU START REALIZING THINGS.
 
LOOK MORE ATTENTIVE AT THE WORLD:
IT IS BUT A SYMBOL OF WHAT IS WITHIN.



EPISODE 20 

THE RIDDLE OF THE SPHINX
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The central place in the new painting in the temple of the Keeper of the 
Knowledge was given to man. It was undoubtedly a man, although he 

looked very strange, as if he was assembled from different parts that did 
not belong to him. The artist had painted him in the very middle of the 
canvas, and the space around it was divided into five different sectors.

In the lower right corner were animals in the wild: an elephant, a go-
rilla, a tiger, and an eagle hovering over the woods. Devils were trying to 
get close to the man from the underworld in the lower left part, and 
masked people were depicted above them. It seemed that after putting on 
these masks, they stopped seeing, because they were in a state of prostra-
tion, did not understand what was happening, stretching out their hands 
and trying to feel the air with them. There were Angels in the upper right 
corner, and at the very top, surrounded by swirling purple clouds, the 
Lord sent his Divine particle to the man.

The man had a typical torso, a mask on his face, horns, and in the 
center of his forehead he had an eye framed by wings, which had been 
sent to him by God. But instead of human legs, he had hairy, ugly limbs of 
a devil with massive hooves. Long pointed claws could be seen on his 
hands, a demonic tail hung from behind, but at the same time, Angel 
wings shining with purity and whiteness spread out behind his back.

The students carefully examined the new canvas, trying to notice as 
many details as possible and unravel their hidden meaning, trying to un-
derstand what each of them symbolized and how to properly understand 
it and use it for their spiritual growth.

When the Sage appeared in the hall, they already had their assump-
tions and questions ready. All of them turned joyfully to the entrance, 
watching the smooth flying gait of the Keeper, their faces immediately lit 
up with inner light and joy, which was inspired by the anticipation of a 
spiritual conversation.

A short, petite woman in a long blue-and-white dress came forward. 
She had a shock of curly red hair tied back with an elastic band.

“Teacher,” she respectfully addressed the Sage, “we have got a new 
painting. We have studied it, but some things are not completely clear. Is 
it a human in the center? Or a demon? But then why does he have angel 
wings? Please explain the meaning to us.”

The Keeper of the Knowledge stopped and looked at the red-haired 
student, sending her the energy of unconditional love that could be felt 
even on the physical plane.
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“Yes, Martha, today we will talk in detail about this,” He shifted his 
gaze to the picture and pointed with an open palm to its center. “A man is 
painted here. Look, it is like a sphinx, it consists of different parts. And it 
is no coincidence that there are five sectors here, and in each there are 
those who influence the man and give him something of their own. Ani-
mals are depicted here at the bottom. What do you think the man receives 
from them?”

The Sage addressed the question to the students and paused, waiting 
for their guesses.

“Probably a body?” Martha replied half-interrogatively.
“Well done,” the Teacher praised her. “Indeed, we get a body from 

animals.”
“And what do you mean by this? It’s not in a literal sense, is it?”
“Our physical body has very simple functions, like animals,” the Sage 

explained. “It can grow, it feels the need to reproduce. The body needs to 
eat, drink, and sleep. It digests food and receives primitive animal energy 
from these nutrients to maintain its own physiological processes and vital 
functions, and so a person tries to satisfy these needs all his life.”

“But... Great Sage, we can’t, for example, live without eating or... 
without sleeping...” Martha said with a bit of surprise. “Can we live with-
out fulfilling these needs?”

The Teacher paused, shifting his gaze from the painting to the stu-
dents. “A person should live in harmony with his animal nature, but it is 
important to understand that we are not only our physical body, not only 
our instincts. A person is much more.” He nodded at the image again, “It is 
no coincidence that it is shown here that we consist of five different parts.”

The Sage smiled mysteriously and pointed to the lower left corner of 
the painting.

“Look, devils, demons, and larvae are painted here. From them, a per-
son receives lies and negative emotions. And there is a lot of this negativ-
ity in the world… We are taught from childhood to experience emotions 
such as envy, resentment, anger, irritation. We absorb it from birth, using 
the examples of parents, relatives, and neighbors. We watch movies, TV 
series, and talk shows, which teach us to react to everything with hysteria, 
to take offense, to be jealous, to take revenge on offenders, to feel envy for 
the more successful and luckier ones... Devils kindle anger in us, making 
us commit such mortal sins as pride and vanity. This is all beautified in a 
variety of cultures.”

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/in+a+literal+sense
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“It turns out that we are partly demons and larvae?” asked one of the 
students—a skinny guy wearing round glasses in thin frames and a plaid 
shirt with sleeves rolled up to his elbows. “Since we have something from 
them in us?”

“Yes, Leo,” the Keeper of the Knowledge calmly confirmed, “there is a 
dark side in every person. These are our negative emotions that push us 
to sin. But, of course, we are not made up of this negativity alone. A per-
son is much more than negative emotions.”

Having finished his thought, the Teacher pointed to the segment of 
the picture with the masked people.

“Look,” He said to the students, “here is our personality. Why person-
ality? There was such a word in the Latin language ‘persona,’ which orig-
inally meant a mask. Look, these people are giving the man such a mask, 
a false face. And the man begins to play the roles imposed by society. 
Depending on our environment, we change these masks... At home we 
play the role of a son, daughter, mother, father, brother, sister… At work, 
we play the roles of bosses and subordinates. In a circle of friends, we put 
on another mask, for example, the mask of a wit who constantly cracks 
jokes, or, conversely, a whiner who constantly complains about life. But 
no matter what kind of mask a person puts on, he considers himself this 
false personality and constantly identifies with it. And often we spend our 
lives satisfying the needs of these false personalities, but the man is not 
our false identity. We are not one of them. The man is much more.”

With these words, the Keeper of the Knowledge turned his gaze to the 
upper right corner of the picture where the Angels were located. They 
were floating in a serene blue sky, and one of them was holding out snow-
white wings to the man.”

“Teacher, it turns out that we have been given something by the An-
gels?” Martha asked, following the Sage’s gaze. “But what is it exactly?”

“The ability to experience Sublime emotions,” He simply replied. “A 
person can receive Grace, bright divine joy, and supreme happiness when 
he does spiritual practices, when he prays to the Almighty or when he 
does good deeds and helps other people.”

“It turns out that if we experience Sublime emotions, we become like 
Angels, and if negative, we become like demons and larvae?” another stu-
dent asked—a tall girl with bright greenish-brown eyes.

“Yes, that is right, Violetta,” the Sage smiled, giving the student a 
warm look. “The more we experience Sublime emotions, the more we de-
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velop the treasures of the soul and become like Angels. And vice versa, the 
more we are angry or irritated, the more lies we tell and the more we re-
semble devils and demons.”

“Beloved Teacher, do I understand correctly that we must cultivate 
these Sublime emotions in ourselves, otherwise we will not be able to ex-
perience them?” Violet asked again.

“Yes, that is right,” the Keeper of Knowledge nodded, “if learning to 
experience negative emotions is not difficult, since the whole world is in 
the negativity, and we have been taught to do this since childhood, then 
with Sublime emotions the situation is reversed. In order to experience 
them, we must make efforts such as praying sincerely, listening to spiritu-
al chants, doing good deeds…”

“You say that we have been taught negative emotions since child-
hood?” Violetta was amazed. “But how? I don’t remember any of my par-
ents saying that being angry and lying is good.”

The Sage smiled sadly. “Negative emotions surround a child from 
birth,” He explained, “they are experienced by everyone, and we just imi-
tate the behavior of adults. Plus, we watch cartoons, TV series, and talk 
shows where people swear at each other, constantly throw mud at each 
other... Children have a very subtle sense of how to behave in order to get 
what they want from their parents. The easiest way is throwing a tantrum 
and crying. The child first cries because he is uncomfortable or ill, for ex-
ample, or he is hungry. And he quickly realizes that if he cries, the food 
will be brought faster. And then he starts crying because of his own whims, 
stomps his foot, and makes his mother buy, for example, an expensive toy. 
Then his mom indulges these whims, buying the toy for the child and thus 
supports the manifestation of negative emotions in him. The child gets 
used to throwing tantrums and feeling offended. That is how it grows in 
him. For example, if it is a girl, then she gets married and starts throwing 
tantrums with her husband. And every time in these moments, devils take 
possession of a person, and our dark side manifests itself.”

“And how can we be taught envy, for example?” Violet asked.
“By constantly comparing the child with others. Parents say, ‘But Pete 

got an A, he’s good, not like you’ Or, ‘Look, Pete doesn’t run down the 
corridor, he’s a good boy.’ And the child feels negativity towards Pete—
envy, hatred...”

“And Sublime emotions… Can they be obtained only by prayer and by 
helping others?” Martha asked.
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“We have primordia of Sublime emotions, but in order to develop 
them, we need to follow a spiritual path,” the Keeper replied. “They man-
ifest themselves when we are surrounded by like-minded people who are 
looking for the Knowledge who want to develop spiritually, do practices, 
work on themselves, and strive for God.”

“That is, everyone can learn to experience them?” Leo asked, looking 
attentively at the Teacher and waiting for His answer.

“Yes, everyone is capable, but many people do not even feel the desire 
to begin to develop these primordia of Sublime emotions. If the Angelic 
nature is weak in a person, then he does not even strive for this. Only a 
few people really care about the development of Sublime emotions in 
themselves. And then they become like Angels.”

The Keeper paused, during which he looked at the painting again and 
pointed to its upper part. “And God is at the top,” He continued. “Look, 
here He is sending the winged eye of the Aiy to the man, see? This is At-
man—a piece of God, consciousness, which the man really is. This is the 
real us, the authentic us; this is the genuine self of the man. To realize 
yourself in Atman is the great meaning of life.”

“Teacher, and how do you do it?” asked Klim, a young man with big 
expressive eyes and a neat red beard. “How can we realize ourselves in 
Atman?”

The Sage carefully looked at the disciple and began to explain. “A 
person consists of different parts,” He pointed with his palm in the direc-
tion of the picture, “and we have to observe ourselves and see what is 
manifested in us at the moment. We have to learn how to track it, what 
guides us: our animal nature or false personality? Are we experiencing 
negative or Sublime emotions? And we must understand that if it is a lie 
and a negative emotion, then devils have become more active, and if we 
begin to pray and tune in to the Sublime, then Angels have spoken to us, 
and Sublime emotions have appeared. And when we begin to observe 
ourselves, we understand that ‘It is not me!’ And then we realize that, as it 
turns out, I am consciousness, a piece of God. And when a person sees 
everything from the outside, he enlightens, and then real understanding 
begins to awaken.” Then the Sage pointed to the canvas hanging in the 
temple niche before continuing. “And you can use this painting to observe 
and study yourself. Look at it and analyze yourself. What has manifested 
itself at the moment, which part of us? And then we will better understand 
what is happening inside us.”
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Following the Teacher’s gaze, the students turned their attention back 
to the image. A girl with a short stylish haircut raised her hand. Pointing 
in the direction of the sphinx-like man on the canvas, she asked, “Teacher, 
the illustration shows how much we have from devils: legs, claws on our 
hands, a tail, and horns. And from Angels, only one set of wings. Does 
this mean that there are more satanic elements in us?”

“Yes, Inna, there are a lot of satanic elements in a person,” the Keeper 
calmly stated the fact. “What do we see around most often? Negative emo-
tions and lies, so devils have a very strong effect on us. There is very little 
angelic in us. Therefore, we must observe ourselves. What do we have more 
of in us? What is currently being manifested? And when we try to reveal 
positive qualities in ourselves, then Angel wings will be more noticeable.”

“Great Sage, and if a person is experiencing Sublime emotions and 
Angels manifest in him, then where is the part that we have from devils 
and demons?” Inna asked the next question.

“Devils are no longer acting at this moment,” the Sage replied. “They are 
hiding and waiting for when they can take possession of the person again. 
And when he is in the Sublime, they can do nothing except get even more 
furious and wait for the person to stop praying and get off the spiritual path.”

“Teacher, when we worry about our body, about food, about comfort, 
are we in the animal part?”

“Yes, the needs of our body are our animal part. Therefore, if we want 
to eat, drink, or experience sexual attraction, then our instinctive animal 
nature wakes up.”

Inna nodded and pondered, as if doubting whether to ask another 
question or not, which did not escape the Sage’s attentive gaze. He looked 
at the girl and smiled benevolently, and she felt support and absolute ac-
ceptance in His smile. And then she smiled back and asked, “Great Sage, 
I try to observe myself, but lately I have often realized that the animal 
nature prevails in me, and Angelic nature does not seem to be active at 
all,” Inna admitted. “Is it possible to create some kind of anchor in order 
to quickly move from the animal state to the Angelic Grace in order to 
become like Angels?”

“There must be a proper mood,” the Keeper replied. “What helps us? 
Prayer, Divine chants, Sublime images—this is what needs to be con-
sciously cultivated in ourselves. Negative emotions come to us by them-
selves, animal needs as well. They manifest themselves whether we want 
it or not. And you need to learn how to create a sublime state in yourself. 
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It is not easy. Only weeds grow by themselves, and a good crop needs to 
be grown intentionally. Therefore, we must make efforts and tune in so 
that Sublime nature appears in us. Since childhood, we have not been 
taught this, but, on the contrary, we were taught to be offended, to feel 
jealous, to be lazy, to lie... So now that we are already accustomed to dif-
ferent behavior, it is difficult to do otherwise. A lot of filth, dirt, and iden-
tifications accumulate in us. Therefore, it is more difficult to learn to tune 
in to the Sublime, but it must be done, you must cultivate Sublime emo-
tions in ourselves, and for this, you need to tune in properly.”

“Great Sage, and... does it matter how often we tune in like that?” 
Martha asked.

The Teacher looked at the student carefully and smiled. “If a person 
did not evoke a Sublime emotion during the day, we can say that he lived 
the day in vain,” He replied.

“Oh, that often?” Inna was amazed. “I thought that it happens very 
rarely, on some special days.”

“The more often we experience Sublime emotions, the closer we get 
to Angels and God. Therefore, in the morning we need to tune in, telling 
ourselves, ‘I am beginning to experience Sublime emotions and rejoice in 
everything that happens to me. Even if someone criticizes me, points out 
mistakes, or starts to press on me, I will rejoice in this despite the old re-
actions of resentment; I will learn to accept everything with joy and grat-
itude.’ And then the restructuring will begin, and Angelic nature will be-
gin to awaken in us.”

“Great Sage, when we move onto the subtle plane, we will have only 
the body on Earth, and all the other four of our components from this il-
lustration... will they stay with us?” Martha asked again.

“Yes, they will remain,” the Keeper unequivocally replied, accompa-
nying his words with an affirmative nod.

“Great Sage, do I understand correctly that we can change all this only 
here, on the Earthly plane?” the woman asked again, pointing to the im-
age. “How much from Angels is in us, and how much from demons and 
devils? And there,” the student raised her index finger up, in the direction 
of heaven, “there we can’t change it, right? The composition that was here 
will remain in the subtle world?”

“Good question, Martha,” the Sage praised the woman. “Yes, you as-
sess correctly, that is exactly what we will find ourselves with on the subtle 
plane when we leave Earth. Therefore, we have to work on all this here. 
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We can say that there is a sort of gym here, and there,” the Teacher also 
raised his finger up to the sky and shook his head negatively, “there are no 
‘dumbbells’ there, they are all here. And we should not be afraid of them, 
we must boldly start training.”

“Beloved Teacher, tell me, and if a person does not start training here, 
will he... will he get to Earth again and again to get an opportunity for 
development?” Violet asked.

“Yes,” the Sage confirmed, “you very correctly understood the essence 
of a person’s being here. We need to develop, to gain awareness, other-
wise we will be sent here for many more lifetimes, so that we finally begin 
to train and use the negative situations of our lives for development.”

“And if a person still does not want to develop?” Klim asked, joining 
in the conversation.

“Then this person will go to war, be bombed, or something else will 
happen that will not allow him to hide from a problematic situation and 
avoid development in any way. Therefore, there is no need to wait for God 
to send us such conditions. We must strive for development and not wait 
for bombs to start falling on us. It is necessary to strive for spiritual Teach-
ers who will help in conscious development.”

Klim thanked the Sage for the answer, thoughtfully looked at the pic-
ture, and, after thinking for a few moments, asked another question. 
“Teacher, why exactly these particular body parts? Did the artist paint 
those unintentionally, or is there a hidden meaning in this? Our legs are 
from devils and larvae, at the level of the heart there are wings—these are 
Sublime emotions, our connection with God through the heart. But at the 
level of the head is Atman, and then there are horns and this mask. Is 
there a connection in this?”

“It is good that you have noticed it,” the Keeper of the Knowledge 
smiled approvingly. “Of course, there is a connection. The mask, for ex-
ample, is connected with the mind, with our mental center, and it is more 
associated with the head, so the mask is on the head. Lies, negative emo-
tions are also in our mind, so there are also horns on the head. This part 
is in us from devils. It is in our mind that there is a lot of negative influ-
ence. Therefore, first of all, it is necessary to cleanse our mind and head, 
to get rid of identifications with false personalities, to get rid of lies and 
various negative emotions.”

“Teacher, it is clear that negative emotions are from devils, but a false 
personality… Is it when we have an idea about something like stereotypes 
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and programs of society? Do I understand this correctly?” Violetta asked, 
looking at the Sage with reverent awe. “And... when you realize that this 
is exactly the case, is this a false identity? Just how do you track it in your-
self? When you are firmly convinced of something, when you believe in 
your programs, are these the stereotypes of a false personality?”

“Yes, Violetta, well done, you were able to see the essence of things so 
deeply. These beliefs are manifestations of false personalities. Most often 
they are not even ours, they were inspired to us, but we do not understand 
this. For example, your mother explained to you from early childhood 
how everything should be in life and programmed you with these tem-
plates. And it would have been better if she had said, ‘I have lived my life 
but I do not know anything myself. Come on, daughter, start figuring it 
out yourself, look for smart people who will explain it to you.’ Then she 
would have acted honestly, and you would have started to develop your-
self. But instead, she inspires patterns and stereotypes, which are then 
very difficult to get rid of. And this lie, it is in our mind. Our mind, it turns 
out, has never thought independently but has simply accepted all the lies 
as the truth since childhood. And in order to get rid of the patterns, our 
mind must begin to think for itself, try to understand everything, and fig-
ure everything out. Only then will the lie be defeated.”

“Teacher, thank you very much for the clarifications,” Violetta 
thanked the Sage before asking a new question. “Yesterday you talked a 
lot about identification, that this is such a way of knowing the world and 
that without identification this game of God wouldn’t exist. But if you 
look at this picture,” the girl nodded toward the colorful canvas, “it’s easy 
to identify with negative emotions, with some false personalities, reac-
tions, with something bad in yourself. And is there a way, in addition to 
the spiritual practices that we do, or in general, to more strongly identify 
with Angelic nature so that this identification is stronger than identifica-
tion with the negativity?”

After listening to such a detailed question from the student, the Sage 
readily began to explain. “This is the first stage of spiritual growth,” He 
said. “At first, a person identifies with something good. He just does not 
know yet that he can live without any identifications and it would be eas-
ier for him that way. Therefore, the first thing to do is to identify with 
something good in order to disidentify with all false personalities and 
negativity. It should be so! A person identifies with something good and 
lives with dignity and nobility.”
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“But... then we still have to get rid of all attachments, right?” Martha 
asked.

“Yes, at the next stages of spiritual development,” the Sage confirmed. 
“And at first we get attached to something good, we abandon the bad, the 
ugly… And then we go further and look at everything from the outside, 
and enlighten.”

Klim raised his hand again. “Teacher, is it possible to divide these com-
ponents of our sphinx into two poles, good and evil?” the man pointed to 
the left side of the canvas. “For example, devils and society actually work 
together. After all, imposed programs give rise to negative emotions. And 
God and Angels are good, because Sublime emotions can only be cultivated 
consciously. And the body, it turns out, occupies a neutral position; it works 
like a biorobot. And it’s not bad or good. Is it possible to divide it like this?”

“Yes, it is,” the Sage confirmed. “But only about the body… It can be 
both good and evil.”

“What do you mean? Please explain,” asked Klim.
“If the body was healthy, it would function properly, but it has been 

disfigured since childhood. For example, a child wants to run and jump, 
yet his teacher says to him, ‘It’s nap time, you have to lie down and rest.’ 
And the child does not want to lie down, but he is put to bed against his 
will. Then the teacher turns away for five minutes, and the child immedi-
ately gets out of bed and starts playing. And then the teacher puts him on 
a chair and says,  ‘Sit here, apologize for being naughty, because you are 
too active. You can’t be so active. Look at Pete. What a calm boy. Why 
aren’t you like him?”

“And it’s the same with food. It often happens that parents overfeed 
their children, saying, ‘Here comes the choo-choo train!’ ” Klim suddenly 
remembered. “Can this also be an example?”

“Yes, this, also,” the Sage confirmed. “In fact, unhealthy habits are in-
stilled in us and we get used to overeating, being lazy, passively sitting on 
the couch and watching TV. And then this unhealthy body with incorrect 
reactions begins to interfere with us, and then we are constantly thinking 
about how to lie down and eat. This becomes the main thing, because the 
body has been broken, and now it needs to be treated for these reactions 
and habits. And if the body is cured, then it will function normally and will 
not prevent the person from walking on the spiritual path.”

When he finished speaking, the Keeper looked around attentively at 
his disciples. They were in an active state of spiritual search. Many had 
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bright eyes, inspired, and some had come to important realizations during 
the conversation.

The Keeper saw that their consciousness had now become clear and 
free of the patterns, free of thoughts and stereotypes imposed by society. 
The students had learned a lot of new things and had been able to ask 
interesting questions. They tried to comprehend the deep meaning of the 
Knowledge and reach the Truth.

The Sage smiled his transparent bright smile and began to recite the 
lines of a spiritual poem:

 
DO NOT CONDEMN UNJUSTLY
WITH THE LAW THAT YOU DON’T KNOW.
IT WAS INSTILLED IN YOU BY THE EVIL ONE,
IN THE ATTEMPT TO HIDE HIS FAULT.
 
ALL THE FAULTS AND VICES
THAT YOU CAN SEE IN THE WORLD
ARE ONLY FLAWS AND VICES
THAT HE HIMSELF BEHOLD.
 
THOSE MALICIOUS JUDGMENTS,
PREJUDICE, AND BLASPHEMY
ONLY MULTIPLIED THE DELUSIONS,
AND FED THE ROOT OF THE EVIL SPIRIT.
 
YOU SHOW US YOUR COUNTENANCE,
BEWARE THE OTHERS OF THE VICE
THAT CREATED GRIEF IN YOUR HEART,
THAT WARMED A SNAKE IN YOUR BOSOM.
 
IN THE ANGUISH OF CONSCIENCE
FOR YOUR OWN VILE DEEDS
A LIGHTER CONSCIENCE WILL BE BORN
THAT WON’T HAVE A PLACE IN THE DARKNESS.
 
AFTER THE STORM OF REMORSE
YOUR SOUL WILL FIND THE NEEDED PEACE,
AS WELL AS PURITY AND CHARM
OF A LOVE SO GREAT AND ETHEREAL…
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Irma,

37 years old

I had given up hope of getting pregnant - my husband and I 
had been trying for six years, but it was all in vain. I had 
almost come to terms with it. My relationship with my 
husband started to deteriorate and I even suspected he was 
dating another woman. During a diagnosis with my tutor, I 
found out that my uterus had "fallen asleep" since I was a 
teenager, when I was severely hurt by my stepfather and I 
left home. I could never forgive him, and that anger was 
building up in my uterus. After the energy cleansing ritual, I 
began to feel better. My husband stopped disappearing in 
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got pregnant!!! That's a huge blessing. My husband and I are 
immensely grateful and happy.
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Clara,

34 years old

In my family it was conventional to live modestly and make 
do with what we had. But I had always wanted to give my 
children more: to be able to go to prestigious schools and 
universities, travel and help others. I found out that my 
distant ancestors were very rich but cruel people. Their 
actions affected the whole family, karma was tainted and 
we became poor. At the seminar, my tutor helped me pick 
up a magical amulet with a strong spirit that is friends 
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Mystery: untold story of love

The book is based on real but unbelievable events. What you 
would find hard to believe really happened!



This is the mystical story of the search for a spiritual partner - the 
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"Darling, I appeal to your good heart and ask for help. Remember, 
your Gift is to help people! Help people and God will help you! The 
most important thing now is to unite in prayer and love. These are 
challenging times on our Earth! The planet and all people need 
help. Every year there are more disasters and new incurable 
diseases. There is not enough love and true spirituality in the 
world. I am really looking forward to seeing you at this workshop, 
so that together we can help the world! You will go through 
practices that will change your life forever."
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